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Abstract 

The continued increase in renewable energy power production and the electrification of 

transportation are accelerating to achieve the goal of reducing global carbon emissions. DC 

transmission and distribution systems are vital for the integration of renewable energy and the 

electrification of transportation globally. As one of the key components for improving the flexibility 

and reliability of DC systems, DC circuit breakers are required and need to be further researched and 

developed. Amongst all types of DC circuit breakers, solid-state circuit breakers (SSCBs) have the 

potential to interrupt a fault current at an extremely fast speed. With the help of fault current limiting 

devices, DC circuit breakers can achieve easier current interruption. Superconducting fault current 

limiters (SFCLs) are one of the promising devices to limit fault currents in DC systems. 

A superconducting SSCB for DC systems has been investigated and is presented in this thesis. The 

research project explores, for the first time, an SSCB integrating superconducting fault current 

limiting technology. In addition, this is one of the first investigations to study series and parallel 

connected IGBTs in a single SSCB.  

The use of series and parallel configurations can increase the voltage and current levels of the DC 

circuit breaker. The device selection and the design of the voltage balancing circuits, IGBT gate drive 

circuit, and the control circuit are described in detail, which lead to the development of a 1 kV SSCB. 

The thermal design of the SSCB is also studied based on theoretical models, to select a suitable 

heatsink. Three simulation models are built using PLECS software, to simulate the steady-state and 

dynamic operation of the designed SSCB. An SSCB prototype has been built and is experimentally 

tested under both on-state and dynamic tests, which shows even current sharing and voltage balance 

under both tests, and demonstrates successful interruption of 1 kA DC current. The experimental 

results are consistent with the PLECS models simulation results.  

An SFCL coil prototype with low-inductance and high-inductance connections is built, and the 

current limiting behaviours under different fault current levels are investigated. The SFCL with a 

low-inductance connection and the SSCB prototype are subsequently selected to be integrated into a 

superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker. The SFCL part is capable of limiting a prospective 

fault current from over 3 kA to 1.2 kA. With overcurrent protection, the superconducting SSCB 

successfully detects and automatically interrupts the current at 1 kA. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Climate change caused by greenhouse gas emissions is a growing environmental concern worldwide. 

To reduce environmental degradation, many countries and organisations have set ambitious targets 

to achieve net zero carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions [1]. The UK enacted the “Climate Change Act 

2008”, based on the emissions level in 1990, to reduce CO2 emissions by more than 80% by 2050 

[2]. In June 2019, the UK amended their emissions reduction target to 100% by 2050 [3]. The 

European Commission announced plans for the European Green Deal in December 2019 and then 

proposed a European Climate Law in March 2020; the latter sets a goal of reaching net zero 

greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 [4]. France set a new law in 2019 to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions and strive to be carbon neutral by 2050 [5]. In the United National General Assembly in 

2020, China announced targets to reach peak CO2 emissions by 2030 and to realise carbon neutrality 

by 2060 [6].  

On the path towards reducing the global carbon footprint and achieving zero carbon emissions, 

improving energy efficiency and increasing electricity consumption from renewable energy 

resources such as wind, solar, etc., rather than fossil fuels are two major avenues to achieve these 

targets. The demand for and use of electric power will continue increasing globally. Therefore, 

ensuring flexible, safe and reliable power transmission and distribution are important aspects for 

expanding clean energy and electrification uptake.  

High voltage direct current (HVDC) and medium voltage direct current (MVDC) systems have 

attracted considerable attention in renewable energy integration and transportation electrification due 

to their superior system operational performance, better controllability and higher power quality than 

AC systems [7]. However, due to the lower impedance in DC systems compared to AC systems, the 

peak value of a fault current can be more than 100 times greater than the rated current, and achieved 

within a few milliseconds [8]. To protect DC systems from prospective high level fault currents, fault 

current interruption and also fault current limitation are vital. These are two of the main technical 

challenges for DC system protection.  

DC circuit breakers (DCCBs) and superconducting fault current limiters (SFCLs) are promising 

protection devices capable of protecting DC system against potential high level fault currents. 

DCCBs should be able to carry nominal currents during normal operation and interrupt fault currents 

once a fault is detected. Because of the absence of the natural current zero-crossing point in DC 

systems (compared to AC systems), the development of DCCBs is more challenging than that of AC 

circuit breakers [5]. In addition, the significantly high rate of rise of a fault current leads to more 
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critical requirements for the response speed and interruption speed of DCCBs. For example, a slow 

response and interruption speed means that a higher fault current level will be reached and lead to 

potentially seriously damaging equipment, fire, etc. Therefore, a circuit breaker with a better fault 

clearing capability is required.  

DCCBs can be categorised into mechanical circuit breakers (MCBs), solid-state circuit breakers 

(SSCBs) and hybrid circuit breakers (HCBs) [9]. The on-state conduction losses of MCBs are 

negligible. However, the interruption speed is the slowest amongst all the types of DCCBs. SSCBs 

can achieve ultrafast interruption operation (in a few tens of microseconds) and do not require 

auxiliary circuits to generate an artificial current zero-crossing point. However, the power loss of 

SSCBs cannot be ignored. An HCB is the combination of a mechanical switch and solid-state 

semiconductor devices. HCBs have lower on-state losses than SSCBs and operate faster than MCBs, 

but the topologies of HCBs are the most complicated.  

To deliver better protection performance in a DC system, a DCCB usually works with a fault current 

limiter (FCL). A fault current will be reduced by an FCL to an acceptable level, and then be 

interrupted by a circuit breaker. With some fault current limiting devices, DC circuit breakers have 

the potential to operate at higher voltage levels. 

Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 [10]. For over a century, the basic properties of 

superconductors have been studied and different types of superconducting materials have been 

developed. Since the discovery of high temperature superconductor (HTS) materials in the late 

1980s, there has been a surge of interest in applying superconducting techniques to practical 

applications in power systems such as superconducting fault current limiters (SFCLs), 

superconducting cables and superconducting machines [11]. A superconductor can exhibit zero DC 

resistance during the superconducting state, and rapidly produce a finite resistance to suppress a fault 

current once it is quenched. With these characteristics, therefore, an SFCL is able to obviously reduce 

the short-circuit current level during a fault without introducing any impedance into a DC system 

during normal operation. 

If a DCCB is integrated with an SFCL, the interruption capability can be improved. DCCBs 

integrated with SFCLs can be applied to the following typical application scenarios including MVDC 

distribution systems, electric aircraft, and multi-terminal DC (MTDC) transmission systems. 
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1.1.1 MVDC distribution systems 

MVDC distribution systems have been proposed to integrate renewable energy resources into power 

grids. Many voltage source converter (VSC) based MVDC distribution system projects have been 

implemented all over the world such as the RWTH Aachen University MVDC Project in Germany 

[12], and the Suzhou Industrial Park Project [13] and also Tangjia Bay Pilot Project in China [14].  

The schematic structure of the MVDC system of the Tangjia Bay Pilot Project is illustrated in Figure 

1.1. The system includes three voltage levels ± 10 kV, ± 375 V and ± 110 V. A microgrid connects to 

the ± 10 kV power network through a 2 MW DC-DC converter. Within the microgrid, there are 

photovoltaics (PV) power generation systems, energy storage, DC charging piles, DC loads and also 

AC loads. The DCCBs connect the three 10 kV buses, and also link the DC sources and loads within 

the microgrid. Once a fault occurs in a bus, instead of interrupting the whole system, the 

corresponding converter station, DC source or load can be isolated from the distribution system via 

circuit breakers. HCBs were selected for the Tangjia Bay Pilot Project, which interrupt a fault current 

in approximately 2.5 ms [14]. If SFCLs and SSCBs were applied to this distribution system, for 

example, both the fault current levels and interruption times could be reduced, which could 

potentially protect equipment, etc., from more severe damage. 

 

Figure 1.1 MVDC distribution system of the Tangjia Bay Pilot Project [14] 
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1.1.2 Electric aircraft  

The European Commission has also set some ambitious goals for the aviation sector in their 

“Flightpath 2050” documentation including targets by 2050 of reducing CO2 emissions by 75%, 

reducing NOX emissions by 90% and decreasing noise by 65% based on the emissions of baseline 

aircraft in 2000 [1]. These targets cannot be achieved using conventional aircraft using hydraulic and 

pneumatic subsystems and therefore require new systems to be developed [15, 16]. 

Electric aircraft, using electrical power systems to transmit and distribute energy from generators to 

motors, is a promising candidate to achieve the Flightpath 2050 goals. This is due to their higher 

energy efficiency, lower environmental impact, reduced fuel consumption and potential weight 

savings. A DC distribution system has been proposed as a feasible solution to increase fuel efficiency, 

provide flexibility in the operation of the electrical system, and guarantee a highly reliable and high 

quality power supply for turboelectric aircraft [17, 18].  

Figure 1.2 shows the proposed DC architecture of the NASA N3-X concept aircraft [18]. Within this 

DC distribution system, both the generators and motors are decoupled from each other and can 

operate at different speeds, to allow the optimal operation of turbine engines and propulsion fans. 

This means that the fuel consumption can be reduced significantly and the system reliability can be 

improved. The protection devices deployed in the system consist of SFCLs and DCCBs, which are 

located in all branches of the DC network. Since the impedance is extremely low in the DC system 

of an electric aircraft, DCCBs with rapid interruption times are required. Therefore, SSCBs are 

commonly selected for this type of DC architecture. 

 

Figure 1.2 NASA N3-X concept aircraft proposed DC architecture [18] 
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1.1.3 MTDC transmission systems 

The generation of offshore renewable energy systems, particularly the offshore wind energy industry 

has been developing rapidly. European countries, for example, have abundant offshore wind 

resources, and the offshore wind power generation capacity in the UK accounts for approximately 

45% of the total installed capacity in Europe. By the end of 2019, 110 offshore wind farms with a 

total capacity of over 22 GW has been installed in Europe [19]. In 2020, the UK proposed the Ten 

Point Plan to reduce emissions between 2023 and 2032. In the Plan, the UK aims to achieve 40 GW 

of offshore wind power capacity by 2030 [20]. GWEC forecasts that a global installed capacity of 

234 GW will be achieved by 2030 [21].  

A cost effective, safe, and flexible transmission network is critical to integrate offshore wind farms 

with AC grids. HVDC networks using voltage source converters can deliver power with less loss and 

higher flexibility. Meshed MTDC systems have better reliability, flexibility and higher efficiency 

than point to point HVDC systems [22]. Figure 1.3 shows a point-to-point DC transmission network 

[23], which can use AC circuit breakers on the AC sides of the system to isolate a fault point. 

However, for an MTDC network, as illustrated in Figure 1.4 [24], the whole DC network will be 

disconnected if the AC circuit breakers are turned off and it will take a relatively considerable amount 

of time to interrupt a fault current. Therefore, the use of DC circuit breakers on the DC sides is 

essential for MTDC transmission systems. Considering the power loss and also potential fault current 

levels, HCBs with SFCLs should be a suitable topology option for protecting MTDC transmission 

systems.  

 

Figure 1.3 Point-to-Point DC network protected with AC circuit breakers 

 

Figure 1.4 MTDC network with AC and DC circuit breakers  
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1.2 Aim and objectives 

To date, no superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker has been developed. Consequently, the 

aim of this research project is to develop an SSCB integrating superconducting fault current limiting 

technology for DC systems, and investigate its behaviour.  

The objectives of this research project are: 

⚫ Design and build an SSCB prototype based on both parallel and series connected IGBTs, 

which can achieve good current sharing and voltage balance performance. 

⚫ Build SSCB models in PLECS software, to simulate the performance of the SSCB during 

both steady-state and dynamic state operation, which can verify the effectiveness of the 

design and give ample guidance to the experimental works.  

⚫ Design experimental tests and establish associated test platforms to test and measure the 

performance of the SSCB prototype, including the on-state loss, temperature rise, current 

sharing of two IGBT branches, voltage balance, and current interruption performance, to be 

evaluated under both on-state tests and dynamic tests to verify the effectiveness of the design. 

⚫ Develop and investigate an SFCL prototype for DC systems, including the design of an SFCL 

coil with low-inductance and high-inductance connections. Furthermore, characterise the 

SFCL coil during experimental tests, investigate and compare the current limiting 

performance of both connections under different fault current levels.  

⚫ Develop and perform experimental tests on a superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker 

based on the SSCB prototype and SFCL prototype, including evaluate the performance of 

the circuit breaker using SFCLs with different inductances, choose a suitable SFCL 

connection type for the circuit breaker, and optimise the operation of the superconducting 

solid-state circuit breaker.  

1.3 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis is composed of eight chapters, and an overview flowchart of the thesis is illustrated in 

Figure 1.5. 

Chapter 1 introduces the background of the research project and explains the reasons why a DCCB 

with SFCL technology is a promising protection technique and device for DC systems. Three typical 

industrial application scenarios that have the potential to utilise SFCLs and DCCBs are described. 

The aim and objectives of the research project are also presented.  

Chapter 2 begins with a literature review and comparison of the DCCB topologies implemented in 

DC systems. Furthermore, the operating principles of each topology are described. This is followed 
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by an explanation of the properties of superconductivity, Type I and Type II superconductors, and 

three state-of-the-art superconducting materials for power applications. Finally, the different types of 

SFCLs in DC systems are described and comparisons of different types are also listed. 

Chapter 3 presents the design of a 1 kV DC SSCB based on series and parallel connected IGBTs. 

The topology, operating principles, and device selection are described. Next, the circuits for 

improving voltage balance and the IGBT gate drive circuit for controlling the IGBTs simultaneously 

are analysed in detail. All the parts of a control board based on the ARM STM32 microcontroller are 

introduced. To select a suitable heatsink for the SSCB, thermal analysis is conducted and the design 

is presented. Finally, an SSCB prototype is built, and the mechanical structure and image of the 

prototype are also displayed. 

Chapter 4 presents the simulated performance of the designed SSCB during both steady-state and 

dynamic state operation using the Piecewise Linear Electrical Circuit Simulation (PLECS) software. 

The fault current characteristics in DC systems are analysed. Furthermore, the dynamic performance 

of the designed SSCB under 200 A is studied. The parameters affecting the waveforms of the currents 

and voltages during current interruption are also discussed.  

In Chapter 5, two sets of experimental tests are designed and carried out to evaluate the performance 

of the SSCB prototype. The on-state losses, static current sharing and temperature rise of the IGBTs 

are monitored during the on-state tests. The voltage balance, dynamic current sharing and current 

interruption performance are evaluated during the dynamic tests. 

In Chapter 6, an SFCL coil is built and experimentally tested, and the current limiting characteristics 

of the SFCL coil with low-inductance and high-inductance under different fault current levels are 

investigated. By comparing the experimental results, the effect of the inductance of the SFCL coil on 

its current limiting capability is carefully analysed and validated.  

In Chapter 7, the superconducting DC circuit breaker is experimentally tested. The current 

interruption performances of the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker using low-

inductance and high-inductance SFCL coils are first examined. The interruption performance of the 

superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker using the low inductance coil with overcurrent 

detection protection is also studied and presented. 

Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the main findings of this thesis and suggests works can be continued 

in the future. 
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Figure 1.5 Overview flowchart of the thesis  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

The fault current interruption and fault current limitation are two main technical challenges for the 

DC system protection. DC circuit breakers (DCCBs) and superconducting fault current limiters 

(SFCLs) can effectively protect DC systems against potential high level fault currents. It is important 

to develop knowledge relevant to DCCBs and SFCLs for DC systems.  

Firstly, the requirements and classification of DCCB are introduced. The topologies and operating 

principles of different types of DCCB are reviewed and compared. Secondly, the basic properties of 

superconductors, and commercially available HTS wires are mentioned. Finally, the different types 

of SFCLs in DC systems are described and compared in this Chapter. 

2.1 Circuit breakers in DC systems  

The development of DCCBs is more challenging than that of AC circuit breakers, since there is no 

natural current zero-crossing point in DC systems. Besides, the extremely high rate of rise of a fault 

current results in stricter requirements on the response time and interruption speed of DCCBs. The 

key design requirements of DCCBs are listed as follows [25, 26]: 

⚫ Interrupt a fault at a very fast speed 

⚫ Available for reclosing after clearing the fault 

⚫ Rapidly dissipate the energy left in the system inductance 

⚫ Have a long service life with high reliability 

⚫ Withstand and limit the high overvoltage after interrupting the fault current 

There are three categories of DC circuit breakers: mechanical circuit breakers (MCBs), solid-state 

circuit breakers (SSCBs), and hybrid circuit breakers (HCBs).  

MCBs, using a mechanical switch as the main breaker component, can operate in DC systems with 

low losses due to low contact resistance and can withstand the system voltage after disconnection. 

The main drawback is the long operation time of isolating a fault current, usually tens of milliseconds 

[9]. 

SSCBs, using semiconductor devices as the main breaker, can achieve ultrafast operation in a few 

tens to hundreds of microseconds. Compared to MCBs, SSCBs possess a long service life, because 

there are no moving contacts and arc discharges. However, larger on-state resistance causes higher 

thermal stress in the SSCB, a cooling system is hence required. To date, SSCBs are the only feasible 

method for interrupting DC current within 1ms among all DC circuit breakers [26]. Due to the high 

on-state losses, SSCBs are more suitable for MVDC systems than for HVDC systems. 
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An HCB is a combination of a mechanical switch and solid-state semiconductor devices. HCBs have 

lower on-state losses than SSCBs and can achieve faster interruption than MCBs. However, HCBs 

are the most expensive and complex breakers, which are mainly applied to HVDC systems.  

Topologies of each type are introduced in this section. A brief operating principle of each topology 

is described as well. The advantages and disadvantages of various DCCBs are also summarised and 

listed. 

2.1.1 Mechanical circuit breakers (MCBs) 

Due to no natural current zero point in DC systems, it is difficult to extinguish arc using conventional 

AC circuit breakers directly. If a current zero crossing can be generated artificially, the mechanical 

switch will be able to operate in DC systems.  

Passive resonance MCBs were originally developed for current source converter (CSC) HVDC 

systems [27]. This type generally requires 20 ms to 40 ms to interrupt a fault current, which is 

unacceptable for voltage source converter (VSC) HVDC systems [28]. The interruption time of the 

MCB is affected by both the operating time of mechanical switches and the time waiting for the 

current to cross zero. To reduce the interruption time, interrupters with electromagnetic force actuator 

and active resonant circuits were developed. There are three types of MCB with active resonant 

circuits, including active resonance MCBs, air-core coupled MCBs, and Voltage source converter 

Assisted Resonant Current (VARC) MCBs. These improved MCBs can interrupt DC currents within 

10 ms.  

A brief introduction and operating principle of various topologies with resonant circuits for DC 

applications are presented. 

2.1.1.1 Passive resonance mechanical circuit breaker 

A basic structure of a passive resonance MCB is illustrated in Figure 2.1 [25]. It consists of an 

interrupting branch, a commutation branch and an energy absorption branch. The interrupting branch 

has a mechanical switch (MS) which can be an air blast circuit breaker, a vacuum interrupter or a 

Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6) circuit breaker [26, 27, 29]. The commutation branch is composed of an 

inductor Lc and a capacitor Cc in series. The zero crossing can be generated by the oscillation of the 

designed resonant circuit. A varistor, which can be called a surge arrester, is used as an energy 

absorber component to dissipate the energy left in the system inductance. A varistor represents a 

nonlinear resistor, whose resistance changes with the voltage. Metal oxide varistors (MOVs), such 

as Zinc Oxide (ZnO) varistors, are the most widely used voltage clamping devices. In addition, there 
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is a reactor L connected in series with the circuit breaker to suppress the rate of rise of the fault circuit 

in most cases. 

 

Figure 2.1 Passive resonance mechanical DC circuit breaker 

As shown in Figure 2.2, during normal operation (t<t0), all the current flows through the mechanical 

switch with negligible loss. The voltage drop across the circuit breaker VCB is almost zero. Then a 

fault occurs at t0 and the current rises. When the fault is detected (t=t1), the contacts of the MS start 

to separate and generate an arc voltage. An oscillating current ic is produced, the changing trend of 

which opposes that of current im in the interrupting branch. The current im oscillates with 

exponentially increasing amplitude. When the current zero point of im is created (t=t2), the arc is 

extinguished. After that, the current fully commutates into the commutation branch and charges the 

capacitor Cc until the knee point of the varistor is reached. The varistor begins to conduct (t=t3) and 

dissipates the energy left in the system inductance. At the time t4, the current of the main circuit is 

zero which means the fault is fully isolated. 

 

Figure 2.2 The current and voltage waveforms during an interruption. t0: fault occurs; t1: 

switch opens; t2: zero-crossing is created; t3: threshold voltage of the varistor is reached; t4: 

the fault is fully isolated [26] 
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2.1.1.2 Active resonance mechanical circuit breaker 

Figure 2.3 shows a topology of an active resonance MCB. The main differences between the active 

resonance type and the passive resonance type are that the capacitor Cc is pre-charged and an injection 

switch S1 is introduced to control the resonant circuit. The injection switch S1 can be a spark gap or 

a thyristor switch [28]. The spark gap can be triggered by an additional trigger electrode, and the 

thyristor switch is usually controlled by a trigger circuit. Compared with the passive resonance type, 

the active resonance type can obtain the maximum resonance amplitude instantly since the capacitor 

is pre-charged, thereby increasing the operating speed of the MCB. 

Although the active type can operate faster than the passive type, the system of the active type is 

more complicated and requires reliable solutions for the switch S1. A spark gap switch generates 

sparks during the conduction period, which may reduce the service life of the switch and affect 

reliability. Thyristors can avoid the drawback of spark gap switches. However, a great number of 

thyristors are required to be connected in series to withstand the DC voltage during the off state, 

which brings issues including high cost and difficulty in trigger consistency. 

In the normal state, MS and S2 are closed and S1 is open, the current only passes through the MS. 

Once a fault is detected, MS is opened and S1 is turned on. The current ic begins to oscillate without 

delay and a zero-crossing point of im will be reached. The current is then fully commutated to the 

resonant circuit branch. When the capacitor is charged until the knee point of the varistor, ic becomes 

zero and S1 can be turned off. The varistor then dissipates the energy stored in the system inductance 

until the fault current reduces to zero. The switch S2 opens when the current i decreases to zero, 

which means the system is fully isolated [9, 30].  

 

Figure 2.3 Mechanical DC circuit breaker with active injection circuit (active resonance type) 

2.1.1.3 Air-core coupled mechanical circuit breaker 

An air-core coupled MCB has been developed by China Southern Power Grid, Huazhong University 

of Science and Technology, and Siyuan Electric for Nan’ao ± 160 kV multi-terminal HVDC 

transmission system [31]. Instead of thyristor switches or a spark gap switch in the active resonance 
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type, a coupled inductor is introduced in the resonant circuit, as shown in Figure 2.4. The high-

voltage thyristor (SCR) switch is transferred to the low-voltage side through the air-core coupled 

inductor, which significantly reduces the voltage level and control difficulty of the thyristor switch. 

The capacitor C1 on the low-voltage side is pre-charged. A vacuum interrupter with an 

electromagnetic actuator is applied as the mechanical switch (MS), which carries the current during 

normal operation.  

When a short-circuit fault occurs, the fault current increases rapidly. As soon as the fault is detected, 

the MS starts to separate and produces an arc. After the MS can withstand the transient interruption 

voltage (TIV), the SCR is triggered and then a high-frequency resonant current is generated and 

superimposed on the MS. All the fault current is commutated to the resonant circuit branch after im 

reaches a zero-crossing point. Then the arc is extinguished, and the contacts of the MS are fully 

separated. When the voltage across the MCB reaches the protective voltage level of the varistor, the 

varistor starts to dissipate system residual energy until the fault current drops to zero. This air-core 

coupled DC circuit breaker is the world’s first MCB running on the HVDC network. It successfully 

interrupted a 9.2 kA DC fault current, and the MS was completely separated within 3.9 ms [31]. 

 

Figure 2.4 Air-core coupled mechanical HVDC circuit breaker 

2.1.1.4 VSC assisted resonant current (VARC) mechanical circuit breaker 

SCiBreak proposed a new mechanical circuit breaker concept, called Voltage source converter 

Assisted Resonant Current (VARC) MCB [32-35]. It uses a single-phase full-bridge voltage source 

converter (VSC) to generate high-frequency low-voltage pulses to excite the commutation branch. 

Figure 2.5 shows three configurations of VARC DCCB, the main difference is the connection 

position of the varistor. The VARC MCB based on the first configuration in Figure 2.5 (a) has been 

tested in KEMA laboratories, which can interrupt 10 kA in 6 ms. A more detailed comparison of the 

three configurations is discussed in ref [33]. To achieve an ultrafast and cost-effective operation of 
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the MS, a vacuum interrupter with a Thomson coil actuator is employed. A residual switch (RS) is 

used to disconnect the circuit breaker from the DC system when the MS is open. It is a vacuum 

interrupter with a standard permanent magnet actuator.  

The current flows through the MS when it is in the close position. Once a fault is detected, the 

Thomson coil is energised and separates the contacts of the MS. An arc exists between the contacts 

with a low voltage drop. After a few milliseconds, the VSC imposes square-wave voltage pulses to 

the LC resonant circuit to excite oscillating current. The frequency of the square wave is the same as 

that of the resonant circuit. The oscillating current is superimposed on the MS and increases at each 

half wave until the arc is extinguished. After that point, the current is commutated to the LC resonant 

circuit branch and the capacitor is charged until the threshold level of the varistor is reached. Then 

the current gradually decreases to zero through the varistor. Finally, the RS changes to the open 

position and the circuit breaker is disconnected.  

     

(a)                                                (b)                                                  (c) 

Figure 2.5 Three configurations of VARC mechanical DC circuit breaker  

2.1.2 Solid-state circuit breakers (SSCBs) 

Compared with MCBs, SSCBs have much faster operating speeds, they can interrupt fault current in 

the range of tens to hundreds of microseconds. In addition, no arc exists in SSCBs during a current 

interruption, which offers a long service life. To mitigate the effect of temperature rise caused by the 

high on-state losses on semiconductor switches, a cooling system is required to ensure the normal 

operation of the SSCB. The additional cooling system makes the SSCB bulky. The SSCB is a strong 

candidate for LVDC and MVDC systems [36]. 

In this section, SSCBs are classified into three types, namely SSCBs with parallel varistor, SSCBs 

with freewheeling diode, and Z-source SSCBs. Semiconductor devices with turn off capability are 

mainly considered in the first two types of SSCBs, including Gate Turn-Off thyristor (GTO), 

Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT), Integrated Gate-Commutated Thyristors (IGCT), Emitter 

Turn-Off thyristor (ETO), Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET) and 

Injection Enhanced Gate Transistor (IEGT) [36-39]. IGBT and IGCT are two preferred choices for 

the semiconductor switches [9], and thyristors are used in different topologies of Z-source SSCBs 
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[7]. The following sections describe the topologies of different SSCBs, operating principles of them 

are presented as well. 

2.1.2.1 Solid-state circuit breaker with parallel varistor 

The basic structure of SSCBs with parallel varistor is shown in Figure 2.6 [25, 40]. A semiconductor 

switch T is the key interrupter, and the parallel varistor can suppress the voltage across the switch. 

Ldc is the total inductance of the fault loop. During normal operation, T is turned on and conducts the 

current. When a short-circuit fault is detected, T is turned off and simultaneously the current is 

commutated into the varistor. The knee point value of the varistor is assumed as Vdc+Vmargin, where 

Vdc is the voltage of the DC voltage source. The reverse voltage Vmargin is applied to Ldc, and iL 

decreases. Once the current iL decays to zero, the circuit is fully interrupted.  

 

Figure 2.6 Basic structure of solid-state DC circuit breaker with parallel varistor  

If a bidirectional current flow is required, the semiconductor switch T can be replaced by 

bidirectional switch block configurations presented in Figure 2.7, which can be used for both DC and 

AC systems [9, 37, 41, 42]. Figure 2.7 (a) and Figure 2.7 (b) illustrate two basic configurations of 

bidirectional switches. IGBTs with body diode are normally in anti-series connection. For some 

reverse-blocking semiconductor switches, including IGCTs and GTOs, the anti-parallel connection 

is the most common configuration.  

The configuration of the block in Figure 2.7 (c) is a Diode-based H-bridge, which is composed of 

one semiconductor switch with turn off capability and a diode bridge. Due to the low cost of diodes, 

this block is the cheapest one for bidirectional function. However, the current flows through one 

semiconductor switch and two diodes resulting in more on-state losses.  

The IGBT-based H-bridge configuration in Figure 2.7 (d) is used in HVDC projects [43, 44], which 

consists of a capacitor and four IGBTs with body diode. Because the current can flow through two 

IGBT-diode loops during normal operation, the IGBT-based H-bridge block has advantages in terms 

of current carrying capability over the other configurations in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 Several bidirectional semiconductor switch blocks: (a) anti-series IGBTs (b) anti-

parallel IGCTs (c) Diode-based H-bridge (d) IGBT-based H-bridge 

2.1.2.2 Solid-state circuit breaker with freewheeling diode 

A concept of SSCB with a freewheeling diode can be seen in Figure 2.8. A freewheeling diode D is 

introduced in the circuit, which is connected in series with the varistor. In normal operation, the 

semiconductor switch T is in the on-state and delivers current iL. When a fault is detected, T is turned 

off. Then the current iL flows through the varistor and the freewheeling diode D, and no current flows 

through the DC power supply. When the clamping voltage Vclamping of the varistor is reached, the 

voltage across T is Vdc+Vclamping, where Vdc is the voltage of the DC voltage source. Finally, the 

varistor dissipates the energy stored in Ldc, and the current iL reduces to zero which indicates the fault 

is fully isolated. The energy absorbed by the varistor in this structure is equal to the energy stored in 

Ldc, which is lower than the total energy absorbed in Figure 2.6 [40]. Thus, the requirement of the 

varistor, such as rating and volume, in freewheeling diode type is lower. However, this type of SSCB 

should be placed close to the power source to reduce the inductance between the power source and 

semiconductor switch. The low inductance can reduce the transient voltage across T during turn-off.  

 

Figure 2.8 Basic structure of solid-state DC circuit breaker with a freewheeling diode 

2.1.2.3 Z-source solid-state circuit breaker 

Instead of semiconductor switches with turn off capability in the conventional SSCBs, thyristors 

(SCRs) are adopted in Z-source SSCBs to isolate DC current. Z-source DC circuit breakers cost less 

than other types of SSCBs and do not require fault current detection circuits. However, they can only 

respond to faults with a large transient current. Apart from this original Z-source SSCB, several Z-

source SSCBs based on the original one are discussed in ref [7]. 
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An original Z-source topology is presented in Figure 2.9 [45], which includes an SCR, two capacitors, 

two inductors in parallel with resistor-diode circuits. A resistor RL and a capacitor CL represent the 

system load. The operating principle is explained as follows. In normal operation, the current flows 

through the SCR, two inductors L and the system load. The voltages of two capacitors C are charged 

to source voltage Vs. Because there is no voltage drop across the inductors, it can be considered that 

the capacitors are connected in parallel. Once a short-circuit fault occurs, the current flowing through 

the inductors (iL) remains unchanged and the partial fault current path through the capacitors is shown 

in Figure 2.10. At this point, the two capacitors of the SSCB are considered to be connected in series. 

The capacitor current ic rises until it reaches iL. At the same time, the current flowing through the 

SCR decreases to zero, which indicates the SCR is switched off. A simple circuit identifies the off 

state of the SCR, and then the trigger voltage on the SCR is eliminated by a gate control circuit. After 

that, the fault current flows through two-series LC resonant branches, the fault, and the load. When 

the inductor voltage decreases below zero, the diodes will be turned on and the current in the 

capacitor commutates to the resistor-diode circuit. Finally, the residual inductor current decreases to 

zero in the inductor-resistor-diode path. 

  

Figure 2.9 Z-source DC circuit breaker 

 

Figure 2.10 Transient partial fault current flow path 
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2.1.3 Hybrid circuit breakers (HCBs) 

A hybrid DC circuit breaker is a combination of a mechanical switch and solid-state semiconductor 

devices. An HCB has a lower on-state loss than an SSCB and can achieve a faster interruption speed 

than an MCB. According to the current commutation mode, HCBs can be classified into natural 

current commutation HCBs and aided current commutation HCBs. The arc in the mechanical switch 

of the natural current commutation HCBs results in a long delay time before the semiconductor 

switch can be turned off. The long delay time is predominantly responsible for the high current during 

an interruption. In addition, the presence of the arc will reduce the service life of the mechanical 

switch. To avoid the arc in the mechanical switch and minimise the delay time, several aided current 

commutation HCBs are proposed and developed. Compared with natural current commutation HCBs, 

aided current commutation HCBs have auxiliary commutating elements to force the current to 

commutate from the mechanical branch into the semiconductor branch. The following sections 

describe the topologies of different HCBs. 

2.1.3.1 Natural current commutation hybrid circuit breaker  

A natural current commutation HCB is also called conventional HCB. Figure 2.11 shows the general 

structure of the natural current commutation HCBs, which comprises a mechanical switch (MS) 

branch, a semiconductor branch and an energy absorption branch [9, 46]. The semiconductor devices 

in the semiconductor branch act as the main breaker (MB). During normal operation, the current 

flows through the mechanical branch with low on-state losses. As soon as a fault is detected, the MS 

is opened and MB is turned on. The arc voltage between the contacts of the MS causes the current to 

commutate from the mechanical branch to the semiconductor branch. The MS may fail to open if the 

arc voltage is not large enough to transport current to the main breaker branch. After the current in 

the MS decreases to zero, the MB still needs to remain ON for further hundreds of microseconds of 

delay time to wait for the deionization of the MS. When the MS is able to withstand the full system 

voltage, the MB in the semiconductor branch can be switched off and the current is then commutated 

to the varistor. Once the energy stored in the inductance of the fault loop is dissipated, the fault 

current becomes zero and the fault is fully isolated.  

It should be noted that, once the turn-on saturation voltage drop of the semiconductor switches is 

greater than the arc voltage, the MB cannot be turned on and the current commutation process will 

fail. To perform a successful current commutation process into the semiconductor branch, the arc 

voltage should be larger than the voltage drop of the MB, and the stray inductance in the 

semiconductor branch should be as low as possible. Since the interruption speed of the HCB is 

affected by the mechanical operating mechanism, the mechanical switch with a fast separation speed 
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should be used to increase the operating speed. Most of the natural current commutation HCBs are 

developed for medium voltage systems [47, 48].  

 

Figure 2.11 General structure of natural current commutation hybrid DC circuit breaker 

2.1.3.2 Hybrid circuit breaker with forced commutation 

To reduce the delay time and extend the service life of the mechanical switch, an effective method is 

to avoid arcing when opening the mechanical switch contacts. An HCB with a forced commutation 

circuit has been proposed [46, 49], as shown in Figure 2.12. It is able to commutate the current from 

the mechanical branch to the semiconductor branch before opening the mechanical switch MS. The 

forced commutation circuit includes a commutation inductor Lc, a pre-charged commutation 

capacitor Cc and a thyristor SCR. The commutation inductor Lc is connected in series with the MS.  

During normal operation, the current flows through the Lc and the MS with a low power loss. Once 

a fault is detected, the SCR is triggered and the current in the Lc begins to commutate to the 

commutation capacitor, and the current flowing through the MS is constant. At the same time, the 

main breaker MB is turned on. When the sign of the capacitor voltage is changed, the current starts 

to commutate from the mechanical branch to the semiconductor branch. Once all the current flows 

through the semiconductor branch, the MS can be opened without arcing. After the mechanical 

switch contacts are completely separated, the MB can be turned off and the fault current begins to 

commutate into the varistor branch. All the residual energy is finally dissipated by the varistor and 

the fault is eliminated. Compared with the natural current commutation HCB, this topology reduces 

the maximum current and total interruption time. However, the use of the thyristor and the 

commutation capacitor with a pre-charge circuit is indispensable. 
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Figure 2.12 Hybrid DC circuit breaker with forced commutation 

2.1.3.3 Hybrid circuit breaker with LCS 

HCBs with Load Commutation Switch (LCS) can be also called proactive hybrid DC circuit breakers. 

Figure 2.13 illustrates an HCB with LCS based on the series connection of IGBTs proposed by ABB 

in 2012, which is the first HCB for HVDC systems. An 80 kV main breaker (MB) cell has been 

developed by ABB, which can interrupt a current over 9 kA [50]. A 320 kV HCB, which consists of 

four 80 kV main breaker cells, has been studied under the system level [51]. The LCS can be one or 

a group of semiconductor switches, which is connected in series with the mechanical switch MS.  

During normal operation, the current flows through the mechanical switch branch. The 

semiconductor switches in the main breaker branch can either be in an ON or OFF state. Once a fault 

is detected, the LCS is opened while the MB is closed. The current starts to transfer into the main 

breaker branch immediately. As soon as all the current passes through the MB, the MS can be opened 

without an arc. When the MS is able to withstand the system voltage, the MB can be turned off. At 

the same time, a transient interruption voltage (TIV) is applied across the HCB. The varistors in the 

energy absorption branch can limit the voltage and dissipate the energy left in the system inductance 

[9]. Because of the absence of arc during the interruption, the HCB has a long service life. However, 

with the addition of the LCS, the on-state loss of the circuit breaker increases.  

 

Figure 2.13 ABB hybrid DC circuit breaker with LCS 
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Apart from using series connected IGBTs for both LCS and MS, proactive HCBs using other 

semiconductor devices and topologies have also been designed and investigated. Figure 2.14 presents 

four proactive HCBs designed by different institutes. Three of them are designed for multi-terminal 

HVDC projects in China, such as the Zhoushan five-terminal HVDC project and the Zhangbei four-

terminal HVDC project. Global Energy Interconnection Research Institute (GEIRI) has developed a 

± 200 kV HCB (Figure 2.14 (a)) using IGBT-based H-bridge as sub-modules for the Zhoushan project, 

which can break 15 kA within 3 ms [43, 52, 53]. NR Electric Co., Ltd. has built a ± 535 kV HCB 

(Figure 2.14 (b)) for the Zhangbei project, which is the first HVDC circuit breaker under 500 kV 

level. It uses IGBTs in Diode-based H-bridge as the MB and series IGBTs as the LCS [54, 55]. GEIRI 

has also developed a ± 535 kV HCB (Figure 2.14 (c)) for the Zhangbei project, which applies Diode-

based H-bridge modules to the MB and IGBT-based H-bridge modules to the LCS. The advantage 

of using Diode-based H-bridge modules is that the number of IGBTs can be reduced by half without 

sacrificing the breaking capacity of the circuit breaker [44]. Besides the design for high voltage DC 

systems, North Carolina State University has developed a proactive HCB for medium voltage level 

in Figure 2.14 (d). A vacuum interrupter actuated by a Thomson coil is applied as the ultra-fast 

mechanical switch, a 15 kV Silicon Carbide (SiC) Emitter Turn-Off (ETO) thyristor in Diode-based 

H-bridge is applied as the MB, and a group of low-voltage MOSFETs is applied as the LCS. This 

medium voltage level HCB has demonstrated a successful interruption of 100 A at 7 kV within 2 ms 

[38, 56].  

           

        (a) GEIRI (Zhoushan)                                       (b) NR (Zhangbei) 

          

            (c) GEIRI (Zhangbei)                                    (d) North Carolina State Uni 

Figure 2.14 Hybrid DC circuit breaker with LCS 
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Some parameters of the above HCBs are listed in Table 2.1. The interruption time in the table refers 

to a time from the actuation of the circuit breaker to the clear of the fault current, which does not 

include any detection time. It should be noted that, the interruption times of two ± 535 kV HCBs 

given in their papers exclude energy absorption times. 

Table 2.1 Parameters of various HCBs with LCS 

Institute 

Rated 

voltage 

(kV) 

Rated 

current 

(kA) 

Interrupt 

current 

(kA) 

Time 

(ms) 
MB and LCS topologies 

ABB [50, 51] 320 2 9 3.71 Series connected IGBTs module 

GEIRI (Zhoushan) 

[43, 52, 53] 

± 200 2 15 3 IGBT-based H-bridge module 

NR Electric Co., 

Ltd. (Zhangbei) 

[54, 55] 

± 535 3 25 2.92 

IGBTs in Diode-based H-bridge 

(MB) 

Series IGBTs (LCS) 

GEIRI (Zhangbei) 

[44] 
± 535 3 26 2.62 

IGBT in Diode-based H-bridge 

module (MB) 

IGBT-based H-bridge module (LCS) 

North Carolina 

State Uni [38, 56] 
- - 

100 A 

@7 kV 
2 

ETO in Diode-based H-bridge 

module (MB) 

Low-voltage MOSFETs (LCS) 

1 — HCB uses one 80 kV main breaker cell 

2 — Excluding the time to absorb the residual energy 

 

2.1.3.4 Hybrid circuit breaker with CCDC 

In HCBs with LCS, the load current flows through the mechanical switch MS and the load 

commutation switch LCS during normal operation. Because of a relatively high conduction loss in 

the LCS, a reliable cooling system is required. To reduce the conduction losses, a Current 

Commutation Drive Circuit (CCDC) based HCB has been proposed [57-59]. The CCDC is made up 
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of a pre-charged capacitor C1, a thyristor SCR, and two coupled coils (primary coil L1 and secondary 

coil L2), as shown in Figure 2.15. 

During normal operation, the current flows through the mechanical switch MS and the secondary 

coil L2 with negligible conduction loss. After a fault is detected, the contacts of the MS start to 

separate and the main breaker MB is turned on. Part of the fault current is transferred to the MB due 

to the existence of arc voltage. After a pre-set time, the SCR is triggered and C1 begins to discharge, 

causing an induced voltage across the secondary coil L2 and generating a loop current IC. The 

remaining fault current in the mechanical switch branch is then commutated to the main breaker 

branch in a short period. When the MS is able to withstand the transient interruption voltage, the MB 

can be opened. Finally, the fault current is transferred to the varistor branch and decays to zero. 

Compared with the LCS, the CCDC has low on-state loss as well as low cost. However, the transient 

current generated in the primary side of CCDC can be significantly high in HVDC applications, 

which means the selection of the components in CCDC is challenging. 

 

Figure 2.15 Hybrid DC circuit breaker with CCDC 

2.1.3.5 Hybrid circuit breaker with thyristor and capacitor 

Instead of employing semiconductor devices with turn-off capability as the main breaker MB in 

section 2.1.3.3, Alstom (GE) has developed a 120 kV HCB using thyristors and capacitors in the 

main breaker branch to reduce the cost [60-62]. The HCB has successfully interrupted 5.3 kA in 

5.1 ms. Figure 2.16 presents the concept of the Alstom hybrid DC circuit breaker, which consists of 

three branches. The main branch consists of a low-voltage IGBT valve and an ultra-fast mechanical 

switch MS. The value includes a small number of series connected IGBTs. The auxiliary branch is 

composed of several time delaying branches and an arming branch. The capacitors are used to limit 

the rate of rise of voltage for different commutation periods. The varistor V4 is in the energy 

absorption branch.  
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During normal operation, the current passes through the main branch. When performing a current 

interruption, the low-voltage IGBT valve is turned off and the thyristors S and thyristors S1 of the 

first time delaying branch are turned on. A voltage built across the IGBT valve forces the current to 

flow into the time delaying branch. The capacitor C1 is charged until the threshold voltage of the 

varistor V1 is reached. This threshold voltage is chosen to be lower than the voltage of the main 

branch, so that the current in the main branch can be extremely small. Then the MS starts to open 

and the thyristors S2 of the second time delaying branch are fired. At this point, the impedance of the 

second time delaying branch is low, the capacitor C1 starts to discharge and produce a reverse current 

which is opposite to the network current. The reverse current is superimposed on the thyristors S1, 

forcing S1 to be turned off. So the current is commutated into the second time delaying branch. The 

capacitor C2 is charged until reaching the threshold voltage of the varistor V2, which is higher than 

that of V1. The current transfers from the second time delaying branch into the third time delaying 

branch can be achieved by a similar process. When the MS is fully separated, the thyristors S4 in the 

arming branch are triggered, and the current transfers to this branch. Once the capacitor C4 is charged 

to the threshold voltage of the varistor V4 in the energy absorption branch, the current will be carried 

by the varistor V4 and reduce to zero.  

Although the cost of this HCB is lower than IGBT-based HCBs, more auxiliary branches lead to 

longer commutation time and higher peak current value. 

 

Figure 2.16 Alstom hybrid DC circuit breaker 

2.1.3.6 Hybrid circuit breaker with commutation booster 

A hybrid DC circuit breaker with commutation booster has been proposed by ABB in Figure 2.17 

[63], whose primary branch and secondary branch are inductively coupled with each other to assist 

the current commutation process. The commutation booster comprises a primary inductor coil and a 

secondary coil wound on the same iron core. The primary coil is connected in series with the 
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mechanical switch MS in the mechanical branch (primary branch), and the secondary coil is 

connected to the semiconductor device T in the semiconductor branch (secondary branch). The self-

inductance L1 of the primary coil is designed to be larger than L2 of the secondary coil, so that the 

current can be fully commutated to the secondary branch during a fault. 

During normal operation, the mechanical switch MS and the semiconductor device T are closed. The 

current flows through the primary branch because of the lower contact impedance path of the MS. 

When a fault occurs, the fault current rises rapidly. At the same point, the current in the secondary 

branch begins to increase. To maintain the magnetic flux in the core, a negative voltage is induced in 

the primary coil, and the current in this branch reduces. Once the fault is detected, the MS starts to 

open with an electric arc. When the current carried by the MS decays to zero, the fault current is fully 

commutated to the secondary branch. After the MS is successfully separated, the semiconductor 

switch T is able to be turned off. Finally, the fault current is commutated to the varistor in the energy 

absorption branch and decreases to zero. 

Although the commutation booster can aid automatic current commutation during a fault, the ratio 

between the inductances of the coupled windings should meet a specific requirement to achieve a 

successful commutation [63-65]. In addition, because the current commutation is affected by the rate 

of change of current, the commutation boost HCB is not suitable for interrupting less severe faults 

or currents with constant values.  

 

Figure 2.17 Hybrid DC circuit breaker with commutation booster 

2.1.3.7 Hybrid circuit breaker with commutation circuit 

Figure 2.18 depicts a concept of HCB with an additional commutation circuit proposed by Toshiba 

[66]. Compared to the HCBs with LCS, the HCB in Figure 2.18 introduces a commutation circuit 

between the mechanical branch and the semiconductor branch. The commutation circuit includes a 

pre-charged capacitor and an H-bridge circuit. The mechanical branch comprises a disconnector and 

a mechanical breaker. In the semiconductor branch, a main breaker (series connected semiconductor 

devices), a blocking diode, and a commutation inductor are connected in series. The HCB with 

commutation circuit has successfully interrupted 9 kA in 6 ms [66]. 
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In normal operation, the current is carried by the disconnector and the mechanical breaker with 

negligible losses. The main breaker and the commutation circuit are off. Once a fault is detected, the 

mechanical breaker starts to open with an arc, and the commutation circuit is triggered. The capacitor 

is discharged, and an opposite current flowing through the semiconductor switches of the 

commutation circuit, the commutation inductor and the mechanical breaker is superimposed on the 

mechanical breaker. As the current in the mechanical breaker decreases to zero, the fault current is 

completely commutated from the mechanical breaker into the commutation circuit. After that, the 

commutation circuit and the disconnector are opened whilst the main breaker is turned on. Then, the 

fault current is commutated from the disconnector to the main breaker. After turning off the main 

breaker, the current transfers to the varistor and decays to zero.  

The use of the commutation circuit can reduce the on-state conduction loss, however, the 

commutation time is longer than that of the HCBs with LCS. In addition, the control operation is 

more complicated than other HCBs. 

 

Figure 2.18 Hybrid DC circuit breaker with commutation circuit 

2.1.4 DC circuit breakers with superconducting fault current limiter (DCCBs with 

SFCL)  

DCCBs with superconducting technology have the potential to be designed for systems with higher 

fault current level. With the help of an SFCL, the original fault current peak will be limited to a much 

lower level. Therefore, existing DCCBs are able to isolate the fault point within their interruption 

capabilities. In other words, the SFCL can help reduce the size of the DCCB. According to the 

position of the SFCL, superconducting DC circuit breakers can be divided into two types, namely 

DCCBs with external SFCL and DCCBs with internal SFCL.  
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2.1.4.1 DC circuit breaker with external SFCL 

To isolate a system with a higher prospective fault current level, a simple method is to directly 

connect an existing DCCB and an SFCL in series. Figure 2.19 shows a proactive HCB with an 

external SFCL. The SFCL can reduce the energy absorbed by the varistor as the current peak is 

limited [67]. The current flows through the SFCL and the mechanical branch during normal operation. 

When a fault happens, the current increases rapidly. Once the critical current of the superconductor 

is exceeded, the resistance of the SFCL exhibits and starts to suppress the rise of the fault current. 

When the fault is detected, the load commutation switch LCS will be turned off and force the current 

into the main breaker MB. After the MB carries all the fault current, the mechanical switch MS can 

be separated without arcing. The MB can be turned off after the MS is able to withstand the system 

voltage. When the threshold voltage of the varistor is reached, the current is commutated to the 

energy absorption branch. Finally, the fault current reduces to zero and the SFCL starts to recover to 

the superconducting state.  

 

Figure 2.19 HCB with an external SFCL 

2.1.4.2 DC circuit breaker with internal SFCL 

Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21 depict two structures of superconducting DC circuit breaker with SFCL 

inside the breaker. Figure 2.20 shows a superconducting mechanical DC circuit breaker proposed by 

Xi’an Jiaotong University [68-71]. This topology can be simply regarded as introducing a 

superconducting current limiting module into a passive resonance mechanical DC circuit breaker. 

The SFCL part has a superconductor Rsc and a parallel resistor Rshunt. The interrupter part is composed 

of a gas CB and a passive resonant circuit. The above two parts are connected in parallel with a zinc 

oxide (ZnO) varistor. 

During normal operation, the current flows through the superconductor Rsc and the gas CB. When a 

short-circuit fault happens, the current starts to rise. Once the fault current surpasses the critical 

current of the superconductor, the resistance of the superconductor begins to increase. The fault 

current level can be suppressed in 1ms. The existence of the parallel resistor Rshunt can share part of 
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the fault current and reduce the thermal stress on the superconductor. Then the superconducting MCB 

will act as the passive resonance MCB to interrupt the limited fault current. The voltage across the 

SFCL part and interrupter part is clamped by the varistor.  

  

Figure 2.20 MCB with an internal SFCL  

A hybrid DC circuit breaker with SFCL in Figure 2.21 has been designed and tested by the University 

of Manchester, which can interrupt a 500 A DC current within 4.4 ms once a fault occurs [72]. The 

main difference between this topology and the proactive HCBs in section 2.1.3.3 is that the LCS is 

substituted by a superconducting coil Rsc. The Rsc has two functions: first, it is able to limit the fault 

current in the mechanical switch MS; second, it operates as a commutating element to force the 

current to commutate into the semiconductor branch without any detection system. The conduction 

losses of the HCB with SFCL in Figure 2.21 can be neglected during normal operation. However, 

when a current value is closed to or slightly higher than the critical current of the superconducting 

coil, it is difficult for this HCB to interrupt the current without producing an arc between the contacts 

of the MS. The residual switch RS is used to disconnect the circuit breaker from the system when the 

circuit breaker is off. 

 

Figure 2.21 HCB with an internal SFCL in the normal operation branch  
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2.1.5 Comparison of different DCCBs 

Table 2.2 lists the advantages and disadvantages of various DC circuit breakers. MCBs operate 

slowest with low on-state losses. In contrast, SSCBs can achieve ultrafast interruption without an arc, 

but produce high power losses. Hybrid DC circuit breakers combine the advantages and drawbacks 

of MCBs and SSCBs, which have the potential to operate in HVDC systems. However, the topologies 

of HCBs are the most complicated.  

Table 2.2 Advantages and disadvantages of different types of DC circuit breakers 

Type Advantage Disadvantage 

MCBs 

Passive 

resonance 

MCB 

⚫ Low on-state losses  

⚫ No power electronics devices 

⚫ Simple design 

⚫ Relatively low cost 

⚫ Very slow interruption speed 

(about 10-100 ms) 

⚫ Life expectancy limited by 

contact erosion 

Active 

resonance 

MCB 

⚫ Low on-state losses  

⚫ Operating speed faster than 

passive DCCB 

⚫ Slow interruption speed 

(<10 ms) 

⚫ Additional high-voltage isolated 

power supply for pre-charging 

capacitor 

⚫ Require reliable solutions for the 

switch in commutation branch 

Air-core 

coupled 

MCB 

⚫ Low on-state losses  

⚫ Operating speed faster than 

passive DCCB 

⚫ Lower voltage level and control 

difficulty of the thyristor switch 

than active resonance DCCB 

⚫ Slower interruption speed 

(compared with SSCB and 

HCB) 

⚫ More complexity 

⚫ More control 

VARC MCB 

⚫ Low on-state losses  

⚫ Operating speed faster than 

passive resonance MCB 

⚫ Low voltage rating 

semiconductor devices required 

in VSC 

⚫ Slower interruption speed 

(compared with SSCB and 

HCB) 

⚫ More complexity 

⚫ Difficult design and control 

methodology 

SSCBs 

SSCB with 

parallel 

varistor 

⚫ No moving contacts and arc 

discharges 

⚫ Ultrafast operation 

⚫ Easy to expand 

⚫ Theoretically unlimited life 

⚫ High on state losses 

⚫ Cooling system required 

⚫ High requirement of varistor 
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expectancy 

⚫ Independent circuit breaker 

SSCB with 

freewheeling 

diode 

⚫ No moving contacts and arc 

discharges 

⚫ Low voltage surge across the 

power semiconductor device 

⚫ Low energy absorbed in varistor  

⚫ High on state losses 

⚫ Cooling system required 

⚫ Located near the power source 

Z-source 

SSCB 

⚫ No moving contacts and arc 

discharges 

⚫ Lower cost than other SSCBs 

⚫ Natural commutation for fault 

current  

⚫ No complicated current 

detection circuit 

⚫ No varistor 

⚫ High on state losses 

⚫ Only active for severe faults 

⚫ Cannot interrupt rated current 

⚫ No common ground between 

source and load 

HCBs 

Natural 

current 

commutation 

HCB 

⚫ Fast interruption speed 

⚫ Low on-state losses 

⚫ Current commutation depends 

on the arc voltage 

HCB with 

forced 

commutation 

⚫ Faster than natural current 

commutation HCB 

⚫ Isolation without arc 

⚫ Pre-charge circuit and thyristors 

required 

⚫ Not suitable for bidirectional 

interruption 

HCB with 

LCS 

⚫ Superfast operation 

⚫ Isolation without arc 

⚫ Suitable for HVDC 

⚫ Highly controllable 

⚫ On-state losses in auxiliary 

commutating element 

⚫ Cooling system required 

HCB with 

CCDC 

⚫ Superfast operation 

⚫ No cooling system required 

⚫ Low on-state losses 

⚫ Challenging component 

selection 

⚫ Arc between moving contacts 

HCB with 

thyristor and 

capacitor 

⚫ Thyristor based  

⚫ Multi-level voltage control 

⚫ Multiple auxiliary branches 

required 

⚫ Longer commutation time than 

HCB with LCS 

HCB with 

commutation 

⚫ Automatic current commutation  

⚫ Low on-state losses 

⚫ Difficult interruption for 

constant current 

⚫ Specific design constraints on 
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booster the coupled inductance 

HCB breaker 

with 

commutation 

circuit 

⚫ Low on-state losses ⚫ Only for unidirectional operation 

⚫ Complex control operations 

⚫ Bulky commutation circuit 

⚫ Longer commutation time than 

HCB with LCS 

⚫ Arc between moving contacts 

DCCB 

with 

SFCL 

DCCB with 

external 

SFCL 

⚫ Remarkable reduction of energy 

absorbed in the varistors 

⚫ Inherent fault current limiting 

⚫ Cryogenic system needed 

DCCB with 

internal 

SFCL 

⚫ Low on-state losses ⚫ Cryogenic system needed 

⚫ Uncontrolled commutation 

⚫ Difficult to interrupt small fault 

current (the value is closed to or 

slightly higher than the critical 

current of the superconducting 

coil) 
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2.2 Superconductivity overview 

2.2.1 Basic properties of superconductors 

Kamerlingh Onnes successfully liquefied helium in 1908, and an extremely low temperature of 1.7 K 

could be achieved. Three years later, in 1911, the superconducting state was discovered. Onnes found 

that mercury has zero resistivity when the temperature was below 4.2 K. Even with a 0.1 K increase, 

the resistance would increase significantly [10]. The superconducting state of other materials like tin 

and lead were also detected in the next few years [73]. In 1933, Meissner and Ochsenfeld discovered 

another characteristic of the superconductor. The magnetic field was fully expelled from the interior 

of a tin sample in the superconducting state when an external magnetic field applied [74]. The perfect 

diamagnetism of the superconductor is known as the Meissner effect. 

Zero electrical resistance and Meissner effect are two main properties to identify superconductors. 

Three interrelated critical parameters, namely critical current, critical temperature and critical 

magnetic field, determine a region where the superconducting state is located. Each superconductor 

has its unique regional boundaries.  

2.2.1.1 Zero DC electrical resistance 

Figure 2.22 [75] denotes the typical resistivity transition curve of a normal conductor and 

superconductor. The resistivity of the normal conductor changes with the temperature smoothly. 

However, the resistivity of the superconductor plummets to zero when the temperature is lower than 

a specific temperature Tc, which is known as critical temperature. The zero electrical resistance of 

superconductors only appears under a circuit with a constant DC current value. Thus, this 

characteristic is named zero DC electrical resistance. 

In a normal conductor, the thermal vibration of atoms on crystal lattice exists when the temperature 

is above absolute zero. Besides, the directional movement of electrons will collide with the crystal 

lattice and then the electrons will be reflected or scattered into other directions. Part of the kinetic 

energy will transfer to the crystal lattice, resulting in an increase of the vibration amplitude in the 

crystal lattice and generating Joule loss, which is the reason why electrical resistance exists in the 

conductor [76]. With the decrease of the temperature, the vibration of the crystal lattice reduces, and 

the electrical resistance becomes lower. When the temperature approaches zero kelvin, the resistivity 

of perfect pure metal should be reduced to zero. In fact, the metal always contains some impurities, 

thus a residual resistivity will remain at absolute zero [77]  

For a superconductor, the critical temperature Tc is a threshold value to separate the normal state and 

superconducting state. The trend of resistivity in the superconductor is like that in a normal conductor 
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if the temperature is higher than Tc. But below Tc, the resistivity disappears in the superconducting 

state as shown in Figure 2.22 (right). BCS theory was proposed by John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and 

John Schrieffer in 1957 to describe superconductivity microscopically [78]. According to BCS theory, 

electron pairs coupling with each other by the interaction of electron-phonon are known as Cooper 

pairs. Cooper pairs move through the crystal lattice below Tc without energy changing [79]. The 

electrical resistance is thus zero and the superconducting state exists. BCS theory successfully 

explains the low Tc superconducting phenomenon, however, it is not suitable for interpreting high Tc 

superconductors.  

 

Figure 2.22 Typical resistivity transition curve of a normal conductor (left) and a 

superconductor (right) [75] 

2.2.1.2 Meissner effect 

As shown in Figure 2.23, an external magnetic field is applied to the superconductor. The magnetic 

flux can pass through the conductor during normal state (T>Tc, B≠0), while all the magnetic flux 

lines are expelled from the interior of the superconductor apart from a distance of penetration depth 

λ after cooling below the critical temperature (T<Tc, B=0). This perfect diamagnetism property of the 

superconductor is called the Meissner effect.  

No matter whether an external magnetic field is applied before the superconducting state, the 

Meissner effect always presents in the superconducting state. Once the superconductor leaves the 

superconducting state, the magnetic field will penetrate its interior.  
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Figure 2.23 Meissner effect [79] 

2.2.1.3 Critical parameters 

There are three parameters determining the superconducting region, as can be seen in Figure 2.24, 

namely critical temperature (Tc), critical current density (Jc), and critical magnetic field (Hc).  

The temperature above which the superconducting material will lose superconductivity is known as 

the critical temperature. The critical current density refers to the maximum current carrying capability 

of the superconductor. When an external magnetic field applied to the superconductor exceeds a 

value, the superconductor transfers to the normal state, this limit value is defined as the critical 

magnetic field.  

These three parameters have a strong interrelationship with each other. Hc and Jc are dependent with 

temperature. Jc also reduces with the increase of magnetic field strength. The grey area in Figure 2.24 

represents the superconducting region, in which the superconductor exhibits superconductivity. 

Different superconductors have various critical parameters, the superconducting region therefore 

varies. If any critical level is exceeded, the conductor will not remain in superconductivity and 

transfers to the normal conducting state: this phenomenon is called quench. In practical applications, 

another parameter, the engineering critical current density (Je), is of more concern. Je is the critical 

current density of the whole wire, consisting of both superconductor and normal conductor, which 

can reflect the real current carrying capability of the superconducting wire.  
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Figure 2.24 Superconducting region bounded by the three critical parameters [11] 

2.2.2 Type I & Type II superconductors 

Superconductors can be classified into Type I and Type II superconductors. 

Type I superconductors are also called “soft” superconductors, which only have one critical magnetic 

field. Some pure metals, like mercury (Hg), tin (Sn), and lead (Pb) are Type I superconductors, and 

these superconductors belong to low temperature superconductors (LTS) [80]. For Type I 

superconductor, as shown in Figure 2.25 (left), it only has two states: the superconducting state and 

the normal state. In the superconducting state, all magnetic fields are excluded from the interior and 

the superconductor is in a Meissner state. Once the applied magnetic field exceeds the critical value 

Hc, the superconductor will transit from the superconducting state to the normal state. The Hc of Type 

I superconductor is quite low, so the superconductor cannot be used under a strong magnetic field. 

In addition, when a superconductor carries a current, a self-magnetic field will be produced and affect 

the current carrying capability. Therefore, Type I superconductors have no potential in applications 

of superconducting magnets and superconducting power systems. 

Type II superconductors can be called “hard” superconductors. This type of superconductor is mainly 

composed of alloys and compounds, like niobium-titanium (NbTi), magnesium diboride (MgB2) and 

yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO). Both high temperature superconductors (HTS) and partial 

LTS are in the group of Type II superconductors [80]. Figure 2.25 (right) presents the three states in 

a Type II superconductor, including a superconducting state, a mixed state, and a normal state. 

Different from Type I superconductors, Type II superconductors have two critical magnetic fields 
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when the temperature below Tc, namely low critical magnetic field (Hc1) and high critical magnetic 

field (Hc2). Hc1 is usually in a low value while Hc2 can be very high. When the magnetic field is lower 

than Hc1 or higher than Hc2, the superconductor is in the superconducting state (Meissner state) or the 

normal state, respectively. Apart from these two states, Type II superconductors have a mixed state 

when the applied magnetic field is between Hc1 and Hc2. Both the superconducting state and the 

normal state exist in the mixed state, and some magnetic flux lines penetrate in the normal regions 

of the superconductor [76]. These normal regions are vortex regions, so the mixed state also can be 

called the vortex state. Type II superconductors have greater current carrying ability than Type I 

superconductors. Higher critical magnetic field and critical current density allow Type II 

superconductors to be used in practical applications in power systems.  

 

Figure 2.25 Different state classifications in Type I (left) and Type II (right) superconductor 

[81] 

2.2.3 Bean model 

For Type II superconductor, the magnetic field starts to penetrate the superconductor once it is greater 

than Hc1. The magnetic field penetrates the superconductor in the form of supercurrent vortices; each 

vortex carries the same amount of magnetic flux [82]. The vortices are trapped in the defects of the 

crystal lattice and this phenomenon is called as flux pinning. In the mixed state, the Lorentz force 

promotes the movement of the vortices, while the pinning force hinders the motion. The vortex stops 

moving when the Lorentz force and pinning force are balanced. The layer occupied by vortices is in 

the so-called critical state [79]. A critical state model was proposed by Bean in 1964 [83], which is 

also known as the Bean model.  

In the Bean model, the current density J in the superconductor is a constant which is independent 

with the magnetic flux density B. The current density J takes only three values, 0, +Jc, and -Jc. The 

current flows through the surface layer of the superconductor where magnetic flux penetrates. There 
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is no flux and current in the interior area if the superconductor is not fully penetrated. The current 

distribution in the superconductor is: 

 J = {
0

±Jc
         

B=0

B≠0
 (2.1) 

Bean model also has another form to describe the relationship between the current density J and the 

electric field E, as shown in Equation (2.2). It assumes the electric field E is parallel to the current 

density J and the critical current density Jc exists in the region where E is not zero [80, 82].  

 J = {
0

±Jc
         

𝐸=0

𝐸≠0
 (2.2) 

 

2.2.4 E-J power law 

For normal conductors, the relationship between current density and electrical field complies with 

Ohm’s law. However, this law does not apply to superconducting materials due to the great change 

of resistance. Bean model supposes a step function to describe the relationship between the current 

density J and electric field E. The flux creep theory presented by Anderson-Kim [84] denotes that 

the relationship between E and J is continuous. Rhyner [85] also introduced an E - J power law, 

which displayed the nonlinear behaviour, to describe the relationship. The power law is generally 

written as 

𝑬 = 𝐸0 (
J

Jc

)
𝑛−1

×
J

Jc

= 𝜌(J)J (2.3) 

where E0 is the electric field criterion, equal to 1 μV/cm; Jc is the critical current density defined by 

E0; the exponent n varies between 1 and ∞; ρ(J) represents the resistivity of the superconductor under 

a current density J.  

As shown in Figure 2.26, when n equals 1, the power law corresponds to the Ohm’s law (E = ρJ) 

with the resistivity ρ = E0 Jc⁄ . In the case of n = ∞, the power law matches the Bean model. n = 5 

and n = 15 represent strong and weak flux creeps in HTS, respectively. In addition, n = 50 is the 

boundary value between HTS and LTS [86]. The n-value is a specific parameter for studying HTS 

materials, which is common in the range of 20 to 30. 
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Figure 2.26 The E-J power law for different n-value [86] 

According to the current density J and temperature T, the resistivity of the superconductor ρSC can be 

expressed as: 

𝜌𝑆𝐶=

{
 

 
0 J < Jc , T < Tc

𝐸0
Jc

× (
J

Jc

)
𝑛−1

J > Jc , T < Tc

𝜌𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝑇) T > Tc

 (2.4) 

where E0 is the electric field criterion; Jc is the critical current density; Tc is the critical temperature 

of the superconducting material; n is the exponent of E - J power law relation; ρnormal denotes the 

resistivity of the superconductor under the normal state, which changes with the temperature T. 

 

2.2.5 Superconducting wires in electric power equipment 

To apply superconducting technologies to electric power equipment, superconducting materials 

should have some good properties, such as high critical current density Jc, high mechanical strength, 

high critical temperature Tc, and so on. In fact, all practical superconducting materials are Type II 

superconductors. Some practical LTS materials like niobium-titanium (NbTi) and niobium-tin 

(Nb3Sn) are mainly used for Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), particle accelerator and Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance (NMR), but not for applications of electric power equipment [11]. Practical 

superconducting wires for power systems using two HTS materials (BSCCO, YBCO) and MgB2 are 

introduced. 
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2.2.5.1 First generation wire – BSCCO 

Two Bi-based HTS superconductors were developed from the late 1980s [87]: Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 

(BSCCO-2212) and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 (BSCCO-2223). BSCCO-2212 is the first HTS material 

employed for superconducting wire with a critical temperature of around 90 K. The critical 

temperature of BSCCO-2223 is higher than that of BSCCO-2212, which is about 110 K. So both of 

these two HTS materials can exhibit superconductivity under liquid nitrogen environment (77 K). 

HTS wires using BSCCO are known as first generation (1G) HTS wires. Although the critical 

temperature of BSCCO-2212 is higher than the boiling point of liquid nitrogen, the performance of 

BSCCO-2212 is limited above 20 K. The BSCCO-2223 wire has achieved widely application and 

exhibits better performance than the BSCCO-2212 wire when operating in power equipment [11]. 

Now, BSCCO-2223 HTS wires are commercially available for electric power areas, such as 

transformers, power cables and ship propulsion motors [87]. The engineering critical current density 

(Je) of an AMSC’s BSCCO-2223 wire reaches nearly 20 kA/cm2 at 77 K in self-field [88], which is 

higher than several orders of the current carrying capability of copper wires. In the rest part of this 

section, 1G HTS wire stands for the BSCCO-2223 wire.  

The BSCCO-2223 wire is fabricated using the powder-in-tube (PIT) technology. Figure 2.27 

illustrates a basic PIT procedure for making 1G HTS wire, the procedure is mainly divided into 

precursor fabrication and microstructure engineering. Firstly, the prepared powder is sealed in a silver 

(Ag) billet. Next, the billet is deformed into a hexagonal rod, which is then cut and rebounded into a 

multifilament stack. The stack is then put into an Ag or Ag alloy tube and deformed into a long multi-

die wire. After several times of heat treatment and rolling process, a tape-shaped 1G HTS wire is 

achieved. The volume of BSCCO-2223 material typically accounts for 30%-40% of the entire wire 

[87]. The cross-section view of a BSCCO-2223 tape is shown in Figure 2.28. 

 

Figure 2.27 Basic PIT procedure for manufacturing BSCCO-2223 wire [87] 
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Figure 2.28 Cross-section of a BSCCO-2223 tape [89] 

Silver or silver alloy is usually used as the matrix of 1G HTS wire to enhance mechanical strength. 

Although the wire is already manufactured for commercial use, the presence of the noble metal 

prevents the decrease of the tape price. In addition, the critical current of 1G HTS tape decreases 

significantly under 77 K when a perpendicular magnetic field exists. Therefore, some manufacturers 

such as American Superconductor Corporation (AMSC) switched to manufacturing second 

generation HTS wires [11, 76]. 

2.2.5.2 Second generation wire – YBCO 

Rare earth barium copper oxide (REBCO) HTS materials have been developed in recent years and 

the coated REBCO conductors are called second generation (2G) HTS conductors. The rare earth 

family includes, but is not limited to, lanthanum (La), yttrium (Y), scandium (Sc), and Gadolinium 

(Gd). Most manufactures produce 2G HTS wires based on YBCO which was discovered in 1987 

[90]. The critical temperature of YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) is about 92 K under self-field. Thus, YBCO 

can be cooled to the superconducting state by liquid nitrogen (LN2).  

The form of 2G HTS wire is a thin film coated conductor with a thickness of less than 0.1 mm. Figure 

2.29 presents the two most developed 2G HTS tapes from two manufacturers. The left wire is 

fabricated by SuperPower using the “ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD)” technology and the right 

one is from AMSC made with the “rolling assisted biaxially textured substrate (RABiTS)” 

technology [11].  

The coated conductor from SuperPower involves a non-magnetic metal substrate, 5-layer buffer, 

REBCO material, and stabiliser. The introducing of a buffer stack is able to enhance the deposition 

of YBCO film. The stabiliser is commonly made of copper or stainless steel. In Figure 2.29 (right), 

the structure of the AMSC’s tape from bottom to top consists of a metal alloy substrate, buffer layers, 

YBCO layer and a protective silver layer. Besides, there are copper protection and stabilisation layers 

sandwiching the AMSC’s tape. The average engineering critical current density (Je) of SuperPower 

wire and AMSC copper laminated type wire reach around 25 kA/cm2 and 9 kA/cm2 at 77 K in self-

field, respectively [11]. Compared with 1G HTS wires, 2G wires can operate at a high magnetic field 

with a little decrease of Jc as shown in Figure 2.30. With less noble metal, YBCO coated wires can 
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achieve lower prices. 

  

Figure 2.29 Structure of 2G HTS wire from SuperPower (left) [91] and AMSC (right) [92] 

 

Figure 2.30 Performance of BSCCO-2223 and YBCO coated wires under different magnetic 

field [11] 

2.2.5.3 Magnesium diboride – MgB2 

Magnesium diboride (MgB2) was discovered to show superconductivity below 39 K in 2001 in Japan 

[93]. Because the raw materials of magnesium (Mg) and boron (B) are inexpensive and the 

manufacturing process of MgB2 wires is much easier compared with 1G and 2G HTS conductors, 

MgB2 superconducting wires have attracted wide research interest and have great potential in 

practical applications, such as superconducting fault current limiters, superconducting cables and 

superconducting machines.  

As can be seen in Figure 2.31, MgB2 superconducting wires can be manufactured into different 

shapes, such as round wire, square wire and rectangular wire, which offers flexibility for coil design 

and manufacture. The average engineering critical current density (Je) of a round-shaped MgB2 wire 

manufactured by Hyper Tech reaches around 48 kA/cm2 (25 K, self-field). The round shape makes 

the wire isotropic, and the current flows uniformly in it if no crackle exists[87]. MgB2 wires are 

manufactured using the PIT process. If the powder is pre-reacted before inserting the tube, the 
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process can be called ex-situ. In contrast, in-situ means the powder Mg and B will react in the wire 

[11]. Copper (Cu) is usually used to enhance the thermal stability and mechanical strength of the 

superconductor. It is very important to insert a barrier like iron (Fe) or niobium (Nb) between copper 

matrix and MgB2 wires because the reaction between Cu and Mg will reduce the critical current level 

[94].  

MgB2 presents a good performance at low temperature, typically 20 K to 25 K, which means the use 

of liquid nitrogen is no longer feasible [95, 96]. A sealed cryogenic cooling system or liquid hydrogen 

(the boiling point at 20 K) can reach the low temperature. The use of the cryogenic cooling system 

increases the capital cost and prolongs the recovery time once the superconducting wire quenches. 

Although liquid hydrogen can solve the problem of the long recovery time, the vaporisation of this 

liquid can cause other safety issues. 

                    

Figure 2.31 Various cross-section of MgB2 wires: round [97] square [98] rectangular [99] 

2.3 Superconducting fault current limiters in DC systems 

To achieve easier circuit breaking, a fault current limiter (FCL) can be added to reduce a fault current 

to a lower level. In other words, with FCLs, DCCBs have the potential to operate at higher voltage 

levels. An ideal FCL should have the following characteristics: 

⚫ No impedance during normal operation and high impedance when a fault occurs  

⚫ Be able to recover to a normal state quickly when the fault is cleared 

⚫ Compact structure to save budget and space  

Superconductors are perfect to be adopted to meet most features of ideal FCLs. An SFCL has a great 

potential to reduce fault current levels for a DC circuit breaker. During the normal operation, the 

impedance of SFCL is almost zero and the normal current flows through the SFCL with negligible 

loss. Once there is a fault occurring, the fault current would increase. When the fault current exceeds 

a threshold level, the impedance of SFCL would increase to a pre-designed value immediately to 

limit the current level [29].  

According to the characteristics of the impedance, SFCLs can be divided into resistive type SFCLs 

and inductive type SFCLs. For the resistive type, the fault current is limited by the resistance of the 
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superconductor in the normal state. For the inductive type, the fault current is reduced by introducing 

an inductance which is triggered with the superconductor [11]. There are four topologies of SFCL 

for DC systems, namely resistive SFCL (R-SFCL), inductive SFCL with shielded iron-core (I-SFCL), 

inductive SFCL with saturated iron-core (SI-SFCL) and inductive SFCL with bridge rectifier (DB-

SFCL).  

According to the quenched state during the current limitation, the above SFCLs can also be classified 

into quench or non-quench type. For the quench type, the current in the superconductor exceeds the 

critical current and leads to a quenched state when a fault occurs. R-SFCL and I-SFCL belong to this 

type. For the non-quench type, the superconductor remains in the superconducting state during both 

normal operation and fault condition, including SI-SFCL and DB-SFCL. The different types of 

SFCLs are introduced in the following sections. 

2.3.1 Resistive type SFCL 

The resistive type SFCL (R-SFCL) is simpler, more compact than the inductive type. Figure 2.32 

shows a general schematic diagram of the R-SFCL. In normal operation, the resistance of the 

superconductor RSC is almost zero, all DC current flows through the superconductor without loss. 

Once the current value is larger than the critical current, the superconductor starts to quench and 

changes to the normal state. The resistance suddenly emerges and suppresses the fault current to a 

lower level. The superconductor is commonly in parallel with a resistor RP or inductor LP to prevent 

overvoltage and destructive hot spots of the superconductor during the quench period. The 

superconductor can also work as an automatic trigger device, once it quenches, most of the fault 

current will commutate to the parallel circuit and limited by the parallel impedance. After clearing 

the fault by a circuit breaker (CB) or switch, the superconductor requires a recovery time to cool 

down. The recovery time may vary from a second to several minutes depending on the material and 

shape of the superconductor [100]. The presence of current leads (usually copper) may produce extra 

Joule loss in the cryogenic environment during both normal operation and short circuit fault. This 

thermal load can increase the cost of refrigeration [11].  

 

Figure 2.32 Resistive type SFCL (R-SFCL) 
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Various structures of R-SFCL have been proposed and used, including straight line type [101, 102], 

pancake type [71, 103, 104] and solenoid type [105-108]. The basic structures are illustrated in Figure 

2.33. 

 

Figure 2.33 Basic structures of R-SFCL 

R-SFCL has attracted a lot of research interest due to its simple topology, and most of the research 

and development (R&D) SFCL projects focus on the resistive type.  

Many R-SFCL projects for AC systems have been conducted based on various superconducting 

materials, including BSCCO, YBCO and MgB2 [100, 109]. In the German project CURL 10, a three-

phase 10 kV/600 A R-SFCL using BSCCO-2212 bulk material was developed and tested in 2004, 

which was the world’s first three-phase R-SFCL. Each phase has 30 solenoid bifilar coils connected 

in series [105, 110]. A single-phase 138 kV/900 A R-SFCL based on YBCO coated conductors was 

designed by Nexans, Siemens and American Superconductor in 2009 and successfully tested in 2011. 

The R-SFCL is composed of pancake superconducting coils and a shunt reactor. More than half of 

the fault current level can be reduced by the SFCL. This is the first R-SFCL prototype for the 

transmission level [103, 111]. A three-phase 24 kV/1005 A R-SFCL using YBCO tapes was designed 

in the European project ECCOFLOW to limit a prospective current of 25.6 kA to 10.8 kA. Each 

phase consists of 12 pancake coils in series connection [104, 112]. In another German project 

AmpaCity, a three-phase 12 kV/2.3 kA R-SFCL based on YBCO pancake coil structure was 

fabricated and implemented in Essan in 2014 [113]. 

Manohar [114] evaluated the performance of R-SFCL in a VSC-based HVDC system using PSCAD. 

The results show that R-SFCL can effectively reduce the fault current level. The performance of a 

R-SFCL for a multi-terminal system under various faults was also simulated and evaluated by the 

University of Bath [115], the results indicate that R-SFCL is a promising technology in multi-

terminal DC systems. 
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Some R-SFCLs based on REBCO materials for DC systems has been developed in recent years. A 

20 kV/400 A solenoid-structured R-SFCL was developed for a ± 10 kV VSC DC system at Suzhou 

Nami substation. The SFCL, bases on YBCO conductors, consists of 8 solenoid coils in series. It 

successfully passed the test to limit a prospective current of 8 kA to 2.26 kA in 2019 [116]. Chinese 

Academy of Sciences has designed, fabricated, and tested a 40 kV/2 kA R-SFCL prototype. This 

prototype consists of 24 solenoid structured coils (6 branches and each branch contains 4 series 

connected coils) using YBCO tapes, whose resistance and inductance at room temperature are 2.69 Ω 

and 21 µH [117]. A 160 kV/1 kA R-SFCL prototype based on GdBCO tapes has been developed by 

China Southern Power Grid and installed at the Nan’ao ±160 kV HVDC power grid in China, which 

is the highest voltage level and the largest capacity in the world so far. This R-SFCL consists of 24 

pancake coils [118-121]. In the European Union FASTGRID project, a 50 kV/1.5 kA DC R-SFCL 

module will be developed and tested. The module will be composed of 10 pancake coils using 

REBCO tapes [122].  

2.3.2 Shielded iron core type SFCL 

An inductive SFCL with shielded iron core, which is also named inductive SFCL (I-SFCL), is shown 

in Figure 2.34. It includes a normal conducting winding (primary) around an iron core with a 

superconducting cylinder in between. The structure of I-SFCL is similar to a transformer with a short 

circuit secondary winding made of a bulk superconductor. During normal operation, the second 

winding screens the flux into the iron core. The iron core is thus shielded, and the effective impedance 

of the primary winding is at a quite low level. When a fault occurs, the current in the superconductor 

exceeds the critical current and leads to a quenched state. The shielding effect of the superconductor 

will be eliminated, and the magnetic flux starts to penetrate into the iron core. The impedance of the 

primary winding will rise to a designed value once the iron core is magnetised. In the meantime, the 

fault current can be limited. The effective impedance of I-SFCL is the parallel value of the inductance 

of the primary winding and the conversion resistance of the superconductor to the primary side [11, 

75, 123].  

Due to the bulky structure which is about three times larger than that of R-SFCL and the challenge 

of making the superconductor quench evenly, the application of I-SFCL is limited and the topology 

is almost abandoned [11, 124]. 
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Figure 2.34 Inductive SFCL with shielded iron core (I-SFCL) 

2.3.3 Saturated iron core type SFCL 

Figure 2.35 illustrates the structure of a saturated iron core type SFCL (SI-SFCL), which is also 

called DC biased iron core SFCL [125]. This is a classical structure for AC systems. There are two 

iron cores, two normal conducting windings connected to the main circuit and a superconducting coil 

connected with a DC current supply. The existence of two iron cores aims at limiting the current in 

both directions. The superconducting coil can provide a current flowing path to saturate the iron core 

with negligible loss. During normal operation, the iron cores are deeply saturated by managing the 

DC bias current in the superconductor. The inductance of two normal windings is quite low as they 

operate like air-core coils. Once a fault occurs, the current will increase and drive one of the cores 

out of the saturated state to an unsaturated state. The unsaturated core causes an increase in the 

inductance of the corresponding winding. The fault current value is thus limited to a lower level [11, 

29].  

 

Figure 2.35 Classical structure of saturated iron core type SFCL (SI-SFCL) for AC system 
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A simulation of the AC SI-SFCL operating in a VSC-HVDC system has been carried out by Tianjin 

University using PSCAD platform [126]. They find that the SI-SFCL for AC grid can limit the 

transient short circuit current effectively for VSC-HVDC networks. In 2016, Tianjin University also 

proposed and tested a simplified SI-SFCL for DC systems, as shown in Figure 2.36 [127]. The 

structure consists of an iron core, a normal winding connecting to the DC grid, and a superconducting 

coil with a DC bias supply. The inductance is almost zero in a saturated state and rises rapidly once 

the iron core is unsaturated. The simplified structure also displays its ability of current limitation in 

VSC-HVDC systems [127]. Different from R-SFCL and I-SFCL, the superconducting coils in 

saturated iron core type SFCL do not quench during operation. After clearing the fault, the iron core 

returns to a saturated state immediately and is ready for the next protection action. 

 

Figure 2.36 Simplified SI-SFCL for DC system from Tianjin University 

 

2.3.4 Bridge type SFCL 

The concept of a bridge type SFCL was firstly proposed by Boenig and Paice in 1983 [128]. The 

topology of the diode bridge SFCL (DB-SFCL) is illustrated in Figure 2.37, which is composed of a 

diode bridge rectifier, a superconducting limiting coil L and a bias DC voltage source VDC [129, 130]. 

The voltage source provides a coil bias current ib, whose value is designed to be greater than the peak 

nominal current. According to Kirchhoff’s current law and symmetrical characteristics of the bridge 

circuit structure, the following relationships can be listed: 

𝑖dc + 𝑖D4 = 𝑖D1, 𝑖𝐷1 + 𝑖D3 = 𝑖𝑏  

𝑖D1 = 𝑖D2,  𝑖D3 = 𝑖𝐷4 
 (2.5) 

Hence, the currents flowing through diodes can be calculated as: 
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𝑖D1 = 𝑖D2 =  
𝑖b + 𝑖dc
2

𝑖D3 = 𝑖𝐷4 =  
𝑖b − 𝑖dc
2

 (2.6) 

During normal operation, the current idc is smaller than the bias current ib. Therefore all the diodes 

are conducting as shown in Figure 2.37 (a). At this state, the superconducting coil is bypassed by the 

diode bridge and has no impact on the power system. When a fault occurs and the current idc is higher 

than ib, diodes D1 and D2 are forward biased, whereas D3 and D4 are reverse biased. So the 

inductance of the superconducting coil will be introduced to the power system to limit the rate of rise 

of the fault current. The current path during the fault current limitation is presented in Figure 2.37 (b). 

This SFCL also has a bidirectional current limiting capability. If idc is negative and its amplitude is 

higher than ib, diodes D3 and D4 will become forward biased, whereas D1 and D2 will be reverse 

biased. This current limiting path is shown in Figure 2.37 (c). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.37 Diode bridge type SFCL (DB-SFCL): (a) current path during normal operation 

(b) current path during fault current limiting (idc > 0) (c) current path during fault current 

limiting (idc < 0) 
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2.3.5 Comparison of different SFCL types 

Table 2.3 lists the advantages and disadvantages of different types of SFCL. The R-SFCL is the most 

prevalent type for DC systems because of its compact and simple topology. However, the long 

recovery time is an obstacle for R-SFCLs applying to DC systems with reclosing design. Although 

bulky and heavy, the SI-SFCL has the potential to operate in high voltage systems and meet the 

reclosing requirement. Due to the bulky structure and non-uniform quench behaviour, the application 

of I-SFCL is limited and the topology is almost abandoned. In addition, because of the lack of a fail-

safe mechanism, the bridge type SFCL has not attracted much research about applying to DC systems. 

Table 2.3 Advantages and disadvantages of four types of SFCL 

Type Advantage Disadvantage 

Resistive 

type SFCL 

(R-SFCL) 

⚫ Compact structure and simple 

design 

⚫ Automatic triggering once a fault 

occurs 

⚫ Fail-safe operation because the 

circuit will open once the 

superconductor burns out 

⚫ Long recovery time 

⚫ Non-uniform quench behaviour 

⚫ High energy dissipated in the SFCL 

coil during quenching 

⚫ Extra losses in current leads 

Shielded iron 

core type 

SFCL 

(I-SFCL) 

⚫ Fail-safe operation even if the 

superconductor burns out 

⚫ No current leads for connecting 

superconductor 

⚫ Long recovery time 

⚫ Bulky and heavy structure because of 

iron core and primary windings 

⚫ Non-uniform quench behaviour 

⚫ Insertion impedance during normal 

operation 

Saturated 

iron core 

type SFCL 

(SI-SFCL) 

⚫ No quench in the superconductors 

⚫ Immediate recovery after clearing 

the fault 

⚫ Superconducting state always 

remained 

⚫ Fail-safe operation even if the DC 

supply fails 

⚫ Suitable for high voltage design 

⚫ Bulky and heavy structure because of 

iron core and primary windings 

⚫ Losses in the primary windings and 

iron cores during normal operation 

⚫ Insertion impedance during normal 

operation  

Diode bridge 

type SFCL 

(DB-SFCL) 

⚫ No quench in the superconductors 

⚫ Immediate recovery after clearing 

the fault 

⚫ Not fail safe 

⚫ Extra bias voltage source 

⚫ Small loss caused by diodes 
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2.4 Conclusions 

This chapter started with introducing three types of circuit breakers (MCBs, SSCBs, and HCBs) in 

DC systems. Topologies of each type were presented, and a brief operating principle of each topology 

was described as well. The advantages and disadvantages of various DCCBs were also summarised 

and listed. SSCBs, which have ultrafast interruption speeds, are potential devices to protect DC 

systems from fault currents.  

Then the basic properties of superconductors, including zero DC electrical resistance, Meissner effect 

and three critical parameters were introduced. The differences between Type I and Type II 

superconductors were discussed. Two analytical models for superconductors and three state-of-the-

art superconducting materials for power applications were introduced. 

Finally, four types of SFCLs in DC systems were described. The merits and drawbacks of SFCLs 

were also compared and summarised. Due to the compact and simple structure, R-SFCLs with 

various structures have been widely selected and developed for SFCL projects amongst all the types 

of SFCLs. R-SFCLs are promising devices for DC systems that can lower fault current levels to 

achieve easier current interruption. SSCBs integrated with R-SFCLs will be investigated in this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 Design of the SSCB Prototype for DC Systems 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a 1 kV solid-state circuit breaker (SSCB) based on series and parallel connected 

IGBTs is proposed for DC systems. The designed topology is proposed first, whose series and parallel 

configurations are able to increase the voltage level and current level of the circuit breaker. The 

operating principle during the interruption process is also analysed in detail based on the topology 

with the assistance of figures showing clear current paths. The main devices are then selected to meet 

the voltage and current requirements. 

Two main challenges of the proposed SSCB topology are the voltage balance between two series 

connected IGBTs and the current balance between two parallel branches. To solve the above 

challenges, voltage balancing circuits and IGBT gate drive circuit are carefully designed and built. 

In addition, to provide signals to the IGBT gate drive circuit to control the turn-on and turn-off of the 

IGBTs, a control board based on ARM STM32 microcontroller is designed. All the parts of the 

control board are presented then, including STM32 microcontroller minimum system, power supply, 

PWM/GPIO auxiliary circuit, switches, ADC auxiliary circuit, OLED display and RS485 

communication. The program development environments and pin configurations are also described.  

Because the high temperature rise caused by the power loss will affect the service life of the IGBTs, 

a cooling system is required to ensure the normal operation of the SSCB. Thus, a heatsink used to 

cool down the IGBTs is cautiously selected based on theoretical thermal design analysis. Finally, an 

SSCB prototype is built and assembled for laboratory tests; the 3D design of the mechanical structure 

and the image of the prototype are both provided. 

3.2 Proposed topology 

The topology of the SSCB is shown in Figure 3.1, which is mainly composed of four IGBTs in both 

series and parallel connections. Two dual IGBT modules are used and connected in parallel. Each 

dual IGBT module includes two IGBTs connected in series and each IGBT has its anti-parallel body 

diode. This proposed topology is able to conduct current in both directions, but it can only interrupt 

current unidirectionally. To achieve bidirectional current interruption capability, another unit can be 

series connected in a reverse direction. Both current sharing between parallel branches and voltage 

drops across the series connected IGBTs are investigated using the proposed topology. Besides the 

IGBTs, the topology includes voltage balancing circuits and metal-oxide varistors (MOVs). In the 

voltage balancing circuits, balancing resistors Rs are used for ensuring the static voltage balance 

when the IGBTs are in the OFF state and resistor-capacitor-diode (RCD) snubber circuits are used 
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for balancing the dynamic voltage during the current interruption. The detailed discussion of the 

voltage balancing circuits will be given in Section 3.5. Three MOVs are employed to prevent IGBTs 

from overvoltage and dissipate any residual energy in the DC system. The varistor MOV1 caps the 

maximum voltage across the SSCB during the current interruption, meanwhile the varistor MOV2 

and MOV3 can protect individual IGBT in case the voltage division is uneven.  

 

Figure 3.1 Topology of the proposed SSCB 

3.3 Principle of interruption operation 

The interruption process of the proposed SSCB is illustrated in Figure 3.2, and the current paths are 

highlighted. As presented in Figure 3.2 (a), the four IGBTs are in the ON state during normal 

operation, the current flows through both IGBT branches. i1 and i2 represent the current flowing 

through the IGBT branch1 and IGBT branch 2, respectively. Once a fault is detected, the four IGBTs 

are controlled to be turned off. The fault current commutates from the IGBT branches to the RCD 

snubber circuit within a few microseconds. After that, there is no current flowing through the IGBT 

branches anymore, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b), and the current passes through the diodes and charges 

the capacitors. From this time point, the current i1 denotes the total fault current i rather than the 

IGBT branch current. The voltage of the capacitors continues increasing until the voltage across the 

SSCB VCE reaches the clamping voltage of MOV1, as can be seen in Figure 3.2 (c), the fault current 

gradually commutates from the RCD snubber circuit to the MOV1 in several microseconds. 

Subsequently, in Figure 3.2 (d), the fault current completely commutates to the varistor branch and 

gradually decreases to zero until the residual inductive energy of the system is dissipated by the 

varistor. In Figure 3.2 (e), the capacitors are discharged through the resistors of the snubber circuits 

with a little negative current until the voltage across the SSCB VCE is equal to the DC system voltage. 

After discharging the capacitors in Figure 3.2 (f), no current flows through the SSCB, which means 

the fault current has been successfully interrupted.  
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                                     (a)                                                                           (b) 

   

                                     (c)                                                                           (d) 

   

                                     (e)                                                                           (f) 

Figure 3.2 Interruption process of the proposed SSCB 
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3.4 Device selection 

Figure 3.3 presents a simplified equivalent circuit of a DC system with the SSCB. This circuit 

considers the simplest case of a pole-to-ground fault with zero fault impedance [65], which is 

different from a practical system with finite impedance. When the SSCB is in the ON state and a 

short-circuit fault occurs, almost all the equivalent DC system voltage VDC is applied on the system 

inductor L. The high voltage across the inductor leads to a rapidly and continually increase of a fault 

current.  

 

Figure 3.3 Equivalent DC system circuit 

Once the fault current is detected, a turn-off signal will be sent to the IGBTs of the SSCB to interrupt 

the current. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, all the IGBTs are turned off simultaneously, the fault current 

commutates to the RCD snubber circuit in few microseconds and the voltage across the SSCB 

increases. The voltage will be clamped to a designed level by the varistor, and then the fault current 

commutates to the varistor branch. For the proposed SSCB topology, the voltage will be limited by 

the clamping voltage (Vclamping) of the MOV1. This clamping voltage should be higher than the 

voltage of the DC system, therefore, the negative voltage applied to the system inductor can force 

the fault current to decrease. All remaining inductive energy will be absorbed and dissipated through 

the varistor. The current i in the circuit is: 

 𝑖 =  𝑖0 −
𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑉𝐷𝐶

𝐿
𝑡 (3.1) 

where i0 is the maximum fault current flows through the varistor MOV1, and L is the total inductance 

in the system. The period that current flows through the varistor is: 

𝑇 =
𝐿 × 𝑖0

𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑉𝐷𝐶
 (3.2) 

The total energy dissipated by the varistor can be calculated by:  
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𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∫ 𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 × 𝑖 𝑑𝑡
𝑇

0

                                                                         

      = ∫ 𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 × (𝑖0 −
𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑉𝐷𝐶

𝐿
𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

𝐿×𝑖0
𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝑉𝐷𝐶

0

 

 = 𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 × (𝑖0𝑡 −
𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑉𝐷𝐶

2𝐿
𝑡2)|

0

𝐿×𝑖0
𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝑉𝐷𝐶

    =
1

2
𝐿𝑖0

2 × (
𝑉𝐷𝐶

𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑉𝐷𝐶
+ 1)                                        

 (3.3) 

From the equations above we can find that high Vclamping can reduce the interruption time as well as 

the entire dissipation energy of the varistor. However, the SSCB should also withstand the clamping 

voltage during a current interruption, which is challenging for the selection of IGBTs.  

The transient interruption voltage is usually clamped between 1.5 p.u. to 2 p.u. of the system voltage 

[44, 53, 55]. As the SSCB in Figure 3.1 is designed to work under 1 kV voltage level and interrupt 

the fault current up to 1 kA, a varistor B60K680 manufactured by EPCOS TDK is selected as the 

MOV1, whose clamping voltage is about 1.7 kV at 1 kA [131]. A dual IGBT module FF450R12KT4 

[132] from Infineon Technologies is chosen for the 1 kV SSCB prototype. This IGBT module consists 

of two 1.2 kV IGBTs in series. By connecting the two dual IGBT modules in parallel, the layout of 

the SSCB is more compact than using four individual IGBTs. In addition, EPCOS B80K350 varistors 

are employed as MOV2 and MOV3, which are able to cap the maximum voltage to 1 kV at 1 kA to 

protect a single IGBT.  

3.5 Design of the voltage balancing circuits 

Voltage balance is a major concern for the SSCB with series connected IGBTs. As shown in Figure 

3.4, the voltage balancing circuit connected in parallel with the IGBTs is composed of a static voltage 

balancing circuit and a dynamic voltage balancing circuit. The static voltage imbalance is mainly 

caused by the difference between off-state resistances of series connected IGBTs. An effective 

method is introducing the balancing resistor Rs, whose value is much lower than the off-state 

resistance of the IGBTs [133]. In this way, each parallel resistance is mainly depending on the low 

Rs, the difference is further weakened. The dynamic voltage imbalance is affected by the turn-off 

delay time of the IGBT and the asynchronous signal from the gate drive circuit. The RCD snubber 

circuit connected in parallel with each IGBT can limit the rate of rise of collector-emitter voltage and 

prolong the turn-off process, which improves the performance of the dynamic voltage balance during 

turn-off. In this project, the balancing resistors Rs are used to improve the static voltage balance and 

the RCD snubber circuits consisting of resister Rd, capacitor Cd and diode D are employed to improve 

the dynamic voltage balance. 
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Figure 3.4 Series connected IGBTs with voltage balancing circuits  

3.5.1 Design of the static voltage balancing circuit 

The difference between the off-state leakage resistances of series connected IGBTs can lead to a 

static voltage imbalance in the OFF state. The off-state leakage resistance (Roff) can be calculated by: 

R𝑜𝑓𝑓 =  
𝑉𝐶𝐸𝑆
𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑆

 (3.4) 

where VCES is the collector-emitter voltage, and ICES is the collector-emitter cut-off current of IGBT.  

An effective method to improve the static voltage balance is to connect a balancing resistor Rs in 

parallel with each series connected IGBT. It is assumed that the collector-emitter cut-off current of 

IGBT1 is higher than that of IGBT2 in Figure 3.4: 

I𝐶𝐸𝑆1 > I𝐶𝐸𝑆2  (3.5) 

Hence the relationship between the leakage resistances of the two IGBTs is: 

𝑅off1 < 𝑅off2  (3.6) 

The static voltage variance of the two IGBTs is set to be smaller than 10% in this design, therefore: 

𝑅off2 × 𝑅𝑠
𝑅off2 + 𝑅𝑠

− 
𝑅off1 × 𝑅𝑠
𝑅off1 + 𝑅𝑠

< 10% ×
𝑅off1 × 𝑅𝑠
𝑅off1 + 𝑅𝑠

 (3.7) 

Considering the worst scenario, the leakage resistance of IGBT2 is much greater than that of IGBT1: 
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𝑅𝑠 < 𝑅off1 ≪ 𝑅off2  (3.8) 

And then the requirement for the balancing resistor Rs is:  

𝑅𝑠 < 10% × 𝑅off1 = 10% ×
𝑉𝐶𝐸𝑆
𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑆1

  (3.9) 

According to the IGBT datasheet [132], the leakage current ICES is 5 mA when the collector-emitter 

voltage is 1200 V, therefore the balancing resistor should be lower than: 

R𝑠 <  10% × 
1200 𝑉

5 𝑚𝐴
= 24 𝑘Ω (3.10) 

The nominal voltage applied to each IGBT during the OFF state is VT, so the power rating of the 

balancing resistor is selected as follows: 

𝑃𝑅𝑠 >
𝑉𝑇

2

𝑅𝑆
  (3.11) 

 

3.5.2 Design of the dynamic voltage balancing circuit 

During the transient switching period, the delay of the gate drive circuit and inconsistent turn-off 

time of the IGBT can cause dynamic voltage imbalance. There are three types of commonly used 

snubber circuit, shown in Figure 3.5, namely C snubber circuit, RC snubber circuit and RCD snubber 

circuit. The C snubber circuit is the simplest one to reduce the dynamic voltage imbalance. It only 

has a capacitor directly connected in parallel with the IGBT. The capacitor can suppress the rate of 

change of the voltage across the IGBT, thereby improving dynamic voltage balance and helping 

reduce switching losses. However, the charged snubber capacitor will inject a current during the turn-

on process of IGBT, which increases the peak value of turn-on current. Compared with the C snubber 

circuit, the RC snubber circuit has an additional resistor connected in series with the capacitor to 

reduce the increase of the turn-on current. But the voltage balancing performance is weakened and 

the resistor brings an extra loss to the snubber circuit. The RCD snubber circuit with a fast recovery 

diode connected in parallel with the resistor, can avoid these shortcomings. The RCD snubber circuit 

is adopted as the dynamic voltage balancing circuit in the SSCB design. It should be noted that the 

fast recovery diode has to withstand the same voltage rating as the IGBT [133]. 
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   (a) C snubber                               (b) RC snubber                           (c) RCD snubber 

Figure 3.5 Typical snubber circuits 

During the turn-off process, we assume that IGBT1 turns off earlier than IGBT2 by Δt, the capacitor 

paralleled with IGBT1 will be charged firstly. So the voltage difference between the two capacitors 

is: 

∆𝑈𝑐  =  
∆𝑡 × 𝑖𝑇
𝐶𝑑

  (3.12) 

where iT is the current flowing through the IGBT branch.  

It is assumed that the maximum voltage difference between the two IGBTs is 10% [134], the snubber 

capacitor Cd can be calculated as follows: 

𝐶𝑑  =  
∆𝑡 × 𝑖𝑇
10% × 𝑉𝑇

  (3.13) 

where VT is the nominal voltage applied to each IGBT.  

During the ON state period of the IGBTs, the voltage across each IGBT will be reduced to the collect-

emitter saturation voltage, which is only a few volts. Almost all the energy of the snubber capacitor 

Cd will be discharged through the resistor Rd. The ON state duration ton should be much longer than 

the discharge time constant τ of the snubber circuit to dissipate the energy in the capacitor: 

𝑡𝑜𝑛 > 3𝜏 = 3 × 𝑅𝑑 × 𝐶𝑑   (3.14) 

then the resistance is estimated to be: 

𝑅𝑑 <  
𝑡𝑜𝑛

3 × 𝐶𝑑
  (3.15) 
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The power loss of the resistor Rd is: 

𝑊𝑅𝑑=  
1

2
𝐶𝑑𝑉𝑇

2 (3.16) 

The schematic diagram and corresponding PCB drawing of the voltage balancing circuit are 

presented in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. Taking into account the power rating and size of resistors, 

two 10 kΩ/ 10.5 W resistors are connected in series as a balancing resistor Rs (20 kΩ), and three 

series-connected 10 Ω/ 5 W resistors form a snubber resistor Rd. Each snubber capacitor Cd is 

calculated to be 6 µF, which is composed of three 2 µF capacitors in parallel.  

 

Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram of the voltage balancing board 

 

Figure 3.7 Voltage balancing PCB board 

3.6 Design of the IGBT gate drive circuit 

An IGBT gate drive circuit PCB board was developed in order to conduct simultaneous control of 

two IGBT modules. The schematic diagram and image of the board are shown in Figure 3.8 and 

Figure 3.9. The gate drive circuit includes two gate drive units, each has a DC-DC converter and an 
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IGBT gate drive chip (1EDI60H12AH). Since the selected IGBT gate drive chips are galvanically 

isolated, the use of additional optocouplers or pulse transformers can be omitted, and the layout of 

the PCB design becomes compact. The outputs of the DC-DC converters supply isolated voltages 

(±15 V) to the IGBT gate drive chips. A control signal generated by a microcontroller (MCU) is 

introduced to the gate drive circuit and amplified by gate drive chips to turn on and turn off the IGBTs. 

The turn-on and turn-off control signal produced by the microcontroller can be triggered manually 

by switches on the control board or automatically by an external current transducer. In Figure 3.8, 

when the voltage signal difference between Drive-A and Drive-B is higher than 8.4V, IGBTs will be 

turned on. If the voltage difference is lower than 3.6 V, IGBTs will be turned off.  

 

 

Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram of the IGBT gate drive circuit 
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Figure 3.9 IGBT gate drive PCB board 

As shown in Figure 3.10, two parallel IGBTs are triggered by a common gate drive unit. IGBT1 and 

IGBT3 are driven by Gate Drive Chip 1 whilst IGBT2 and IGBT4 are driven by Gate Drive Chip 2. 

Rg1 to Rg4 are gate resistors of the same value, and Ls1 to Ls4 are stray inductances that existed close 

to the emitter of the IGBTs. The stray inductance, rate of rise of current (di/dt), and switching instant 

may not be identical, which lead to the voltage difference between the emitters of two parallel 

connected IGBTs. The voltage difference would cause a circulating current flowing through one 

emitter to another. The direction of the circulating current would affect the actual voltage between 

the IGBT gate and emitter, causing uneven current sharing. Re1 to Re4 are emitter resistors that can 

reduce the circulating current, suppress loop oscillation and assist dynamic current balancing [135]. 

If IGBT3 is turned on slightly earlier than IGBT1, the voltage level of emitter 3 (E3) is higher than 

that of emitter 1 (E1) due to the induced voltage of Ls3. A circulating current will be generated flowing 

through Re3, Re1, Ls1 and Ls3, as shown in Figure 3.10. Because of the existences of emitter resistance, 

the voltage between G3 and E3 (VGE3) is decreased and the turn-on speed of IGBT3 is decelerated. At 

the same time, the voltage between G1 and E1 (VGE1) is increased and the turn-on speed of IGBT1 is 

accelerated. This negative feedback can improve the dynamic current sharing performance.  

 

Figure 3.10 Schematic diagram of the IGBTs with the gate drive control 
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Current sharing is an important aspect of parallel connected IGBTs. To achieve an even current 

sharing between parallel connected IGBTs and trigger all the IGBTs simultaneously, the following 

methods are applied in the design process: 

• The structure layout and PCB layout are symmetrical. The gate drive circuit is placed to 

IGBT modules as close as possible to minimise the loop inductance. 

• To trigger all IGBTs simultaneously, IGBTs connected in parallel are driven by the same gate 

drive unit.  

• IGBT modules are installed on one common heatsink close to each other for optimal thermal 

coupling, which minimises the voltage difference between two devices.  

• The current rating of paralleled devices is derated by a factor to guarantee that no device can 

surpass its current and temperature rating [136].  

• The emitter gate resistor is connected in series with each emitter to attenuate the circulating 

current caused by parasitic emitter inductance [135, 137]. 

• All power devices are chosen with the same specifications and production batch.  

 

3.7 Design of the control board 

Figure 3.11 illustrates the control block diagram of the SSCB. A control PCB board associated with 

the IGBT gate drive PCB board is designed to send a turn-on or turn-off signal to the SSCB. An 

external current transducer can be added and connected to the control PCB board for current detection. 

The control PCB board is mainly developed and built for three purposes: 1) the ON and OFF states 

of the SSCB can be controlled manually by using “CLOSE” and “OPEN” switches; 2) the SSCB can 

be turned on and turned off after a pre-set delay time; 3) when the current flowing through the SSCB 

is higher than a pre-set level, the overcurrent protection can be automatically triggered to turn off the 

SSCB with minimum delay. In addition, an OLED display on the control PCB board is applied to 

exhibit vital parameters and useful information, such as the detected current level and the SSCB 

status. 

 

Figure 3.11 Structure diagram of the control block 
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The 3D design drawing and the image of the control PCB board are shown in Figure 3.12. In terms 

of functions, the control board can be divided into the following parts: microcontroller (MCU), DC 

power supply, Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) or General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) auxiliary 

circuit, manually control switches, Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) auxiliary circuit, OLED 

display, and RS485 communication module.  

  

Figure 3.12 3D design (left) and image (right) of the control PCB board  

A 32-bit MCU is employed working as a “brain” of the control board and located on the centre of 

the control board, whose functions include fast GPIO ports, 12-bit ADC, Direct Memory Access 

(DMA) controller, Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) peripherals, etc. Since all the functions of the MCU 

have been extended on the control board, the application of the control board is not limited to one 

project, it also can be applied as a general development board for other projects.  

The DC power supply part provides 12 V, 5 V and 3.3 V to ensure the basic power requirements of 

the control board. According to the IGBT control commands sent by the MCU, the PWM/GPIO 

auxiliary circuit part on the left side is used to offer high and low levels to the IGBT gate drive board. 

Two momentary switches act as the “CLOSE” and “OPEN” switches, which are adopted to control 

the IGBT on and off manually. The ADC auxiliary circuit part on the top of the control board is used 

in conjunction with an external current transducer to convert current values into appropriate voltage 

values, and then input them into MCU. 

An OLED display with I2C or SPI interface can be used to display the current value, the status of the 

SSCB, and other useful information. The RS485 communication module is built for communication 

between different boards. This module offers the possibility of more functions of the control board 

for further study. 
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3.7.1 STM32 microcontroller minimum system 

A 32-bit MCU STM32F103C8T6 designed by STMicroelectronics was selected for the control board. 

The STM32F1 series microcontrollers are based on an ARM Cortex-M3 CPU core with a maximum 

frequency of 72 MHz, which can achieve high performance with first-class peripherals, low-power 

consumption, and low-voltage operation [138]. STM32F103C8T6 MCU includes 64 KB flash, 20 

KB SRAM, 10 channels dual ADC with 12-bit resolution, three 16-bit timers, and 7-channel DMA 

controller. In addition, it can communicate using Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver 

Transmitter (USART) interfaces, Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI), I2C bus interfaces, Universal 

Serial Bus (USB) interface, and Controller Area Network (CAN) [139]. 

To simplify the PCB design, an STM32F103C8T6 MCU minimum system board in Figure 3.13 was 

utilised. A minimum system board for a microcontroller refers to a circuit consisting of the minimal 

components required to make the microcontroller work normally. It usually consists of a 

microcontroller chip, power supply circuit, clock circuit, reset circuit, debugging and downloading 

circuit, boot mode selection circuit, etc. All the useful pins of the minimum system board in Figure 

3.13 are extended on the control PCB board with different circuits. In addition, two LEDs are 

embedded on the STM32F103C8T6 minimum system board. The red LED (PWR) will light up once 

the board is powered on, and the green one (PC13) can be programmed to act as an indicator.  

 

Figure 3.13 STM32F103C8T6 minimum system board  

The normal operating voltage of the STM32F103C8T6 microcontroller is from 2 V to 3.6V. In the 

minimum system board, the rated operating voltage level is 3.3 V. Apart from the power supply, a 

stable clock signal is critical to make the MCU work properly. The clock circuit consists of an 

external 8 MHz crystal oscillator and load capacitors. Although there is an internal RC 8 MHz 
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oscillator, it is not as accurate and stable as the external crystal oscillator. So the external clock signal 

is usually selected as the main CPU clock source.  

The reset circuit used in the minimum system board is an external asynchronous manual reset circuit, 

which is composed of a button, a resistor and a capacitor. After pressing the button and releasing it, 

the MCU would be manually reset once. If the power supply voltage fluctuates and exceed the normal 

operating voltage limit, the MCU cannot work properly and the program will not execute correctly. 

The reset circuit can keep the MCU in reset mode and prevent wrong commands until the operating 

voltage becomes stable within the acceptable range.  

To make the microcontroller run as anticipated, it is necessary to download the application program 

into the embedded ROM or RAM of the MCU for repeated debugging. ARM CoreSight technology 

provides two types of debug ports, namely the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) debug port and Serial 

wire debug (SWD) port. The JTAG mode requires five pins, while the SWD mode only requires two 

pins (SWDIO and SWCLK). Therefore, the SWD port was used in this project to download and 

debug programme for the minimum system board.  

Apart from the above circuits, a boot mode selection circuit is also required for the minimum system 

board. There are two boot pins in STM32F103C8T6 MCU, namely BOOT0 and BOOT1. By setting 

the level of the two pins, different boot modes can be achieved, as listed in Table 3.1. Boot from User 

Flash is the most common start-up method, the level of BOOT0 should be connected to the ground 

(GND). Boot from System Memory is used to reprogram the User Flash memory through USART1 

[139]. The Bootloader stored in the System Memory is programmed by STMicroelectronics and 

cannot be changed by the user. Boot from Embedded SRAM is normally used during the product 

development stage, which downloads the program into SRAM with a fast download speed. This 

mode can reduce the damage to the Flash caused by repeated erasing. 

Table 3.1 Boot mode options 

BOOT0 BOOT1 Boot mode 

0 0/1 User Flash 

1 0 

System Memory 

(Bootloader) 

1 1 Embedded SRAM 
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3.7.2 Power supply 

Figure 3.14 shows the schematic diagram of the DC power supply part, which provides basic power 

requirements for the control board. There are two voltage regulators, namely LM2596-5.0 (U1) and 

LM2937-3.3 (U2). When an external 12 V power source is connected to the control board, the U1 

converts 12 V to 5 V, and the chip U2 converts 5 V to 3.3 V. A green led (D7) is also added to indicate 

whether the DC supply unit is operating properly. 

 

Figure 3.14 Schematic diagram of the power supply module 

3.7.3 PWM/GPIO auxiliary circuit 

There are 6 channels of PWM/GPIO auxiliary circuit designed on the control PCB board. All the 

channels use the same circuit structure, so only one channel is explained in detail. Either PWM signal 

or normal GPIO output signal can be amplified by this circuit.  

Due to the low output voltage and low drive capability of the MCU, a UCC27523D [140] chip and 

an additional supply voltage Vp are used to amplify a PWM/GPIO signal, as shown in Figure 3.15. 
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Depending on the application, the additional supply voltage Vp can vary from 4.5 V to 18 V. When 

the MCU outputs a low level on PWM2, the voltage of PWMOUT2 will reach around Vp. In contrast, 

when the MCU outputs a high level on PWM2, PWMOUT2 will output a low level. Both the 

PWMOUT2 and PGND are connected to the IGBT drive board. Drive-B in Figure 3.8 connects to 

PGND, and Drive-A in Figure 3.8 connects to PWMOUT2.  

 

Figure 3.15 Schematic diagram of the PWM/GPIO auxiliary circuit 

3.7.4 Switches 

To generate external interrupt signals to the MCU, two momentary toggle switches were placed on 

the control board. During normal operation, two momentary switches (S-open and S-close) remain 

in the state as shown in Figure 3.16, which means that the voltage levels of OPEN and CLOSE are 

low (GND). When operating S-open (S-close) manually, the voltage level of OPEN (CLOSE) 

becomes high. Because the selected momentary switch has a self-resetting feature, the voltage level 

will return to the low level again once it is released. In this research project, these two momentary 

switches were used to turn on and turn off the IGBT manually. 

 

Figure 3.16 Schematic diagram of the switches part 
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3.7.5 ADC auxiliary circuit 

Analogue-to-digital converters were embedded in the STM32 microcontroller; they can convert 

continuous analogue signals into discrete digital signals which can be understood by the MCU. There 

are 10 channels 12-bit ADC in the STM32F103C8T6. 

A LEM current transducer using the Hall effect measuring principle was adopted in this design to 

detect real-time current. The current transducer can detect current in the primary circuit and output 

voltage value in the secondary circuit. There is a linear relationship between the current and the 

output voltage. For example, if detecting a ± 500 A current using current transducer HAT 500-S, a 

± 4 V output voltage can be measured. Once a ± 1000 A current value is detected, a ± 8 V voltage 

can be measured. 

The input voltage of the MCU pin should be between -0.3 V and 3.6 V. In this project, up to ± 1200 A 

current can flow through the SSCB, a ± 9.6 V voltage would be measured from the current transducer 

which far exceeds the safe voltage limit of the MCU. Therefore, the current transducer cannot 

connect with the MCU pin directly. To solve this problem, an ADC auxiliary circuit was designed 

and connected between the current transducer and the MCU. The ADC auxiliary circuit associated 

with the external current transducer will convert the current value to a voltage value within the safe 

voltage range of the MCU pin.  

There are four channels of ADC auxiliary circuit on the control PCB board. All the channels use the 

same circuit structure, and only one of them is used in the project to convert the output voltage of the 

current transducer. Figure 3.17 shows the schematic diagram of the ADC auxiliary circuit. The ADC 

auxiliary circuit can be divided into three parts, including the voltage divider part, voltage follower 

part, and differential amplifier part. The voltage divider part consists of two resistors (R61 and R-

C26), it can reduce the output voltage of the current transducer based on the voltage division principle.  

The voltage follower part using an operational amplifier (op-amp) LM258 (U10A) was connected 

between the voltage divider part and the differential amplifier part to act as an isolator. The voltage 

follower in the middle of the circuit is inevitable, because it can maintain the output voltage equal to 

the input voltage and avoid the mutual influence of the impedance of the voltage divider part and the 

differential amplifier part. The differential amplifier part is on the right part of the diagram using an 

op-amp LM258 (U10B). This part can ensure the voltage value of ADC2 within the safe range 

whether the current is positive or negative. An additional ± 12 V DC power supply was used to power 

the op-amp chips. 
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Figure 3.17 Schematic diagram of the ADC auxiliary circuit 

After converting through the voltage divider and the differential amplifier, the relationship between 

the input voltage VLEM2+ and the output voltage VADC2 is: 

𝑉𝐴𝐷𝐶2 = (1 +
𝑅65
𝑅64

) ×
𝑅67

𝑅66 + 𝑅67
× 3.3 −

𝑅65
𝑅64

×
𝑅𝑐26

𝑅61 + 𝑅𝑐26
× 𝑉𝐿𝐸𝑀2+ 

=
3.3

2
−

33

180 + 33
𝑉𝐿𝐸𝑀2+ 

(3.17) 

The LEM current transducer HAT 500-s was chosen to detect current values and output voltage 

values. Even if the current transducer detects a current of ± 1200 A (corresponding to ± 9.6 V in 

VLEM2+), it can still ensure that the voltage of ADC2 is within the safe range of the MCU pin. 

3.7.6 OLED display 

An OLED was added to display vital parameters and useful information, such as the current value, 

the status of the SSCB, and the programme version name. A connection port (U12) for a 1.3-inch 

OLED display with I2C or SPI interface was reserved, as shown in Figure 3.18. If SPI protocol is 

used to communicate with the MCU, five pins are required excluding VCC and GND pins. However, 

if the I2C protocol is used, only two pins (SCL and SDA) are required. Thus, considering the usage 

of the pins, in this research project, an OLED was connected based on the I2C protocol.  

 

Figure 3.18 Schematic diagram of the OLED part 
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3.7.7 RS485 communication 

RS485 communication module has been built for both remote control and communication between 

different boards for further study.  

A signal and power isolated transceiver ADM2582E was adopted to build the RS485 communication 

module, the circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.19. The ADM2582E [141] uses an integrated 

isolated DC-DC converter to realise power isolation and iCoupler technology to achieve digital signal 

isolation, thereby eliminating the demand for external isolation modules. The RS485 communication 

module can work in full-duplex mode or half-duplex mode. 

 

Figure 3.19 Schematic diagram of the RS485 communication 

3.7.8 Program development of STM32F103C8T6 

Two development environments were used for the program development of STM32F103C8T6 in this 

project, including STM32CubeMX and KEIL MDK. STM32CubeMX is a graphic tool for STM32-

series MCUs, which is used for MCU configuration and initialisation of C-language code generation 

[142]. KEIL MDK is an embedded software development tool for ARM Cortex-M based MCUs 

[143].  

The pin configurations of MCU are listed in Table 3.2. The MCU is set to use SWD mode and high-

speed clock external clock signal (HSE) mode. PA13 and PA14 are configured as SWDIO and 

SWCLK for downloading and debugging programmes. HSE mode uses the external 8 MHz crystal 
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oscillator as the clock source, and two pins (PD0 and PD1) are occupied. PB3 and PB4 are configured 

as external interrupt mode with rising edge trigger detection. When the OPEN switch or CLOSE 

switch is activated, an external interrupt would be triggered and the corresponding interrupt program 

would be executed. PC13 and PA9 are set to GPIO push-pull output mode. The output of PC13 is 

connected to the cathode of the green LED on the minimum system board. To turn on (turn off) the 

LED, PC13 should output a low (high) level. PA9 is used to generate a voltage signal, which would 

be amplified by the PWM/GPIO auxiliary circuit and then be sent to the IGBT gate drive board. PA2 

is set to ADC mode with the DMA function. When the external LEM current transducer is used to 

detect fault current, the voltage output of the current transducer is processed by the ADC auxiliary 

circuit and then monitored by PA2. The OLED display uses the I2C protocol to communicate with 

the MCU rather than the SPI protocol in this project, therefore, only PB7 and PB6 are used and 

configured.  

All pin configurations are firstly set in the STM32CubeMX, as shown in Figure 3.20. Afterwards, an 

initialization C-language code can be generated. The initialisation C-language code is then opened 

using KEIL MDK, and codes for realising various functions are written. The code in the main file is 

attached in Appendix 2. 

Table 3.2 Pin configurations of the microcontroller 

PIN Configuration Comment 

PA13 & PA14 SWDIO & SWCLK Serial Wire Debug (SWD) mode 

PD0 & PD1 OSC_IN & OSC_OUT High-speed clock external clock signal (HSE) mode 

PB3 OPEN 
Set to external interrupt mode with rising edge 

trigger detection 

PB4 CLOSE 
Set to external interrupt mode with rising edge 

trigger detection 

PC13 GPIO_Output Control LED (green colour) on stm32 

PA9 GPIO_Output Generate a control signal 

PA2 ADC1_IN2 & DMA Detect signal from LEM2+ 

PB7 & PB6 SDA & SCL Control OLED display 
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Figure 3.20 MCU configuration in STM32CubeMX 

3.8 Thermal design 

Semiconductor devices incur on-state losses and switching losses respectively in their on-state mode 

and switching mode, which will heat up the silicon junctions in the devices. If the junction 

temperature approaches or exceeds the maximum temperature cap, the service life will be 

dramatically shortened and the device may be degraded or even damaged. Therefore, an appropriate 

thermal design and management of semiconductor devices for effective heat dissipation is carefully 

analysed in this section to prevent the devices from overheating and failure.  

The proposed SSCB is mainly used to conduct current during normal operation and interrupt fault 

current when a fault is detected. Because the duration of a fault is short, the transient temperature 

rise will be low, so the SSCB is most heavily stressed in steady state. Besides, there is no current 

flowing through the anti-parallel body diodes, therefore, only on-state losses of IGBTs are considered. 

The steady-state temperature rise during normal operation is determined by the on-state loss. The on-

state loss can be obtained from: 

 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑖 × 𝑉𝐶𝐸   (3.18) 

where i is the steady-state current and VCE is the voltage drop. 
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According to the datasheet of the IGBT module FF450R12KT4 [132], the maximum temperature is 

150 °C. Considering the small change of the transient temperature during a fault, the variation of the 

voltage drop with temperature and long term drift of various parameters, it is recommended that the 

safety margin should be greater than 25 °C [144]. Hence, the maximum junction temperature should 

be no more than 125 °C to ensure normal operating performance. 

An IGBT is normally mounted on a heatsink for heat dissipation. Thermal paste is used to improve 

heat transfer as the surfaces of the IGBT module and heatsink are not perfectly smooth. Figure 3.21 

illustrates the power flow from one IGBT junction to the ambient. Ploss is the steady-state power loss 

of the IGBT. The paths of heat transfer include junction to case, case to heatsink, and heatsink to 

ambient. The temperatures of different locations are also presented, including the junction 

temperature (TJunction), the case temperature (TCase), the heatsink temperature (THeatsink) and the ambient 

temperature (TAmbient). Steady-state thermal resistances are key parameters to estimate the junction 

temperature. Both the junction to case thermal resistance (RthJC) and the case to heatsink thermal 

resistance (RthCH) are provided in the datasheet, the latter also includes the effect of using the thermal 

paste. The thermal mounting arrangement and operating environment can affect the effectiveness of 

the heatsink, thus the heatsink to ambient thermal resistance (RthHA) is suggested to be found by 

experimental results. 

 

Figure 3.21 Thermal resistance model of one IGBT on a heatsink  

The corresponding temperature differences can be derived by multiplying the power loss by the 

related thermal resistance. For example, the temperature difference between the heatsink and ambient 

(ΔTHA) can be calculated as follows: 

 ∆𝑇𝐻𝐴 = 𝑇𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 − 𝑇𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 × 𝑅𝑡ℎ𝐻𝐴 (3.19) 

So the heatsink to ambient thermal resistance RthHA is: 

 𝑅𝑡ℎ𝐻𝐴 =
𝑇𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 − 𝑇𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
 (3.20) 

In the proposed SSCB, two IGBTs are packed in one module, and there are two IGBT modules on a 
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large heatsink. Thus, a more complex thermal resistance model of the SSCB is presented in Figure 

3.22. Ploss is the total power dissipation of four IGBTs of the SSCB. Four temperatures (TJunction1 to 

TJunction4) represent the junction temperatures of the four IGBTs in Figure 3.1. The temperatures of 

other locations are also marked, including the case temperature of IGBT module 1 (TCase1), the case 

temperature of IGBT module 2 (TCase2), the heatsink temperature (THeatsink) and the ambient 

temperature (TAmbient). According to the datasheet of FF450R12KT4 [132], the junction to case 

thermal resistance RthJC is 0.062 °C/W, and the case to heatsink thermal resistance RthCH is 0.03 °C/W. 

 

Figure 3.22 Thermal resistance model of two IGBT modules on a heatsink  

Assuming that the four IGBTs are the same, the current is evenly distributed and the voltage drop of 

each IGBT is the same. Therefore, the steady-state junction temperature of the four IGBTs can be 

considered reaching the same value. Then: 

𝑇𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1 = 𝑇𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2 = 𝑇𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛3 = 𝑇𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛4

      =
𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
4

× 𝑅𝑡ℎ𝐽𝐶 +
𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
2

× 𝑅𝑡ℎ𝐶𝐻 + 𝑇𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘  
 (3.21) 

The thermal resistance of heatsink RthHA can be obtained from: 

                   𝑅𝑡ℎ𝐻𝐴 =
𝑇𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 − 𝑇𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
                                                           

                   =
𝑇𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑇𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑖 × 𝑉𝐶𝐸
−
1

4
× 𝑅𝑡ℎ𝐽𝐶 −

1

2
× 𝑅𝑡ℎ𝐶𝐻

 (3.22) 

where i is the total current flowing through the SSCB and VCE is the voltage drop across the SSCB. 
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The nominal current of the SSCB is designed to be 150 A. According to the datasheet, the voltage 

drop VCE of the SSCB is about 2 V [132]. Considering the maximum junction temperature should not 

exceed 125 °C and the maximum ambient temperature is assumed to be 40 °C [145]. The thermal 

resistance of heatsink RthHA should be lower than: 

       𝑅𝑡ℎ𝐻𝐴_𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
125 ℃ − 40 ℃

150 Α × 2 𝑉
−
1

4
× 0.062 °C/W −

1

2
× 0.03 °C/W

       ≈  0.253 °C/W                                                     

 (3.23) 

The dimension of the heatsink used in the prototype is 230 mm (width) × 80 mm (height) × 170 mm 

(length). Figure 3.23 shows the thermal resistance of a similar heatsink (215 mm in width and 77 

mm in height) as a function of the length of the heatsink [146], which can be as a reference to estimate 

the thermal resistance of the heatsink used in the prototype. Without forced air cooling, the thermal 

resistance is 0.3 °C/W, which is unacceptable for this prototype design. By using forced air cooling, 

the thermal resistance has a dramatical reduction to lower than 0.1 °C/W, which is within the working 

limit in theory. The results of practical thermal resistance will be measured and calculated in Chapter 

5 to verify this thermal design theory. 

 

Figure 3.23 Thermal resistance of heatsink as a function of the length  

3.9 Mechanical structure of the SSCB prototype 

Figure 3.24 shows the 3D design and image of the SSCB prototype. IGBT module 1 and IGBT 

module 2 are placed on the heatsink and connected in parallel using three copper bars. Considering 

the symmetry of layout and the distance of MOV loops, MOV1 and MOV3 are placed on the left 

side of the heatsink and connected to the copper bars, and MOV2 is placed on the right side. The 

static and dynamic voltage balancing circuits are assembled on the top of the IGBT modules and the 
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gate drive circuit is placed close to the IGBT modules. Two axial fans are adopted to increase the 

airflow over the surface of the heatsink and improve the heat dissipation capability of the heatsink. 

The parameters of the main components for the SSCB prototype are listed in Table 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.24 3D design (left) and image (right) of the SSCB prototype 

Table 3.3 SSCB prototype main components list 

Components Parameters 

IGBT module Infineon FF450R12KT4 

MOV1 EPCOS TDK B80K680 

MOV2 & MOV3 EPCOS TDK B80K385 

Heatsink 230 mm (width)×80 mm (height)×170 mm (length) 

Axial fan Sunon ME80201V2-000U-A99 

Balancing resistance RS 20 kΩ 

Snubber resistance Rd 30 Ω 

Snubber capacitance Cd 6 µF 

 

3.10  Conclusions 

The solid-state DC circuit breaker prototype using four IGBTs in both series and parallel connections 

was developed and built in this Chapter. The operating principle of the SSCB was explained in detail. 

Three PCB boards (Voltage balancing circuits, IGBT gate drive circuit, and control circuit) were 
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fabricated to improve the performance and control of the IGBTs. In the voltage balancing circuits, 

the balancing resistors were used to improve the static voltage balance whereas the RCD snubber 

circuits were used to improve the dynamic voltage balance. The IGBT gate drive circuit has two gate 

drive units, each has a DC-DC converter and an IGBT gate drive chip. The negative feedback of the 

gate drive control can improve the dynamic current sharing performance. To guarantee an even 

current sharing between the two IGBT branches, six methods about device selection and structure 

layout were provided and used in the design. The control board using 32-bit MCU STM32F103C8T6 

as the main brain was designed and manufactured. There are 7 parts on the control board, the function 

and the schematic circuit of each part were introduced.  

The thermal design of the SSCB has also been studied based on theoretical models. It comes out that 

the thermal resistance of the heatsink should be lower than 0.253°C/W to meet the cooling 

requirement. The dimensions of the heatsink and the forced air-cooling system were both determined. 

The designed SSCB will be simulated and experimentally tested in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 to verify 

the effectiveness of the design methods. 
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Chapter 4 Simulation of the Designed SSCB Using Selected 

IGBT 

4.1 Introduction 

The main objective of this Chapter is to simulate the performance of the designed SSCB during both 

steady-state and dynamic-state operations using Piecewise Linear Electrical Circuit Simulation 

(PLECS) software.  

As the key element of the SSCB, the simulation model of IGBT is selected first. There are two types 

of IGBT simulation models in PLECS, an IGBT with limited di/dt (IGBT-didt) and an IGBT with 

thermal description (IGBT-TD). A Double Pulse Test is used to select the appropriate IGBT 

simulation model for different operation tests. Then the SSCB with suitable IGBT model is applied 

to steady-state operation and current interruption operation tests. In the simulation of the SSCB 

steady-state operation, the on-state loss and steady-state temperature are studied, the waveform of 

temperature changes is also derived to better prove the thermal design. In the simulation of the current 

interruption operation, the dynamic performance of the SSCB under 200 A is studied. The parameters 

affecting the waveforms of the currents and voltages during the current interruption are discussed as 

well. 

 

4.2 Simulation of IGBT models in the double pulse test circuit 

4.2.1 Double pulse test circuit 

Before simulating the designed SSCB, the switching transient characterisation of the selected IGBT 

was studied to choose a suitable model. A simple double pulse test circuit as shown in Figure 4.1 (left), 

is used to investigate the switching characteristics of the device under test (DUT). It consists of a DC 

power supply, an inductor L, a freewheeling diode D, the DUT, and the driver. The driver controls 

the turn-off or turn-on of the DUT by altering the gate voltage (VGS) between zero and VDD. Figure 

4.1 (right) presents typical double pulse test waveforms. There are two gate pulses applying to the 

DUT during the test. The first gate pulse is used to charge the inductor L to a pre-set current level IL 

by controlling the duration t0-t1. When the IL is reached, the gate voltage drops to zero, and the turn-

off transient can be studied. The DUT stays in the OFF state from t1 to t2, and the diode D is used to 

circulate and maintain the inductor current. The attenuation of the IL can be ignored if the voltage 

drop of the diode is low and the duration t1-t2 is short. At the beginning of the second gate pulse (at 

t2), the current commutates from the diode D to the DUT, and the turn-on transient can be captured. 
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By adjusting the voltage of the DC power supply and the first gate pulse width (t0-t1), the switching 

transient characteristics of the DUT can be measured under various voltage and current levels. [147-

149] 

  

Figure 4.1 Double pulse test circuit (left) and typical waveforms (right) [147] 

 

4.2.2 IGBT models in PLECS software 

A simulation platform for power electronic systems called PLECS Standalone was used to investigate 

the performance of the designed SSCB. In PLECS software, both electrical and thermal domains can 

be coupled with each other to create an electrical-thermal simulation. The electrical parameters are 

calculated using PLECS electrical domain. Then the losses of semiconductor devices are captured 

by virtual heatsinks and the temperatures are calculated in the thermal domain. The changing 

temperatures have an effect on the electrical behaviours in the next time step. The thermal behaviours 

and electrical behaviours continuously affect each other, and finally, accurate simulation results can 

be obtained. 

There are two types of IGBT blocks in PLECS, namely IGBT with limited di/dt (IGBT-didt) and 

IGBT with thermal description (IGBT-TD). The IGBT-didt model makes use of voltage and current 

transients to compute power losses while the IGBT-TD model determines the power losses by 

referencing lookup tables. When the IGBT-TD model is used, the forward current, blocking voltage 

and junction temperature of the IGBT are captured during switching operation, then the turn-on loss 

and turn-off loss are read from 3D lookup tables. During on-state operation, current and temperature 

are captured and used to search the on-state loss from a 2D lookup table. The detailed data of the 

above lookup tables for the IGBT-TD model can be found from the device datasheet.  
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4.2.3 Comparison between IGBT-didt and IGBT-TD 

In order to apply a suitable IGBT model to the SSCB simulation, the losses calculated using IGBT-

didt and IGBT-TD are compared in this section. The double pulse test circuit is used to compute the 

turn-off energy loss (Eoff) of the DUT. The tests aim to: (1) examine whether turn-off losses of the 

IGBT-didt and IGBT-TD model calculated by PLECS is consistent with the value in the IGBT 

datasheet; (2) select the suitable model for further study.  

The IGBT-didt model works as a DUT in Figure 4.2, and the IGBT-TD model is DUT in Figure 4.3. 

The double pulse gate signal subsystem, as shown in Figure 4.4, is used to turn on/off the DUT. The 

DUT is also placed on a heatsink and connected to the ambient through a thermal resistor. The 

parameters of the double pulse test circuit can be found in Table 4.1. 

In Figure 4.2, Ls1 is the stray inductance of the IGBT, which is connected in series with the IGBT-

didt. The currents flowing through the inductive load L1 (Am2) and the DUT (Am1), and the voltage 

across the DUT (Vm1) are recorded in a scope. The turn off energy loss (Eoff) of the DUT is: 

𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 = ∫ 𝑢 ∙ 𝑖𝑑𝑡
𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑓𝑓1

 (4.1) 

where u and i are read from the voltage meter Vm1 and current meter Am1, respectively. Toff1 is the 

instant of the end of the first gate signal pulse. Tstoptime represents the time point that the IGBT is fully 

turned off.  

     

Figure 4.2 IGBT with limited di/dt (IGBT-didt) under double pulse test: circuit configuration 

(left) and block parameters of IGBT-didt (right) 

In Figure 4.3, the IGBT-TD is the DUT in the double pulse test circuit. IGBT-TD is an ideal IGBT, 

whose switching losses are derived by referencing thermal lookup tables in the block parameter 
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“Thermal description”. Scope2 displays the switching loss of the IGBT-TD. Another difference 

between the test circuits of the two models is that there is no stray inductance connected in Figure 

4.3. To produce the same voltage and current stress, the value of the inductance L2 in Figure 4.3 is 

equal to the sum of the stray inductance Ls1 and inductance L1 in Figure 4.2. 

     

Figure 4.3 IGBT with thermal description (IGBT-TD) under double pulse test: circuit 

configuration (left) and block parameters of IGBT-TD (right) 

 

Figure 4.4 Double pulse gate signal subsystem 

The Infineon FF450R12KT4 IGBT module was selected for the SSCB prototype in Chapter 3, so all 

parameters used in IGBT-didt and IGBT-TD are taken from the datasheet of FF450R12KT4 [132]. 

The parameters of the double pulse test circuit are listed in Table 4.1. In the following tests in this 

section, all conditions are based on a junction temperature of 125 °C. 
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Table 4.1 Parameters of the double pulse test circuit for Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

DC power supply voltage (Vdc) 600 V Resistance (R2, R4) 5000 Ω 

Capacitance (C1, C2, C3, C4) 220 µF Wire resistance (R1, R3) 0.01 Ω 

Inductance (L1) 36 nH IGBT & heatsink & ambient 

temperature (T1)  

125 °C 

IGBT stray inductance (Ls1) 30 nH Rise time @ 125°C (tr) 0.045 µs 

Inductance (L2) 66 nH Fall time @ 125°C (tf) 0.16 µs 

Diode forward voltage (Vf) 1.75 V Tstoptime Toff1 + 1e-6 s 

 

The switching losses of the IGBT used in the SSCB as a function of collector current Ic is shown in 

Figure 4.5. This figure is obtained when the gate resistance (Rg) is 1 ohm and the voltage across the 

IGBT (VCE) is 600 V. The values of Eoff at 125 °C under various current levels are used as a 

benchmark for comparison with PLECS simulation values.  

   

Figure 4.5 Switching losses of IGBT FF450R12KT4 (Rg = 1 Ω, VCE = 600 V) 

Figure 4.6 shows the current and voltage waveforms when the IGBT turns off at 900 A and 600 V. 

The DUT is turned on at 5.0 µs, the voltage across the IGBT drops to a very low level and the current 

flowing through the IGBT increases at 9000 A/µs. Then the DUT is turned off when the current 

reaches 900 A at 5.1 µs. In Figure 4.6 (a), the current flowing through the IGBT-didt (Am1) gradually 
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decreases to zero and there is a voltage spike after turning off the IGBT-didt because of the existence 

of the stray inductance Ls1. According to equation (4.1), the Eoff of the IGBT-didt at 900 A and 600 V 

is 83.56 mJ. In Figure 4.6 (b), the current flowing through the IGBT-TD (Am3) and the voltage (Vm2) 

change instantaneously at 5.1 microseconds. Referring to the lookup table in the thermal description, 

the Eoff is 85.63 mJ. Therefore, the consistency in the turn-off loss at 900 A and 600 V between IGBT-

didt and IGBT-TD is 97.6%.  

  

  (a) IGBT-didt                                                    (b) IGBT-TD 

Figure 4.6 Voltage and current waveforms during the IGBT turns off 

Figure 4.7 plots turn-off loss Eoff under various currents obtained from PLECS and datasheet when 

the junction temperature is 125 °C. The solid line denotes the turn-off loss from the datasheet, while 

the dashed line with the triangle marker represents the turn-off loss computed using the IGBT-TD in 

PLECS. It can be seen that the turn-off loss of the IGBT-TD is consistent with the datasheet, which 

means the double pulse circuit successfully simulates the same test conditions provided in the 

datasheet. The dotted line with the cross marker represents the turn-off loss of the IGBT-didt 

simulated by PLECS under various current values, it is almost identical to the other two lines. 

Therefore, the IGBT-didt model can be used to substitute IGBT-TD to calculate turn-off loss if the 

current and voltage curves can be accurately simulated. 

 

Figure 4.7 Turn-off loss @ 125 °C as a function of collector current Ic 
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Only when the test conditions are the same as those provided in the datasheet, is the turn-off loss 

calculated from the IGBT-TD consistent with the datasheet. Since the stray inductance and fall time 

of IGBT have influence on the turn-off loss, the use of the IGBT-TD model cannot reflect the accurate 

switching losses under different test conditions. In addition, the voltage and current waveforms 

during switching cannot be simulated accurately, so the IGBT-TD model is not suitable for simulating 

the interruption process of the SSCB. However, it can be used to simulate the solid-state circuit 

breaker under steady-state operation. 

The IGBT-didt model can better simulate changes in voltage and current. The turn-off loss of the 

IGBT-didt calculated by PLECS is comparable with the value in the IGBT datasheet under the same 

test conditions, and the loss changes with different stray inductances and fall times which are 

analysed in the following sections. Hence, the IGBT-didt model is used to simulate waveforms and 

energy losses for current interruption operation. 

 

4.2.4 Loss changes with different stray inductances using IGBT-didt 

This section studies the influence of stray inductance Ls1 on the turn-off loss Eoff. The test circuit is 

the same as in Figure 4.2. Apart from stray inductance Ls1, the component parameters are kept the 

same as in Table 4.1. The stray inductance Ls1 varies from 10 nH to 120 nH. Figure 4.8 shows the 

Eoff under different stray inductances when the IGBT-didt turns off at 900 A and 600 V. It can be seen 

that the turn-off loss increases linearly as the stray inductance increases.  

 

Figure 4.8 Turn-off loss @ 125 °C as a function of the stray inductance Ls1  
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4.2.5 Loss changes with different fall times using IGBT-didt 

The impact of IGBT fall time tf on the turn-off loss Eoff is investigated in this section. The test circuit 

is the same as in Figure 4.2. Apart from the fall time (tf) and the time after the IGBT-didt is completed 

turned off (Tstoptime), the component parameters are kept as the same. Figure 4.9 presents the Eoff under 

different fall times when the IGBT-didt turns off at 900 A and 600 V. The turn-off loss increases 

significantly with the increase of the fall time. The Eoff reaches 725 mJ when the fall time is equal to 

1.6 µs, which is more than eight times the value when the tf is 0.16 µs.  

 

Figure 4.9 Turn-off loss @ 125 °C as a function of the fall time tf  

The voltage waveforms across the IGBT-didt during switching off with different fall times are 

illustrated in Figure 4.10. It should be noted that, the fall time tf also has an effect on the voltage 

spike when the IGBT turns off. When the tf is 1.6 µs, the maximum voltage applied to the IGBT 

during turning off is 609 V. However, once the tf is reduced to 0.16 µs, the voltage spike reaches 

744 V. It is because that the IGBT is turned off with a high current derivative (di/dt) when the fall 

time is short, which leads to a high voltage (=Ls× di/dt) induced on the stray inductor. The voltage 

spike can be reduced by lowering the stray inductance and increasing the fall time (by increasing 

gate resistance). Although a longer fall time can reduce the voltage peak, the turn-off loss is increased 

considerably. Therefore, a balance should be selected between the voltage spike and the turn-off loss 

when determining the fall time.   
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Figure 4.10 IGBT voltage spikes during switching off with different IGBT fall times 

 

4.3 Simulation of designed SSCB under steady-state operation 

The SSCB working at constant current levels was investigated to verify the effectiveness of the 

design under steady-state operation. Two simplified simulation models, Model 1 and Model 2, were 

established using PLECS software to simulate the SSCB under steady-state conditions. Model 1 was 

used to simulate the on-state loss and steady-state temperatures of the SSCB components, while 

Model 2 was used to observe the temperature changes of different areas of the SSCB. 

4.3.1 Model 1 for on-state loss and steady-state temperature simulation 

As the current only flows through IGBT branches during the normal operation, which is the state 

shown in Figure 3.2 (a), a simplified PLECS model (Model 1) in Figure 4.11 is created without 

voltage balancing circuits and MOVs. In Model 1, a current source is directly connected to a 

simplified SSCB, which is composed of four ideal IGBTs (IGBT-TDs). Four IGBTs are kept ON 

during the simulation, and the current passing through the SSCB can be controlled by adjusting the 

current source value. The on-state conduction loss information and thermal resistance between the 

junction to the case have been already embedded in the IGBTs. Model 1 can be used to compute the 

on-state loss of the IGBTs and the final steady-state temperatures under the constant current value 

by using a steady-state analysis tool.  
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Figure 4.11 Simplified PLECS model (Model 1) under steady-state operation 

It is assumed that the ambient temperature is 40 °C and the heatsink to ambient thermal resistance is 

0.253 °C/W. In Figure 4.12, the on-state loss of the SSCB (solid line with dots) and the junction 

temperature of the IGBT 1 (solid line with cross markers) are simulated under the currents from 10 A 

to 150 A. When a 150 A continuous current flows through the SSCB, the total on-state loss is 

estimated to be about 300 W. In addition, the junction temperature of the IGBT 1 stabilises at 124 °C, 

which is within the safe temperature range of the IGBT. The simulation results are consistent with 

the thermal design in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure 4.12 On-state loss of the SSCB and junction temperature of the IGBT 1 under 

different current levels (assume that the ambient temperature is 40 °C and RthHA is 

0.253 °C/W) 

4.3.2 Model 2 for temperature change waveforms simulation 

Figure 4.13 shows another simplified PLECS model (Model 2), which is built based on the thermal 

resistance model in Figure 3.22. This model can simulate temperature changes during the heating 

and cooling periods at an extremely fast speed, as illustrated in Figure 4.14. When the switches (S1 
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to S4) are closed, the IGBTs are in the heating period. Once the switches are opened, the IGBTs start 

to cool down. Instead of the junction to case thermal resistance RthJC, the Cauer thermal chains 

between IGBT junctions and cases derived from the IGBT datasheet are used. In Model 2, it uses a 

voltage source and a one-ohm resistor to simulate the power flowing through each IGBT. It is 

assumed that the total power loss (Ploss) is evenly distributed among the four IGBTs, the voltage 

source value is therefore set to a quarter of Ploss. There are two methods to obtain the power loss. The 

first method is to estimate the voltage drop through output characteristic from the corresponding 

IGBT datasheet to calculate the on-state loss. The second method is to use Model 1 to compute the 

on-state loss. 

 

Figure 4.13 Simplified PLECS model (Model 2) for simulating temperature changes 

The waveforms in Figure 4.14 simulated in Model 2 are the estimated temperatures of various 

positions of the SSCB when the ambient temperature is 40 °C and RthHA is 0.253 °C/W. The switches 

in Model 2 are set to close at 0 s and then open at 8000 s. The junction temperature of IGBT stabilises 

at 125 °C with a continuous current of 150 A, which is consistent with the assumption in Section 3.8. 

The steady-state junction temperature of the IGBT calculated by Model 1 is 124 °C. The reason 

causing the difference between the simulation results of the two models is that the effect of 

temperature changes on the power loss is taken into account in Model 1. 
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Figure 4.14 Temperature changes of SSCB components and ambient with a continuous 

current of 150 A 

To summarise, the thermal simulation results under steady-state conditions give sufficient proof of 

the effectiveness of the design in the last chapter. Model 1 and Model 2 can estimate the steady-state 

temperatures of different parts of the SSCB, and both of them have their own advantages and 

drawbacks. Model 1 is able to calculate the on-state conduction loss with relatively high accuracy, 

which takes into account the change in loss with temperature. However, the calculation duration is 

relatively long, and it is impossible to get the temperature change waveforms. In contrast, even if the 

simulation duration is several hours, Model 2 can still simulate the temperature change waveforms 

at an extremely fast speed.  

4.4 Simulation of designed SSCB under current interruption operation 

4.4.1 Fault current characteristics in DC systems 

In voltage source converter based DC systems, the different stages of the fault current response have 

been defined and studied, including the capacitor discharge stage (natural response) on the DC side, 

the diode freewheel stage (natural response) on the converter side, and the grid-side current feeding 

stage (forced response) on the AC side [150, 151]. Considering the influence and the severity of the 

fault current, the natural response stages are studied in this section.  

4.4.1.1 Analysis of the capacitor discharge stage 

Figure 4.15 shows an equivalent circuit of the fault loop in VSC-base DC systems given in reference 

[148] during the capacitor discharge stage. When a short-circuit fault happens, the DC link capacitor 

discharges through the fault current loop resulting in a large DC fault current, whose amplitude can 

reach over 100 times the rated current value. 
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Figure 4.15 RLC equivalent circuit during the capacitor discharge stage 

In the Laplace domain, the current response of the second-order RLC equivalent circuit can be 

expressed as: 

2

(0 ) (0 )
( )

1
cu sLi

I s

s L sR
C

− −+
=

+ +

 
(4.2) 

where uc(0-) is the initial capacitor voltage and iL(0-) denotes the current flowing through the inductor 

before the fault occurs. R represents the total resistance of the short-circuit loop, including the line 

resistance and the fault resistance. L represents the total inductance of the short-circuit loop. C is the 

capacitance of the DC link capacitor.  

The roots of the polynomial in the denominator of the Laplace equation are derived as follows: 

2 2

1,2 0s   = −  −  (4.3) 

where  and 0 are the damping factor and resonant angular frequency, respectively, which are 

defined as: 

=
2

R

L
  (4.4) 

0

1
=

LC
  (4.5) 

According to the relationship between 2 and 0
2, the RLC system can be classified into three types: 

overdamped system, critically damped system, and underdamped system. 
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In the overdamped system ( 2 /R L C ), s1 and s2 are two real roots. The voltage uc decreases and is 

always greater than zero. After the inverse Laplace transform, the current response in the time domain 

is: 
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 (4.7) 

In the critically damped system ( 2 /R L C= ), s1 and s2 are the same real roots. The probability of 

this circumstance in the real system is extremely low. The current response in the time domain is: 

( )1 1

1

(0 )
( ) (0 ) 1

s t s tcu
i t te i e s t

L

−
−= +  +  (4.8) 

In the underdamped system ( 2 /R L C ), s1 and s2 are two complex roots. The voltage uc oscillated, 

and it will be less than zero. The current response in the time domain can be calculated: 

(0 )
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i t e t i e t t
L

  
  

 

− −−
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= +  − + 

 
 (4.9) 

where  is the damped resonant frequency, which is given by 

2 2

0= -    (4.10) 

Because the DC link capacitor dominates the fault current during the capacitor discharge stage and 

the initial current through the inductor iL(0-) is relatively low, the fault current response in the 

underdamped oscillation can be simplified as 

(0 )
( ) sin( )tcu

i t e t
L

 


−−=  (4.11) 

So, when the derivative of the fault current response in (4.11) reaches zero, tpeak for the fault current 

to reach its peak amplitude can be obtained.  
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For the highly underdamped system, where  ≈0, the time tpeak can be expressed as: 
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According to (4.4), (4.11) and (4.13), increasing the loop resistance R can reduce peak fault current 

and increasing the loop inductance L can postpone the fault current to reach the peak value in the 

highly underdamped system, both methods will reduce the requirement of the DC circuit breaker. 

Under pole-to-pole faults, if the capacitor discharge stage meets the underdamped oscillation 

condition, the system would enter the diode freewheel stage afterwards.  

4.4.1.2 Analysis of the diode freewheel stage 

When the underdamped condition in the capacitor discharge stage is satisfied, the voltage value of 

the DC link capacitor will oscillate to negative. Once this reverse voltage is greater than the forward 

voltage drop of diodes, it will cause the freewheeling diodes in the converter side to conduct. The 

equivalent circuit during the diode freewheel stage is presented in Figure 4.16, the diode representing 

all conductive freewheeling diodes in the converter side bypasses the capacitor and provides a current 

flowing path for the loop inductance. 

 

Figure 4.16 Equivalent circuit during the diode freewheel stage 

At the beginning of this stage, the fault current value is I1. Assuming the forward voltage drop of the 

diodes is zero, the fault current response calculated by the first-order equivalent circuit is: 
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Once the diode freewheel stage starts, the fault current I1 may become tens of times the rated current 

level. This current level may damage the diodes. It is desired to interrupt the fault current before 

entering this stage or adjust the system to an overdamped state to avoid the diode freewheel stage. 

4.4.2 Model 3 for investigating dynamic performance of the SSCB 

To study the dynamic performance of the SSCB during a current interruption, a comprehensive 

simulation model (Model 3) based on the proposed SSCB topology is built in Figure 4.17. The SSCB 

model is made up of an electrical modelling part and a thermal modelling part. The electrical 

modelling part consists of four IGBTs, voltage balancing circuits, MOVs, and stray inductances in 

each branch. Anti-parallel diodes are neglected as there is no current passing through them. The 

thermal modelling configuration includes heatsinks and thermal resistances, which is built based on 

the thermal resistance model in Figure 3.22. The Cauer Model is used as the thermal RC chain 

between junctions and cases to substitute the thermal resistance (RthJC), because the Cauer Model is 

more accurate than a simple thermal resistance during the transient operation. The Cauer Model is 

converted from the Foster Model provided in the IGBT datasheet. An inductor-capacitor resonant 

circuit connected to the SSCB is used to simulate a rising current in the DC system during the natural 

response stages. The diode D represents the freewheeling diodes in the converter side as analysed in 

the diode freewheel stage. The rate of rise and the amplitude of the fault current are mainly 

determined by the inductance and capacitor voltage.  

Model 3 makes use of voltage drop and current values to compute both conduction losses and 

switching losses. The turn-off loss calculation part is presented in Figure 4.18. When the voltage and 

current waveforms obtained by the simulation model are closer to the actual situation, the losses can 

be calculated more accurately. In order to simulate the genuine switching transient waveforms, the 

IGBT-didt models are used in this model rather than the ideal IGBT with thermal description (IGBT-

TD). There are two dominant parameters affecting the voltage drop across the IGBT when the current 

flows through the IGBT, namely an intrinsic forward voltage drop and an on-resistance which varies 

with the junction temperature [152]. The temperature-dependent resistance Ron is separated from the 

IGBT in Model 3 to achieve more accurate electrical performance when the junction temperature 

changes. Parameters in the simulation model are listed in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.19.  
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Figure 4.17 PLECS model (Model 3) under current interruption operation  
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Figure 4.18 Single IGBT turn-off loss calculation 

Table 4.2 Parameters of the SSCB in Model 3 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Capacitance (C1) 12 mF Line inductance (L1) 1 mH 

Line resistance (R) 0.055 Ω Snubber resistance (Rd1, Rd2) 30 Ω 

Static balancing resistance (Rs1, Rs2) 20 kΩ Snubber capacitance (Cd1, Cd2) 6 μF 

Estimated stray inductance 

associated with MOVs (Lmov1, 

Lmov2, Lmov3) 

1 μH Estimated stray inductance 

associated with IGBT (Ls1, Ls2, 

Ls3, Ls4) 

30 nH 

Estimated stray inductance 

associated with RCD (Lrcd1, Lrcd2) 

2 μH IGBT off-state leak resistance 

(Roff) 

240 kΩ 

Fall time (tf) 1.6 µs Rise time (tr) 0.045 µs 

IGBT turn-on time (Ton) 0 ms IGBT turn-off time (Toff) 5 ms 

Heatsink to ambient thermal 

resistance (RthHA) 

0.253  

°C/W 

IGBT forward voltage (Vf) 0.8 V 

Ambient temperature (Tambient) 40 °C    
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Figure 4.19 Block parameter settings of single IGBT-didt  

4.4.3 Interruption test at 200 A 

In order to study the current commutation process and voltage balancing performance during the 

current interruption, the SSCB in Model 3 was simulated to interrupt a fault current at 200 A. The 

fault starts at 0 ms and increases to 200 A at 5ms. The current and voltage waveforms during the 

current interruption are displayed in Figure 4.20. The directions of the currents and voltages can be 

found in Figure 3.1. Before t1, the four IGBTs of the SSCB are in the ON state, and the current i 

flows through IGBT branches. When the fault current reaches 200 A at 5 ms (t1), the four IGBTs are 

switched off. From t1 to t2 (a few microseconds), the current flowing through the IGBT branches (i1’+ 

i2) commutates to the RCD snubber circuits. Between t2 and t3, the current iRCD continuously charges 

the snubber capacitors, and the voltage drop across the SSCB VCE rises rapidly. When the voltage 

VCE reaches the clamping voltage of the MOV1 at t3, the resistance of MOV1 reduces. The fault 

current transfers from the RCD circuits to the varistor MOV1 branch in several microseconds (t3 to 

t4). From t4 to t5, the fault current flows through the MOV1 and reduces to zero gradually. After t5, 

the capacitors are discharged until the voltage across SSCB VCE is equal to the DC source voltage. 

During the whole interruption process, the voltage drop across VCE is twice the voltage drop across 

IGBT1 VCE1, which means that the SSCB owns a good dynamic voltage balance. It is apparent from 

Figure 4.20 (right) that there are two voltage peaks. The first voltage peak between t1 and t2 is affected 

by the fall time (tf) of the IGBT and the stray inductance associated with the RCD snubber circuit 

(Lrcd). The second voltage peak around t4 is affected by stray inductance associated with MOVs 

(Lmov). The impacts of the three parameters tf, Lrcd and Lmov on both the current commutation 

process and the voltage peaks will be investigated in detail in the following sections. 
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Figure 4.20 Simulation result of current interruption test at 200 A: the entire interruption 

process (left) and zoom in (right) during the current commutation process 

 

4.4.4 Impacts of different parameters 

4.4.4.1 Impact of the fall time tf 

This section studies the impact of the fall time tf on the SSCB. Except for the fall time, all other 

parameters of the circuit remain the same as in Table 4.2. Figure 4.21 presents the currents and 

voltages during the current interruption test at 200 A under different fall times, and Figure 4.22 is the 

enlarged illustration of the changes of current and voltage during the current commutation period. 

The fall time tf in the range of 0.4 µs to 6.4 µs are simulated. When tf decreases, the duration of the 

current commutation from i1’+ i2 to iRCD becomes short, which means the current commutation time 

(IGBT to RCD) reduces. However, the peak value of the first voltage spike increases considerably.  
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Figure 4.21 Simulation results of current interruption test at 200 A under different tf (Lrcd = 

2 μH, Lmov = 1 μH) 

 

Figure 4.22 Enlarged simulation results of current interruption test at 200 A under different 

tf (Lrcd = 2 μH, Lmov = 1 μH) 
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Table 4.3 lists the energy losses and first voltage spike peak values under different fall time tf. When 

the tf is 0.4 µs, the first voltage spike of VCE exceeds 1550 V, which is close to the clamping voltage 

of the MOV1. If the tf is 6.4 µs, the first voltage spike does not exist. In addition, the fall time almost 

has no effect on the energy absorbed by the MOV1, but a longer fall time increases the turn-off loss 

Eoff of the single IGBT. Therefore, a compromise should be made between the first voltage spike and 

turn-off loss when choosing a fall time.  

Table 4.3 Eoff and voltage peak under different fall time tf (Lrcd = 2 μH, Lmov = 1 μH) 

tf (µs) MOV1 energy (J) Single IGBT Eoff (mJ) First voltage spike peak value (V) 

0.4 14.84 19.41 1569.41 

0.8 14.84 20.11 875.41 

1.6 14.84 21.35 443.83 

3.2 14.82 25.98 232.77 

6.4 14.75 42.98 No first peak 

 

4.4.4.2 Impact of the RCD loop inductance Lrcd  

The impact of Lrcd on the SSCB is investigated in this section. Except for Lrcd, all other parameters 

of the circuit are the same as in Table 4.2. Figure 4.23 presents the currents and voltages during the 

current interruption test at 200 A under different RCD loop inductances. Lrcd values from 0.5 µH to 

8 µH are tested in the simulation model. From 5.025 ms, the current in the RCD branch iRCD starts to 

decrease whilst the current in the MOV branch imov increases. When Lrcd is 0.5 µH, the first voltage 

spike of VCE is only 120 V and the duration of current commutation from the RCD circuit to the MOV 

branch is 6 µs. However, when Lrcd is 8 µH, the first voltage spike reaches 1541 V, and it takes about 

14 µs for the current commutation. Table 4.4 lists the single IGBT turn-off losses and first voltage 

spike peak values under different Lrcd. The turn-off loss Eoff of the single IGBT almost doubles when 

the RCD loop inductance doubles. The energy absorbed by the MOV1 decreases slightly with the 

increase of Lrcd. Reducing the RCD loop inductance can effectively reduce the first voltage spike, 

the current commutation time from the RCD circuit to the MOV branch, and the turn-off loss of the 

IGBT. Therefore, the RCD snubber circuits should be placed as close as possible to the IGBT 

modules to achieve better performance. 
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Figure 4.23 Simulation results of current interruption test at 200 A under different Lrcd 

(Lmov = 1 μH, tf = 1.6 µs) 

Table 4.4 Eoff and voltage peak under different Lrcd (Lmov = 1 μH, tf = 1.6 µs) 

Lrcd (µH) MOV1 energy (J) Single IGBT Eoff (mJ) First voltage spike peak value (V) 

0.5 15.13 6.80 119.31 

1 15.03 11.66 227.44 

2 14.84 21.35 443.83 

4 14.51 40.61 874.04 

8 13.96 77.23 1541.36 
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4.4.4.3 Impact of the MOV loop inductance Lmov 

This section studies the impact of Lmov on the SSCB. Except for Lmov, all other parameters of the 

circuit are the same as in Table 4.2. Figure 4.24 presents the currents and voltages during the current 

interruption test at 200 A under different MOV loop inductances. Lmov values from 0.5 µH to 8 µH 

are evaluated. Table 4.5 lists the single IGBT turn-off losses and the second voltage spike peak values 

under different Lmov. The value of Lmov has no effect on the first voltage spike and the turn-off loss 

Eoff of the single IGBT, and the loss absorbed by the MOV1 barely changes with Lmov. However, 

the peak level of the second voltage spike increases with Lmov increases. When the Lmov is 0.5 µH, 

the second voltage spike of VCE exceeds 1665 V at 5.033 ms and the current commutates from the 

RCD circuit to the MOV branch within 8 µs. When the Lmov increases to 8 µH, the second voltage 

spike reaches 1793 V at 5.035 ms, and it takes more than 10 µs for iRCD to reduce to zero. In summary, 

reducing the MOV loop inductance Lmov can effectively reduce the current commutation time from 

the RCD circuit to the MOV branch and the second voltage spike. Therefore, the MOVs should also 

be placed close to the IGBT modules to achieve better performance. 

 

Figure 4.24 Simulation results of current interruption test at 200 A under different Lmov 

(Lrcd = 2 μH, tf = 1.6 µs) 
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Table 4.5 Eoff and voltage peak under different Lmov (Lrcd = 2 μH, tf = 1.6 µs) 

Lmov (µH) MOV1 energy (J) Single IGBT Eoff (mJ) Second voltage spike peak value (V) 

0.5 14.87 21.35 1665.73 

1 14.84 21.35 1678.67 

2 14.77 21.35 1700.98 

4 14.61 21.35 1736.04 

8 14.27 21.35 1793.03 

 

4.4.4.4 Summary 

As the fall time tf decreases, the turn-off loss Eoff of the single IGBT reduces while the peak value of 

the first voltage spike increases dramatically. A compromise should be made between the first voltage 

spike and turn-off loss when choosing the fall time. Moreover, lowering the fall time tf can reduce 

the current commutation time from the IGBT branches to the RCD circuit. The fall time almost has 

no effect on the energy absorbed by the MOV1.  

With the decrease of the value of the RCD loop inductance Lrcd, the turn-off loss Eoff of the single 

IGBT and first voltage spike reduce considerably, while the energy absorbed by the MOV1 increases 

slightly. The RCD snubber circuits should be placed as close as possible to the IGBT modules to 

reduce the loop inductance. In addition, reducing Lrcd can reduce the current commutation time from 

the RCD circuit to the MOV branch.  

The value of the MOV loop inductance Lmov has no effect on the first voltage spike and the turn-off 

loss Eoff of the single IGBT, and the loss absorbed by the MOV1 barely changes with Lmov. However, 

decreasing Lmov can reduce the current commutation time from the RCD circuit to the MOV branch 

and the second voltage spike. So, the MOVs should also be placed close to the IGBT modules. 

4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the behaviours of the designed SSCB prototype were simulated in detail. Firstly, the 

turn-off loss of a single IGBT device was studied using the double pulse circuit in PLECS software. 

Two IGBT blocks (IGBT-didt and IGBT-TD) were evaluated and compared. The IGBT-TD was 
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suitable for the on-state loss calculation under the steady-state operation, whereas the IGBT-didt was 

used for the loss calculation under the current interruption operation.  

Next, three simulation models have been established in PLECS software to simulate the steady-state 

and dynamic operation of the designed SSCB. Model 1 and Model 2 for the steady-state simulation 

were used to estimate the on-state loss, steady-state temperatures and temperature change waveforms. 

The simulation results verify the effectiveness of the thermal design in Chapter 3. 

Finally, in the simulation of dynamic performance, the fault test circuit has been designed according 

to the fault current characteristics in DC systems. Model 3 was used to simulate the current 

interruption process when the SSCB was turned off. The current commutation process was studied 

at a current of 200A, and the results showed the excellent voltage balance ability of the designed 

model. The impacts of the parameters (tf, Lrcd, and Lmov) on the SSCB were also investigated. 

Based on the simulation results, the RCD snubber circuits and varistors should be located as close as 

possible to the IGBT modules to achieve better performance.  
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Chapter 5 Experimental Investigations of the SSCB Prototype 

5.1 Introduction 

The SSCB prototype should have two main functions. One function is to successfully conduct the 

nominal current in the ON state. Another function is to interrupt the fault current immediately after 

detecting the fault. In this chapter, two sets of experimental tests are designed to evaluate the 

performance of the SSCB prototype, namely on-state tests and dynamic tests.  

The on-state tests aim to investigate: (1) the on-state losses (conduction losses) of the SSCB 

prototype under a series of constant currents; (2) the static current sharing of the two IGBT branches; 

(3) the temperature rise of the IGBTs. A test platform is firstly built to supply constant currents to the 

SSCB prototype. Currents from 50 A to 415 A are applied to analyse the on-state losses of the SSCB 

prototype, and evaluate the current sharing performance of two parallel IGBT modules. Temperature 

rise tests are also designed to measure the temperature rises under different conditions. The two 

PLECS models in Chapter 4 are used to simulate the temperature rises, and the simulation results 

will be compared with the experimental results. In addition, the thermal resistance of the heatsink is 

calculated based on the experimental results to compare with the theoretical thermal design 

requirement in Chapter 3.  

The dynamic tests aim to examine (1) static and dynamic voltage balance; (2) the dynamic current 

sharing of two IGBT branches when conducting; (3) the current interruption performance. The 

schematic diagram and the image of the DC fault test platform are presented. The dynamic 

performance of the design SSCB prototype is tested by both turn-on tests and interruption tests. Turn-

on tests study the static voltage balance and dynamic current sharing, and the interruption tests mainly 

focus on the current interruption performance and dynamic voltage balance under different fault 

current levels.  

5.2 On-state tests 

5.2.1 On-state test platform 

The platform for testing on-state loss and carrying on temperature rise test is shown in Figure 5.1. A 

TDK-Lambda 10V/1000A current supply is connected to the SSCB prototype and provides a constant 

current. During the on-state tests, all the IGBTs are kept in the closed position, and no interruption 

operation is performed. Total current (i) and branch current (i1) are detected by TA167 current probes 

and displayed on a Tektronix TPS2024B four-channel oscilloscope. The voltages across the series 

connected IGBTs (VCE1 and VCE2) are captured both by the oscilloscope and two KEITHLEY 

DMM7510 high precision digital multimeters. Four K-type thermocouples connected to an OMEGA 
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HH520 thermometer are used to detect the following temperatures: IGBT module 1 case temperature 

TCase1 (T1), IGBT module 2 case temperature TCase2 (T2), heatsink temperature THeatsink (T3) and 

ambient temperature TAmbient (T4). Figure 5.2 illustrates the positions of the thermocouples, and the 

tips are covered by a piece of aluminium foil and then fixed by the Kapton tape. All the temperature 

curves are recorded by a laptop. 

 

Figure 5.1 On-state test platform 

  

Figure 5.2 The location of the four thermocouples  

5.2.2 On-state losses and static current sharing 

In the tests, the SSCB prototype remained ON and then the current supply was turned on to offer a 

constant current to the SSCB prototype. At the same time, the current (i and i1) and voltage (VCE1 and 

VCE2) data were recorded. The on-state conduction loss of the SSCB prototype was calculated using 

the current and voltage drop. The current supply only output for a few seconds to avoid the high 

temperature rise on the IGBT junctions. The total currents from 50 A to 415 A were applied, and the 
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results are shown in Figure 5.3. The conduction loss increases significantly with increasing current, 

it reaches 1.2 kW when the current is 415 A. For DC systems with high nominal currents, solid-state 

circuit breakers may cause high losses, therefore, hybrid type circuit breakers can be a better choice. 

 

Figure 5.3 On-state losses as a function of total current 

The static current sharing performance was also assessed. Figure 5.4 shows the current flowing 

through each parallel IGBT module when the total current varies from 50 A to 415 A. The current 

flowing through IGBT module 2 (i2) is derived by subtracting the IGBT module 1 current (i1) from 

the total current (i). It can be seen that i1 almost equals i2 when the total current is lower than 300 A, 

and only around 9 A difference appears when the current reaches 400 A. The maximum difference 

between the currents flowing through two parallel IGBT modules is lower than 5%. The difference 

at the high current may be caused by the non-uniformity of the IGBT devices due to high temperature 

rise. Hence, it is necessary to de-rate the devices when connecting in parallel. 

 

Figure 5.4 Current sharing between two IGBT modules 
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5.2.3 Temperature rise tests 

Four test conditions have been designed for temperature rise tests. The variables include currents and 

cooling conditions. The currents ranging from 50 A to the nominal current of 150 A were supplied to 

the SSCB prototype continuously until the temperature rise has been stabilised. The cooling 

conditions were controlled by deactivating or activating two axial fans. The power consumption of 

the two fans was 2.28 W, and the airflow rate was 56.1 m3/h.  

The steady-state temperatures of the heatsink under four conditions are listed in Table 5.1. Because 

of the high temperature rise under passive cooling in test I, two axial fans were activated for the 

remaining tests (test II to test IV). In addition to the experimentally tested heatsink temperatures, the 

simulation results calculated by both Model 1 and Model 2 in Chapter 4 are also listed in Table 5.1. 

The simulation results of the two PLECS models are almost identical, and they are comparable with 

the experimental results.  

Table 5.1 Steady-state temperatures under four conditions 

Test No. 
Forced air 

cooling 
i (A) 

THeatsink (℃) 

TAmbient (℃) 

Experiment Model 1 Model 2 

I No 50 50.2 48.2 48.2 17.7 

II Yes 50 27.8 27.5 27.5 18.1 

III Yes 100 39.3 39.4 39.4 18.3 

IV Yes 150 52.7 52.5 52.5 18.0 

 

Figure 5.5 displays the changes of the four temperatures (TCase1, TCase2, THeatsink, and TAmbient) in test IV. 

The axial fans were activated during the entire test during the heating period. At the beginning of the 

test, the current supply provides a continuous current of 150 A to the SSCB prototype, and the 

temperatures (except ambient temperature TAmbient) increase rapidly. After 20 minutes, the rate of rise 

of the temperatures slows down, and the temperatures are almost stabilised after 30 minutes. The 

temperatures of the two cases of IGBT modules are identical, and are slightly higher than the heatsink 

temperature. The current supply is switched off after 40 minutes, and then the temperatures cool 

down quickly. Finally, these three temperatures drop back to the ambient temperature. The 
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temperature trends of other tests are similar to Figure 5.5, except that the initial temperature rises are 

different. 

 

Figure 5.5 Temperatures of four thermocouples with a continuous current of 150 A in test IV 

The difference between THeatsink and TAmbient under the above four conditions in Table 5.1 is presented 

in Figure 5.6. When the total current is 50 A, without forced air cooling, the temperature rise of the 

heatsink is 32.5 ℃, which is similar to the value under 150 A current with forced air cooling.  

 

Figure 5.6 Heatsink temperature rise under various conditions 

Based on the experimental data, the thermal resistances of the heatsink RthHA are computed using 

eq (3.22). Without forced air cooling, the thermal resistance RthHA is 0.383 °C/W, which is higher than 

the maximum designed value of 0.253 °C/W in Chapter 3. However, with forced air cooling, the 

thermal resistance RthHA is reduced to 0.115 °C/W, which is close to the value in ref [146]. The thermal 

resistance with forced air cooling meets the thermal design requirement. Therefore, this SSCB 

prototype can run with 150 A current continuously without overheating. 
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5.3 Dynamic tests 

5.3.1 Test platform 

Figure 5.7 illustrates the schematic diagram of the DC fault test circuit, which has been designed for 

evaluating the interruption performance of the circuit breaker in the DC system. The test circuit uses 

an inductor-capacitor LC resonant circuit, including pre-charged capacitor C1 and inductor L1, for 

emulating the rising of the fault current generated by an ideal DC power source. C1 consists of two 

capacitors (each 6 mF) in parallel and L1 is a 1 mH air core inductor. A 1200 V/ 1 A DC power supply 

DC1 is used to charge the capacitor C1 once the switch S1 is closed. When the voltage level of C1 

reaches a design value, S1 can be opened. Then the SSCB prototype can be turned on to initiate the 

rise of the fault current. The fault current would reach its peak value at around 5.5 milliseconds. After 

a test, the residual energy of C1 can be dissipated through the resistor Rd1 by closing the switch S2. 

Rd1 consists of eight 100 Ω power resistors in series. A shunt resistor (W-1-01-4STUD) from T&M 

Research Products Inc is connected to the main circuit, the voltage drop of the shunt resistor is 

captured by the oscilloscope and then converted to the current value i. Other currents (i1, imov, and 

iRCD) are detected by TA167 current probes. The freewheeling diode D1 is used to protect C1 from 

reverse voltage. 

 

Figure 5.7 Schematic diagram of DC fault test main circuit 

Figure 5.8 shows an image of the DC fault test circuit and the SSCB prototype. The oscilloscope is 

used to capture and record currents (i, i1, imov, and iRCD) and voltages (VCE, VCE1 and VCE2) as illustrated 

in Figure 3.1. The microcontroller on the control board is programmed to control the gate drive circuit 

to provide synchronous gate drive signals for the four IGBTs. S1 and S2 are two illuminated push 

buttons, which control the charging and discharging of C1 through Relay1 and Relay2, as shown in 

Figure 5.9. The high voltage parts of the relays are connected to the main circuit, meanwhile, the low 

voltage parts are connected in series with illuminated push buttons. When the charge button S1 is 

pushed down, Relay1 is closed and the button is lit, which means the capacitor is charging. When 

pushing the button again, the light is switched off and the relay is open, which means the capacitor 

stops charging. When the discharge button S2 is pushed down, Relay2 is closed and the button is lit, 
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then the capacitor is discharging. After pushing S2 again, the capacitor stops discharging and the 

light is off. It should be noticed that S1 and S2 should avoid being pushed down at the same time to 

prevent overheating of Rd1.  

 

Figure 5.8 DC fault test platform 

  

Figure 5.9 Images of switches (left) and relays (right) 

5.3.2 Turn-on tests 

Turn-on tests aim to investigate the static voltage balance and dynamic current sharing of the SSCB 

prototype in a short period. Two currents (i and i1), and two voltages (VCE and VCE1) were captured in 

the tests. Since almost no current passes through the varistor and the RCD snubber circuit during the 

turn-on tests, i1 can represent the current flowing through the IGBT module 1. Figure 5.10 and Figure 

5.11 show the test results when the peak current reaches 400 A and 800 A. Before 0 ms, the capacitor 

C1 in Figure 5.7 is pre-charged to a specific level and the SSCB prototype is in the OFF state. It can 
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be seen that, the voltage drop across the SSCB prototype VCE is around twice the voltage drop across 

a single IGBT VCE1. So the SSCB prototype has good static voltage balance performance, which 

verifies the effectiveness of the design of the static voltage balancing circuit. At 0 ms, a turn-on signal 

is sent to the SSCB prototype to initiate the test. The fault current rises rapidly and reaches the peak 

value at about 5.5 ms. After reaching the peak level, the current flows through the freewheeling diode 

D1 and gradually decays to zero. During the tests, the total current i is about twice the value of the 

branch current i1, which implies that the current flows evenly through the two parallel IGBT branches. 

Therefore, the SSCB prototype performs good static voltage balance in the OFF state and can 

successfully carry 800 A current with good dynamic current sharing.  

 

Figure 5.10 Turn-on test with a peak current of 400 A 

 

Figure 5.11 Turn-on test with a peak current of 800 A 
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5.3.3 Interruption tests  

The short-circuit current interruption capability, current commutation process and dynamic voltage 

balance of the SSCB prototype are mainly investigated in this section. The SSCB prototype was 

tested to interrupt fault currents with peak values ranging from 200 A to 1000 A. The capacitor C1 in 

Figure 5.7 was pre-charged to a specific voltage level and the voltage level was increased stage by 

stage to produce various peak fault currents. The MCU on the control board was programmed to turn 

on the SSCB prototype to trigger the LC resonant circuit to initiate the test and subsequently turned 

it off at 5 ms, where the current was close to the peak fault current.  

5.3.3.1 Interruption test at 200 A 

Figure 5.12 displays both the current and voltage waveforms when the SSCB prototype interrupts a 

fault current of 200 A. Figure 5.12 (a) shows the entire test process, during which two currents (i and 

i1) and two voltages (VCE and VCE1) are recorded. The test process is described as follows. Before 0 

ms, the capacitor C1 is charged to 70 V and the IGBTs of the SSCB prototype are in the OFF state. 

At 0 ms, the SSCB prototype is turned on and the fault current starts to rise. The current i increases 

from 0 A to 200 A in 5 ms, and the current i1 is about half of that during this period. Because i1 

represents the branch current flowing through IGBT module 1 before 5 ms, the two parallel IGBT 

branches share the fault current evenly. At 5 ms, the IGBTs of the SSCB prototype are turned off, 

and the voltage across the SSCB prototype VCE increases immediately and is limited to 1.56 kV by 

the MOV1. When the IGBTs are turned off, the fault current i and i1 are the same because they both 

show the current in the RCD snubber circuit and MOV1 branch. 

Figure 5.12 (b) focuses on the voltages during the whole current interruption and Figure 5.12 (c) 

focuses on the period of voltage rising. The fault current i and three voltages (VCE, VCE1, and VCE2) 

are recorded. As can be seen in Figure 5.12 (b), the voltages start to build up once the IGBTs are 

turned off at t1 (5 ms) and the fault current i finally reduces to zero at t5 (5.15 ms). Therefore, the 

SSCB prototype successfully interrupts 200 A current within 150 µs. In addition, the voltage drops 

across series-connected IGBTs (VCE1 and VCE2) are almost identical. This show the SSCB prototype 

has a good dynamic voltage balance during the 200 A current interruption. From the data in Figure 

5.12 (c), a small voltage spike of VCE occurs at the beginning of the current interruption. This is 

caused by the stray inductance associated with the RCD snubber circuit and the IGBTs. The peak 

value of this first voltage spike is about 220 V.  

Figure 5.12 (d) concentrates on the current commutation process from IGBT branches to RCD 

circuits and MOV branch. Three currents (i, iRCD, and imov) and the voltage VCE are displayed. TC1 (t1-

t2) represents the commutation time from IGBT branches to RCD circuits, and TC2 (t3-t4) represents 
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the commutation time from RCD circuits to the MOV branch. Before t1, all fault current i passes 

through the IGBT branches, which is the state shown in Figure 3.2 (a). At t1, the turn-off signal is 

sent to the IGBTs. During TC1 (approximately 7 µs), the current in the IGBT branches rapidly 

transfers to the RCD circuits. At t2, the IGBTs are fully turned off, and the current iRCD charges the 

snubber capacitors through the diode, corresponding to the state shown in Figure 3.2 (b). So the 

voltage across the SSCB prototype (VCE) continues to increase. Once the voltage VCE reaches the 

clamping voltage of the MOV1 at t3, the resistance of MOV1 reduces significantly. Then, from t3 to 

t4 (the commutation time TC2 is nearly 9 µs), the current flowing through the RCD circuits 

commutates to the MOV1 branch, corresponding to the state shown in Figure 3.2 (c). From t4, all the 

fault current flows through the MOV1 branch and gradually decreases, which is the state shown in 

Figure 3.2 (d). After t5 in Figure 5.12 (b), the capacitors are discharged through the snubber resistors 

until the voltage VCE is equal to the capacitor C1 voltage, the state shown in Figure 3.2 (e). 

 

Figure 5.12 Current and voltage waveforms under current interruption test at 200 A: (a) 

entire test duration (b) current interruption period (c) voltage increase period (d) current 

commutation from IGBT to RCD and MOV 

Figure 5.13 shows the simulation results of interrupting the 200 A current generated using Model 3 

in Chapter 4. The current commutation and interruption processes in Figure 5.12 are consistent with 

the simulation results. In addition, the energy dissipated by the MOV1 during the current interruption 
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is calculated to be 14.9 J based on the experimental results, which is also consistent with the 

simulation results in Chapter 4. 

  

Figure 5.13 Simulation result of current interruption test at 200 A using Model 3 in 

Chapter 4: current interruption period (left) and current commutation period (right) 

 

5.3.3.2 Interruption test at 400 A 

Figure 5.14 shows the waveforms of the interruption test at 400 A. The SSCB prototype successfully 

interrupts the 400 A current, and the interruption time (t5-t1) is about 285 µs. Both the dynamic current 

sharing and voltage balance are good. The first voltage spike reaches 540 V, and the voltage across 

the SSCB prototype is limited to 1.62 kV. The time for the voltage to rise from 0 to the clamping 

voltage in Figure 5.14 (d) is nearly half the time in Figure 5.12 (d), as the current iRCD is doubled. 

The energy dissipated by the MOV1 is calculated to be 73.2 J.  
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Figure 5.14 Current and voltage waveforms under current interruption test at 400 A: (a) 

entire test duration (b) current interruption period (c) voltage increase period (d) current 

commutation from IGBT to RCD and MOV 

5.3.3.3 Interruption test at 800 A 

Figure 5.15 shows the waveforms of the interruption test at 800 A. The SSCB prototype successfully 

interrupts the 800 A current, and the interruption time (t5-t1) is about 560 µs, which is almost twice 

the value when interrupting the 400 A current. The first voltage spike reaches 1.08 kV, and the voltage 

across the SSCB prototype is limited to 1.66 kV. The SSCB prototype performs even current sharing 

in Figure 5.15 (a). However, the voltages (VCE1 and VCE2) during the voltage increase period in Figure 

5.15 (c) are unbalanced. Before reaching the clamping voltage, VCE2 is slightly higher than VCE1. This 

imbalance may be caused by the difference in turn-off speed. After the current commutates to the 

MOV1 branch, VCE1 and VCE2 are almost identical. The energy dissipated by the MOV1 during the 

800 A current interruption is 331.2 J. 
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Figure 5.15 Current and voltage waveforms under current interruption test at 800 A: (a) 

entire test duration (b) current interruption period (c) voltage increase period (d) current 

commutation from IGBT to RCD and MOV 

5.3.3.4 Interruption test at 1000 A 

Figure 5.16 displays both the current and voltage waveforms when the SSCB prototype interrupts a 

fault current of 1000 A. Before the current interruption, the currents evenly flow through the IGBTs 

branches. At 5 ms, the SSCB prototype operates to interrupt the 1000 A current. The current finally 

decreases to zero at about 5.7 ms. Therefore, the interruption time (t5-t1) is nearly 700 µs. The first 

voltage spike reaches 1.32 kV, and the voltage across the SSCB prototype is limited to 1.68 kV. Same 

as the trend of the voltages (VCE1 and VCE2) at the 800 A test, the voltages in Figure 5.16 (c) are 

unbalanced during the rising period and then remain balanced after the voltage is clamped. The 

energy dissipated by the MOV1 during the 1000 A current interruption is calculated to be 507.4 J. 

With the current level increases, this energy increases dramatically. 
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Figure 5.16 Current and voltage waveforms under current interruption test at 1000 A: (a) 

entire test duration (b) current interruption period (c) voltage increase period (d) current 

commutation from IGBT to RCD and MOV 

In summary, the SSCB prototype shows good current sharing when the IGBTs are in the on-state and 

good dynamic voltage balance during the current interruption. The SSCB prototype successfully 

interrupts the current from 200 A to 1000 A. The current commutation and interruption processes at 

different current levels are similar. However, as the fault current increases, the current commutation 

time reduces while the interruption time increases. The SSCB prototype interrupts the current of 

1000  A within 700 microseconds including the energy absorption time. The first voltage spike 

increases with the current level, this spike is caused by the stray inductance associated with the RCD 

snubber circuit and the IGBTs.  

5.3.3.5 Impact of the RCD loop on the first voltage spike 

The impact of the RCD loop on the first voltage spike value was also investigated. The SSCB 

prototype was tested to interrupt peak fault currents of 400 A to 1000 A under different RCD loop 

lengths. The length of the RCD loop determines the stray inductance Lrcd. The RCD loop inductance 

can be reduced by lowering the height of the voltage balancing PCB board. The original height of 

the PCB board is 162 mm as shown in Figure 5.17 (left), which is considered as a long RCD loop. 

After lowering the height by 20 mm, the loop is considered as a short RCD loop, as shown in Figure 
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5.17 (right). The first voltage spike values with the long RCD loop and the short RCD loop are 

presented in Figure 5.18. The first voltage spike value is determined by both the RCD loop inductance 

and the current derivative (di/dt). It can be seen that, as the fault current grows, the first voltage spike 

peak value increases. This increase is affected by di/dt. When the RCD loop is reduced, the first 

voltage spike also decreases. This decrease is affected by the loop inductance. When interrupting a 

400 A current, the voltage decreases from 540 V to 440 V after lowering the PCB board. In addition, 

as the fault current increases, the voltage difference between the two scenarios becomes larger. The 

experimental results are consistent with the simulation results in Section 4.4.4.2. 

       

Figure 5.17 Configuration with long RCD loop (left) and short RCD loop (right) 

 

Figure 5.18 First voltage spike peak value after interrupting different fault currents 
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5.4 Conclusions 

With both on-state tests and dynamic tests, the performances of the SSCB prototype have been 

investigated in this Chapter. The SSCB prototype demonstrated even current sharing between two 

parallel branches under both static and dynamic current conditions, and performed good voltage 

balance during both the OFF state and current interruption, which verified the effectiveness of the 

design method. 

Under static states, the on-state loss was obtained using the current and the voltage drop across the 

SSCB prototype. The on-state loss increases linearly with the total current, and it reached 1.2 kW 

when the current was 415 A. The static current difference between two parallel branches is within 5% 

during conduction which shows a good static current sharing performance. Currents ranging from 

50 A to 150 A were applied during temperature rise tests. The experimental results were consistent 

with the simulation results from two PLECS models presented in Chapter 4. The forced air cooling 

has a significant effect on improving heat dissipation. With this cooling method, the heatsink to 

ambient thermal resistance RthHA is reduced to 0.115 °C/W, which meets the thermal design 

requirement described in Chapter 3. The SSCB prototype can conduct 150 A current continuously 

without overheating. 

Under dynamic states, both turn-on tests and interruption tests were conducted. The turn-on tests 

with peak currents of 400 A and 800 A were displayed. The SSCB prototype has a good static voltage 

balance and can carry an 800 A current with good dynamic current sharing. In interruption tests, the 

SSCB prototype was tested to interrupt the fault currents with peak values from 200 A to 1000 A. It 

successfully interrupted 1000 A within 700 microseconds (including the time to absorb the residual 

energy) and presented good current sharing and voltage balance. During the 1000 A current 

interruption test, the voltage across the SSCB prototype was limited to 1.68 kV by the MOV1, and 

the energy dissipated by the MOV1 was calculated to be 507.4 J. There are two current commutation 

processes, the fault current first commutates from IGBT branches to RCD circuits after sending the 

turned-off signal to the IGBTs, and then commutates to the MOV1 branch once the clamping voltage 

is reached. A voltage spike appears during the first current commutation, and its peak value increases 

linearly with the current level. It is also affected by the RCD loop, when the RCD loop is reduced, 

the first voltage spike also decreases. To reduce the first voltage spike, reducing the RCD loop is an 

effective method. 
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Chapter 6 Design and Experimental Investigations of the SFCL 

Prototype 

6.1 Introduction 

Due to the zero DC resistance characteristic in the superconducting state and the presence of finite 

resistance in the normal state, superconducting materials have become a potential choice for fault 

current limiters, whose characteristics contribute to lower power losses and better performance. In 

this chapter, a prototype superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL) coil is built and experimentally 

tested. Furthermore, the current limiting characteristics of the SFCL prototype with low-inductance 

and high-inductance connections under different fault current levels are investigated.  

Firstly, the selection of the specific superconducting material from three candidate materials is 

presented, along with two types of superconducting tapes which are compared. Secondly, a novel 

helical bifilar prototype SFCL coil is built, and two coil connections corresponding to a high and a 

low inductance model are explained in detail with a schematic diagram. The resistance and 

inductance of the prototype SFCL coil at room temperature are measured. The critical currents of 

both windings under two connections are also studied. Finally, current limiting tests are performed 

to investigate the performance of the SFCL prototype under various current levels. The SFCL 

prototype with both a low inductance and a high inductance is tested, and by comparing the 

experimental results, the effect of the inductance on the current limiting capability is carefully 

analysed.  

6.2 Design of the SFCL prototype 

6.2.1 HTS tape 

The selection of which superconducting tape to use is one of the crucial steps before winding an 

SFCL coil. There are presently three widely available candidates of superconducting materials, 

BSCCO, YBCO and MgB2. The MgB2 superconducting material provides a competitive price 

compared with other HTS materials, however, its low operating temperature (typically 20 K to 25 K) 

causes a considerably high cryogenic cooling system cost [95]. Due to the low resistance of the silver 

matrix in the BSCCO superconducting tape, a large amount of tape is required to achieve an excellent 

current limiting capacity, which leads to a high capital cost [96]. Although both BSCCO and YBCO 

tape can operate at liquid nitrogen temperature, the former is less attractive for fault current limiter 

applications. HTS tapes based on YBCO are therefore considered for this SFCL prototype design. 

Two types of HTS tapes from manufacturers SuperPower and AMSC were also compared for 
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selection during this research project. The SuperPower 2G HTS tape consists of a non-magnetic 

Hastelloy substrate layer and copper stabiliser layers [91], whereas the AMSC 2G HTS tape applies 

the magnetic material Ni-5at%W as the substrate layer and stainless steel as the stabiliser layers. The 

non-magnetic Hastelloy material can reduce the AC losses. However, this is not critical for DC 

applications. In addition, the higher normal state resistance of stainless steel compared to copper 

makes it suitable for resistive type fault current limiter applications. 

Therefore, the AMSC’s 2G HTS tape (type 8602) based on YBCO was used for winding the SFCL 

prototype. A simplified cross-sectional view of the HTS tape is shown in Figure 6.1, in which the 

buffer stack layers are not presented. The HTS tape is composed of one HTS/substrate insert structure 

laminated by two 75 µm thick 316L stainless steel (316L-SUS) layers [153, 154]. The stainless steel 

layers can enhance the mechanical properties of the HTS tape and provide better current limiting 

capability than using other stabiliser materials such as brass or copper [155]. This stainless steel 

laminated HTS tape has an excellent current-carrying capability. For example, it can typically carry 

a current more than one hundred times that of a copper conductor with similar dimensions. The 

minimum critical current of the 12 mm wide HTS tape is approximately 241 A at 77 K under a self-

field. Important parameters of the HTS tape are listed in Table 6.1.  

 

Figure 6.1 Cross-sectional view of the AMSC type 8602 HTS tape 
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Table 6.1 Parameters of the AMSC tape 

Items  Values 

Type AMSC-8602 

Width, mm 12 

Minimum Ic @77 K & self-field, A 241 

HTS material YBCO 

Substrate material Ni-5at%W 

Stabiliser material 316L-SUS 

Thickness of HTS layer, μm  1 

Thickness of substrate, μm 75 

Thickness of stabiliser, μm  75×2 

 

6.2.2 SFCL prototype and connections 

A novel helical bifilar prototype SFCL coil using 12 mm wide AMSC HTS tape has been proposed 

in previous work [108], as shown in Figure 6.2. The electric field of a superconducting tape is limited 

to around 50 V/m in order to protect the superconducting tape from overheating [71, 104, 112]. The 

electric field in this project is designed to be less than 40 V/m. Considering that a voltage up to 300 V 

is applied to the prototype SFCL coil, a 7.5 m long superconducting tape is used to wind the coil. 

The prototype SFCL coil is composed of two superconducting tape layers wound onto one G10 tube 

in opposite directions with a 15.5 mm pitch length, namely an inner winding layer and an outer 

winding layer, respectively. The inner winding is wound in the clockwise direction. Kapton tape is 

used to insulate the two superconducting tape layers. Finally, the outer winding is wound in the anti-

clockwise direction and covered by another layer of Kapton tape. A group of nylon studs are placed 

on the bobbin to assist in locating the HTS tapes. The specifications of the prototype SFCL coil are 

listed in Table 6.2. Four terminal connections are placed on both sides of the G10 tube, each of the 

superconducting tape terminals is fixed by two copper plates with thin indium foils inside. 
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Figure 6.2 Helical bifilar prototype SFCL coil 

Table 6.2 Prototype SFCL coil specifications 

Items Inner winding Outer winding 

Winding direction Clockwise Anti-clockwise 

Inner diameter, mm 89 89.6 

Number of turns 12 13 

Pitch length, mm 15.5 15.5 

Insulation Kapton Kapton 

Voltage tap distance, cm 350 375 

 

With different terminal connections, the inductance of the prototype SFCL coil would differ, namely 

a low inductance type and a high inductance type. Figure 6.3 shows the terminal connections for the 

low-inductive coil and the high-inductive coil. The solid helical line represents the outer winding and 

the dotted helical line represents the inner winding. In Figure 6.3 (a), Terminals 2 and 3 are connected 

to make the coil with a low inductance. Furthermore, Terminal 1 is connected to the system as the 

current inlet whereas Terminal 4 is the current outlet. The value of inductance for the low inductance 

coil can be calculated as: 

𝐿 =  𝐿1 + 𝐿2 − 2𝑀 (6.1) 
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where L1 and L2 represent the self-inductance of the inner winding and the outer winding, respectively, 

and M denotes the mutual inductance between the two windings. 

In Figure 6.3 (b), Terminals 2 and 4 are connected to make the coil exhibit a high inductance, and 

Terminal 3 becomes the current outlet. The value of inductance for the high inductance coil can be 

calculated as: 

𝐿 =  𝐿1 + 𝐿2 + 2𝑀 (6.2) 

 

 

  (a) low inductance coil connections                             (b) high inductance coil connections 

Figure 6.3 Schematic diagrams of the terminal connections between the inner winding (dotted 

helical) and outer winding (solid helical) of the prototype SFCL coil 

6.3 Characterisation of the SFCL prototype 

6.3.1 Room temperature resistance and inductance 

There are two types of resistance measurement methods employing constant current to measure 

resistance, namely the two-wire resistance measurement method and the four-wire resistance 

measurement method. The four-wire measurement method is more accurate than the two-wire 

measurement method, as the lead resistance in the two-wire measurement method would cause a 

significant error when the device been measured under test has a resistance value lower than 100 Ω 

[156]. Since the resistance of the prototype SFCL coil is estimated at the milliohm level, the four-

wire measurement method was employed for this low resistance measurement. 
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Figure 6.4 illustrates the schematic circuit of the four-wire measurement method. The inner and outer 

windings of the prototype SFCL coil are individually connected to the test circuit as a Device Under 

Test (DUT). A constant current i feeds the DUT through one group of test leads (source leads), and 

the voltage across the relative voltage taps are measured by another group of leads (sense leads). The 

current flowing through the sense leads can be ignored, and therefore the measured voltage can be 

considered as the accurate voltage drop across the measured test winding. Different from using the 

two-wire measurement method, the error caused by the resistance of the source leads is eliminated 

and hence, a more accurate resistance measurement of the DUT can be achieved. The measurement 

platform is shown in Figure 6.5, where the DUT is directly connected to a Keithley DMM 7510 

digital multimeter, which possesses a built-in four-wire resistance measurement function. The room 

temperature resistance of the inner winding is measured to be 385 mΩ, and that of the outer winding 

is measured to be 405 mΩ. 

 

Figure 6.4 Four-wire resistance measurement schematic 

 

Figure 6.5 Four-wire resistance measurement equipment 
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The measured resistance results for both the low and high inductance connections are listed in Table 

6.3. The resistances at room temperature (RT) of both the inner and outer windings are at least 

108 milliohms per meter. The room temperature inductance of the prototype SFCL coil is measured 

using an LCR meter. The inductance of the prototype SFCL coil in Figure 6.3 (a) is 2.65 µH, whilst 

the inductance of the prototype SFCL coil in Figure 6.3 (b) is 23.93 µH. The inductance of the 

prototype SFCL coil with the high inductance connection is nine times that of the value with the low 

inductance connection.  

Table 6.3 Parameters of the prototype SFCL coil  

Connection SFCL coil inductance @ RT 

Resistance @ RT 

Inner winding Outer winding 

Low inductance 2.65 µH 

110 mΩ/m 108 mΩ/m 

High inductance 23.93 µH 

 

6.3.2 Critical current  

6.3.2.1 Test circuit 

Figure 6.6 presents the schematic diagram of the critical current test circuit. A DC programmable 

power supply (current source) controlled by a LabVIEW system is used to measure the critical 

current of the test sample. The LabVIEW system is programmed to control the rate of rise of the DC 

current, ranging from 1 A/s to 10 A/s. The test sample is placed in a thermally insulated polystyrene 

box filled with liquid nitrogen (LN2), and connected in series with the current source and a shunt 

resistor (500 A/50 mV). The voltages of the inner and outer windings are measured via voltage taps 

on the test sample, and the current is obtained by converting the voltage drop measured across the 

shunt resistor. Both the voltage and current signals are acquired by a National Instruments (NI) data 

acquisition (DAQ) card (SCXI-1125) and recorded using the LabVIEW programme. 
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Figure 6.6 Critical current test circuit schematic 

6.3.2.2 LabVIEW control programme 

Figure 6.7 presents the LabVIEW interface control program for testing the critical current of the two 

windings at the same time. Three voltage values (inner coil voltage, outer coil voltage and current 

shunt voltage) are measured and recorded. The first two voltage values are converted to microvolts 

per centimetre (µV/cm), and the current shunt voltage is converted to a current value. An XY graph 

is displayed on the front panel of the LabVIEW program interface, where the current is on the X-axis 

and the voltages in µV/cm are on the Y axis, as shown in Figure 6.7. The critical current is obtained 

when the voltage across the sample reaches a criterion at 1 µV/cm. To protect the test sample from 

overheating, the rate of rise of the current is set to 10 A/s. 

 

Figure 6.7 LabVIEW program interface for testing the critical current of the two SFCL 

windings 
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6.3.2.3 Critical current test at 77 K 

The critical current (Ic) test results for the two connection methods are presented in Figure 6.8 and 

Figure 6.9. In Figure 6.8, with the low inductance connection, the critical currents of both the inner 

and outer windings are almost identical at 253 A. However, as shown in Figure 6.9, with the high 

inductance connection, the critical currents of the two windings are different. The critical current of 

the inner winding is 238 A, whereas the value of the outer winding is 247 A. Due to the higher 

inductance, both of the measured values are lower compared to those measured for the low 

inductance connection. In addition, the magnetic field applied to the inner winding is greater than 

that of the outer winding. The Ic of the inner winding therefore exhibits more reduction. The critical 

currents of the prototype SFCL coil are listed in Table 6.4.  

 

Figure 6.8 Critical current test results with the low inductance connection 

 

Figure 6.9 Critical current test results with the high inductance connection 
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Table 6.4 Critical currents of the prototype SFCL coil  

Connection 

Critical current @ 77 K 

Inner winding Outer winding 

Low inductance 253 A 253 A 

High inductance 238 A 247 A 

 

6.4 Current limiting tests 

6.4.1 Fault current test platform 

The DC fault current test circuit is presented in Figure 6.10. Different from the DC test circuit 

presented in Figure 5.7, a newly wound 60 µH air-core inductor (L2), as shown in Figure 6.11, is 

used to substitute the 1 mH inductor (L1) used in the previous tests. The prototype SFCL coil is 

immersed in the LN2 bath, as shown in Figure 6.12, and is connected between the inductor and the 

inlet of the SSCB prototype. The inductance of the prototype SFCL coil in Figure 6.3 (b) is the same 

order of magnitude as the new air-core inductance value. The SSCB prototype used in these tests acts 

as a switch to initiate the test, to generate a fault current without any interruption operation.  

 

Figure 6.10 DC fault test circuit schematic 
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Figure 6.11 The 60 µH air-core inductor (L1) 

 

Figure 6.12 Prototype SFCL coil in the LN2 bath 

 

6.4.2 Prospective fault currents without the prototype SFCL coil 

The prospective values of fault currents without using the prototype SFCL coil were tested under 

different voltage levels. The capacitor C1 was pre-charged to a specific voltage level and the SSCB 

prototype was turned on to initiate a test. The voltage level was increased every 10 V from 10 V to 

100 V, to generate different prospective fault currents. Both the capacitor voltage and the fault current 

were captured by an oscilloscope. Table 6.5 lists the prospective fault currents corresponding to the 

different tested voltage levels up to 100 V. A prospective current reached 1008 A when the capacitor 

was pre-charged to 100 V. For higher voltage levels, the prospective fault currents are estimated 

based on a linear trendline of the experimental results, as illustrated in Figure 6.13. 
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Table 6.5 Prospective current peak values under different capacitor voltage (Vcap) levels 

Vcap (V) Peak prospective current (A) Vcap (V) Peak prospective current (A) 

10 71 60 592 

20 174 70 688 

30 280 80 800 

40 380 90 904 

50 484 100 1008 

 

 

Figure 6.13 The relationship between the prospective fault current peak values and the 

capacitor pre-charge voltage levels 

6.4.3 Current limiting performance of the prototype SFCL coil with the low 

inductance connection 

During the tests, the terminals of the prototype SFCL coil were connected, as shown in Figure 6.3 (a), 

to develop the low inductance connection structure. Terminal 1 was connected to the inductor and 

Terminal 4 was connected to the SSCB prototype. The current limiting performances were studied 

under the prospective fault currents up to 3089 A (300 V capacitor voltage).  

The experimental results with various prospective fault current peak values (71 A, 280 A, 1008 A, 

2048 A and 3089 A) are shown in Figure 6.14 to Figure 6.18, respectively. The grey line in the figures 

denotes the prospective fault current without the prototype SFCL coil, and the orange line represents 
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the current with the prototype SFCL coil. The blue and purple lines show the inner winding voltage 

drop and outer winding voltage drop, respectively. The green line is the voltage value of the capacitor 

C1. 

In Figure 6.14, the prototype SFCL coil remains within the superconducting state and does not 

perform any current limiting capability when the prospective current is much lower than the critical 

current. Although the prospective fault current is slightly higher than the critical current in Figure 

6.15, there is still almost no current reduction with the prototype SFCL coil. 

 

Figure 6.14 Current limiting performance of the low inductance prototype SFCL coil when 

the prospective peak fault current is 71 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage 10V) 

 

Figure 6.15 Current limiting performance of the low inductance prototype SFCL coil when 

the prospective peak fault current is 280 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage 30V) 
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As shown in Figure 6.16, when the peak value of the prospective current is four times the critical 

current, the peak fault current decreases from 1008 A to 680 A after inserting the prototype SFCL 

coil. Approximately 32.5% of the prospective fault current is limited by the prototype SFCL coil. 

The blue and purple lines in Figure 6.16 (b) show the quench resistance values in milliohm per meter 

of the inner and outer windings, respectively. The quench resistances and voltage drops across both 

the windings are almost identical and start to rise once the current is greater than the critical current. 

As can be seen in Figure 6.16 (a), the peak time (tpeak) for the fault current to reach its peak 

amplitude is reduced from 1.24 ms to 0.92 ms, which is affected by the quench resistance of the 

prototype SFCL coil. The prototype SFCL coil returns to the superconducting state after the fault 

current decreases below the critical current. 

  

    (a) Fault current and voltage drops                       (b) Fault current and quench resistances 

Figure 6.16 Current limiting performance of the low inductance prototype SFCL coil when 

the prospective peak fault current is 1008 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage 100V) 

In Figure 6.17, the estimated prospective fault current peak value is eight times as large as the critical 

current. With the prototype SFCL coil, the peak current value is reduced from 2048 A to 976 A. More 

than half of the prospective fault current is limited by the prototype SFCL coil. The quench resistance 

of the outer winding is reduced to zero after the fault current is lower than 200 A, and the value of 

the inner winding is reduced to zero when the fault current is below 180 A. Due to the larger contact 

area with liquid nitrogen, the cooling effect of the outer winding is better, which consequently 

experiences a quicker recovery time. 
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    (a) Fault current and voltage drops                    (b) Fault current and quench resistances 

Figure 6.17 Current limiting performance of the low inductance prototype SFCL coil when 

the prospective peak fault current is 2048 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage 200V) 

In Figure 6.18, the estimated prospective fault current peak value is more than twelve times larger 

than the critical current. With the prototype SFCL coil, the peak current value is reduced from 3089 A 

to 1208 A. The prototype SFCL coil suppresses 61% of the prospective fault current. The maximum 

withstand voltages applied to both the inner and outer windings of the prototype SFCL coil are 

approximately 120 V. The quench resistances of both the inner and outer windings increase and reach 

42.85 mΩ/m and 39.64 mΩ/m, respectively. The quench resistances do not perform obvious 

reduction although the fault current is reduced to 120 A. The prototype SFCL coil therefore requires 

more recovery time to completely cool down and return to the superconducting state. 

  

   (a) Fault current and voltage drops                      (b) Fault current and quench resistances  

Figure 6.18 Current limiting performance of the low inductance prototype SFCL coil when 

the prospective peak fault current is 3089 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage 300V) 
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6.4.4 Current limiting performance of the prototype SFCL coil with the high 

inductance connection 

During the tests, the terminals of the prototype SFCL coil were connected, as shown in Figure 6.3 (b), 

to produce the high inductance connection structure. Terminal 1 was connected to the inductor and 

Terminal 3 was connected to the SSCB prototype. The current limiting performances were studied 

under prospective fault currents up to 2048 A (200 V capacitor voltage). Experimental results with 

various prospective fault current peak values (71 A, 280 A, 1008 A, and 2048 A) are shown in Figure 

6.19 to Figure 6.22.  

As shown in Figure 6.19, although the prospective current peak value is much lower than the critical 

current, the fault current is still reduced from 71 A to 66 A when the prototype SFCL coil is connected 

into the circuit. When the prospective fault current is increased to 280 A, which is slightly higher 

than the critical current, as shown in Figure 6.20, the fault current is reduced to 252 A. In addition, 

tpeak is extended in both situations, because of the presence of the high inductance of the prototype 

SFCL coil. 

 

Figure 6.19 Current limiting performance of the high inductance prototype SFCL coil when 

the prospective peak fault current is 71 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage 10V) 

 

Figure 6.20 Current limiting performance of the high inductance prototype SFCL coil when 

the prospective peak fault current is 280 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage 30V) 
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In both Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22, the prospective fault current is much greater than the critical 

current. In Figure 6.21, the prospective fault current peak value is more than four times larger than 

the critical current. The peak fault current is limited from 1008 A to 640 A with the prototype SFCL 

coil, which is limited by both the inductance and quench resistance of the prototype SFCL coil. The 

peak time tpeak reduces from 1.24 ms to approximately 1.05 ms, since the increased resistance in 

the fault current loop has a greater impact on the peak time than the increased inductance. When the 

prospective fault current is increased to more than eight times the critical current, the current peak 

value is reduced from 2048 A to 928 A by inserting the prototype SFCL coil, as shown in Figure 6.22. 

Approximately 55% of the prospective fault current is limited by the prototype SFCL coil. 

At the beginning of a fault, a voltage spike across the SFCL appears, which is induced by the 

inductance of the prototype SFCL coil. Hence, the inductance of an SFCL coil should be cautiously 

considered to prevent any voltage across an SFCL coil from being higher than the insulation voltage 

level of the cryostat cooling system. The second voltage peak is produced by the quench resistance 

of the prototype SFCL coil. The voltage starts to increase when the fault current is higher than the 

critical current of the prototype SFCL coil. It can be observed that the voltage drop across the inner 

winding is greater than across the outer winding. This means that a quench of the inner winding is 

more obvious, which is caused by the worse cooling effect and the lower critical current level of the 

inner winding. 

  

    (a) Fault current and voltage drops                       (b) Fault current and quench resistances  

Figure 6.21 Current limiting performance of the high inductance prototype SFCL coil when 

the prospective peak fault current is 1008 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage 100V) 
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      (a) Fault current and voltage drops                     (b) Fault current and quench resistances  

Figure 6.22 Current limiting performance of the high inductance prototype SFCL coil when 

the prospective peak fault current is 2048 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage 200V) 

6.4.5 Comparison between the two inductance connections 

Figure 6.23 summarises the maximum current levels with and without the two types of the prototype 

SFCL coil when the capacitor is pre-charged from 10 V up to 300 V. The prospective current peak 

value without the prototype SFCL coil (solid line) increases linearly with the pre-charge voltage of 

the capacitor. After introducing the prototype SFCL coil, the current amplitude decreases obviously 

when the capacitor voltage is higher than 50 V (corresponding to a prospective fault current of 484 A). 

The current limiting performance of the prototype SFCL coil is similar under both low and high 

inductance connection methods. The prototype SFCL coil under both connections can limit a fault 

current of 2048 A to less than 1000 A, which is within the current interruption capability of the SSCB 

prototype. 

 

Figure 6.23 Maximum current values using different capacitor pre-charge voltage levels  
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Figure 6.24 presents the maximum withstand voltages (in voltage per meter) of the inner and outer 

windings under both connection methods. Hollow circle markers (Inner_low) and solid circle 

markers (Outer_low) represent the inner winding voltages and outer winding voltages with the low 

inductance connection, respectively. Hollow triangle markers (Inner_high) stand for the inner 

winding voltages and solid triangle markers (Outer_high) are the outer winding voltages with the 

high inductance connection, respectively.  

As the capacitor voltage increases, the voltages applied to the windings rise, and the voltage 

difference between the inner and outer windings becomes more obvious. The inner winding always 

withstands a higher voltage stress per meter than the outer winding, which means that the quench 

resistance and the temperature of the inner winding are higher. When the capacitor is pre-charged to 

200 V, four withstand voltages reach 19.43 V/m (Inner_low), 18.56 V/m (Outer_low), 19.66 V/m 

(Inner_high), and 16.85 V/m (Outer_high). When the capacitor is pre-charged to 300 V, both the 

inner and outer windings of the low inductance prototype SFCL coil can withstand voltages of more 

than 32 V/m.  

 

Figure 6.24 Withstand voltages of the inner and outer windings with two connection methods 

under different capacitor pre-charge voltage levels  

The current limiting performance of the prototype SFCL coil and the maximum quench resistance of 

both windings under the low inductance and high inductance connection methods as a function of 

prospective current are presented in Figure 6.25. The solid line with circle markers (Limit_low) and 

dashed line with triangle markers (Limit_ high) represent the current limiting levels using the low 

inductance prototype SFCL coil and the high inductance prototype SFCL coil, respectively. Hollow 

circle markers (Rinner_low) and solid circle markers (Router_low) show the quench resistances in 

milliohm per meter for the inner and outer windings with the low inductance connection, respectively, 

whilst the hollow triangle markers (Rinner_high) and solid triangle markers (Router_high) stand for 
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the quench resistances in milliohm per meter of the inner winding voltage and outer winding with 

the high inductance connection, respectively. 

When the low inductance prototype SFCL coil is connected into the test circuit, there is almost no 

current reduction when the prospective fault current is lower than the critical current (253 A). It only 

starts to limit the fault current and to exhibit a quench resistance when the fault current is greater 

than the critical current. However, even if a prospective fault current is much lower than the critical 

current, the prototype SFCL coil with the high inductance connection can still limit the current. For 

both connection methods, as the prospective current rises, the prototype SFCL coil has better current 

limitation capability and achieves a higher quench level. In addition, the difference in the current 

limiting ratios of the two connection methods becomes smaller as the prospective current increases. 

This means that the effect of the inductance becomes lower, and the quench resistance dominants the 

current limiting performance. 

When the prospective fault current is 2048 A (capacitor pre-charged to 200 V), the current is limited 

to 47.7% and 45.3% by the low inductance prototype SFCL coil and the high inductance prototype 

SFCL coil, respectively. The prospective fault current is mainly suppressed by the quench resistance 

of the prototype SFCL coil. In the high inductance prototype SFCL coil, it can be observed that there 

is a significant difference in the quenching resistance between the inner and outer windings. The 

quench resistances are 22.61 mΩ/m (Rinner_high) and 19.42 mΩ/m (Router_high), respectively, 

which are approximately one-fifth of the resistance at room temperature. This difference is mainly 

caused by the unequal critical current of the inner and outer windings, respectively.  

When the prospective fault current is 3089 A (capacitor pre-charged to 300 V), the current is limited 

to 39.1% by the low inductance prototype SFCL coil. The quench resistances of the two windings 

reach 42.85 mΩ/m (Rinner_low) and 39.64 mΩ/m (Router_low), respectively, which accounts for 

39.0% and 36.7% of the resistance measured at room temperature. This obvious difference in quench 

resistance between the inner and outer windings is mainly caused by the unequal cooling effect of 

the inner and outer windings, respectively.  
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Figure 6.25 Current limitation with the SFCL prototype and maximum quench resistance as 

a function of prospective current  

6.5 Conclusions 

An SFCL prototype has been designed with AMSC type 8602 HTS tape after careful selection. A 

novel helical bifilar prototype SFCL coil using 12-mm-wide AMSC HTS tapes wound on a G10 tube 

was manufactured and characterised using experimental test-rigs. The room temperature resistance 

of the inner winding was 110 mΩ/m and the outer winding was 108 mΩ/m. The inductance of the 

low and high connections was 2.65 µH and 23.93 µH, respectively. 

Both connections can limit the fault current from over 2000 A to under 1000 A. The prototype SFCL 

coil with a high inductance connection can perform effective current limiting performance when the 

prospective fault current is lower than the critical current. The high inductance coil connection can 

help limit the rate of rise of the fault current, but would introduce a voltage spike once a fault occurs. 

When the prospective fault current is much greater than the critical current, the current limiting ratios 

under both connections are similar. Therefore, it seems that it is not essential to design a non-

inductance or low-inductance SFCL for DC systems, since the inductance of an SFCL has no impact 

during normal operation and can limit the rate of rise of the current during a fault. However, the 

inductance of an SFCL coil should be carefully designed in case any voltage across the SFCL coil is 

higher than the insulation voltage level of the cryostat system or the withstand voltage of the 

superconducting tape. To choose a better connection method for DC systems, the performances of 

the prototype SFCL coil under both connection methods will also be evaluated during a current 

interruption, which is presented in the next Chapter. 
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Chapter 7 Experimental Investigations of the SSCB Prototype 

with the SFCL Prototype  

7.1 Introduction 

There are two potential solutions to interrupt a high prospective fault current (>1000 A): to design a 

new SSCB with higher current interruption ability; or, to combine the designed SSCB prototype with 

an SFCL coil. The former solution requires more parallel branches or semiconductor devices with 

higher ratings, which will increase the design complexity and cost. For the latter solution, with the 

help of an SFCL coil, the prospective fault current can be limited to a low level within the interruption 

capability of the SSCB. In other words, this solution reduces the difficulty of the SSCB interruption. 

Although the use of an SFCL coil increases the total cost, the price of high-temperature 

superconducting material has gradually decreased. The SSCB prototype with an SFCL coil is a 

promising method to interrupt higher prospective fault currents in DC systems.  

The current limiting characteristics of the prototype SFCL coil with low and high inductance 

connections in the DC system were studied in Chapter 6. After introducing the prototype SFCL coil, 

it was shown that a fault current of 2048 A can be limited to under 1000 A, which is within the SSCB 

prototype interruption capability. However, further studies are required to examine the effects of the 

prototype SFCL coil with both the low and high inductance connections when the SSCB prototype 

interrupts a fault current. Therefore, the current interruption performances of the SSCB prototype 

combined with the low or high inductance connected prototype SFCL coil are investigated in this 

Chapter. 

7.2 Experimental setup 

The experimental test circuit is shown in Figure 7.1. Except for the addition of an external current 

transducer (LEM HAT 500-s) connected in series with the SSCB prototype, all the other components 

are the same as those in Figure 6.10. The SSCB prototype, SFCL prototype and LEM current 

transducer form a superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker. The LEM current transducer is 

used to convert the current signals into voltage signals through the Hall Effect, and the voltage signals 

are detected by the control board. Two control strategies are applied to the SSCB prototype for the 

following experimental tests, namely a control strategy based on a fixed amount of time and a control 

strategy with overcurrent protection. The former control strategy sends a turn-on signal with a fixed 

duration to the SSCB prototype after manually triggering the CLOSE switch on the control board. 

This control strategy is used to compare the performance of the prototype SFCL coil with the two 

different inductance connections during the interruption of the SSCB prototype. The fixed duration 
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is assumed to be the potential detection time of the SSCB prototype. The latter control strategy with 

overcurrent protection adds a current detection and comparison function to interrupt the current 

automatically. The use of this strategy aims to evaluate the detection method and the coordination 

between the SFCL prototype and the SSCB prototype.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 7.1 Schematic diagram (a) and image (b) of DC fault test circuit for the SSCB 

prototype and SFCL prototype tests 
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7.2.1 Control of the SSCB prototype based on a fixed amount of time 

As the fault current curve has been derived in the previous chapter, the current at each time point is 

known. Therefore, the interruption time can be specified for different current levels. The flow chart 

of the control strategy based on a fixed amount of time is illustrated in Figure 7.2, and consists of 

one main programme and two interrupt programmes. In the main programme, all the configurations 

are initialised and the Flag is set to zero before entering the main loop. In the main programme loop, 

the fault current level is continuously detected by the external LEM current transducer. The OLED 

display on the control board is refreshed approximately once per second, to show the detected current 

level and the status of the SSCB prototype.  

Two interrupt programmes are triggered by the CLOSE and OPEN switches. When the CLOSE 

switch is activated and the Flag is zero, the OLED display will indicate “On”. In the meantime, the 

LED and IGBTs will turn on. After a pre-set delay time (in several ms), the IGBTs will turn off and 

the Flag will convert to 1. The Flag is used to prevent malfunctions when the CLOSE switch is 

triggered repeatedly. Once the OPEN switch is activated, the Flag will be reset to zero, the LED will 

turn off and the OLED will display “Off”. Once this sequence is complete, the SSCB prototype is 

ready for the next interruption test. 

The state of the SSCB prototype can be obtained by observing the OLED display and the status of 

the LED. The word “On” and a bright LED indicate that the SSCB prototype has been turned on and 

turned off after a pre-set delay time. Whereas “Off” and a dark LED indicate that the SSCB prototype 

can be triggered for the next interruption operation. The program file of this control strategy can be 

found in Appendix 2(a). 
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Figure 7.2. Control signal flow chart of the control strategy based on a fixed amount of time 

7.2.2 Control of the SSCB prototype with overcurrent protection 

The control strategy with overcurrent protection has two main functions. The first function is to use 

the CLOSE and OPEN switches to manually control the closing and opening of the IGBTs. The 

second function is to automatically turn off the IGBTs when the current level detected by the external 

LEM current transducer exceeds a pre-set value.  

Figure 7.3 illustrates the flow chart of the control board programming of the control strategy. There 

is a main programme and two interrupt programmes. In the main programme, all the configurations 

are initialised before entering the main loop. In the main loop, the fault current level detected by the 

external LEM current transducer is converted into a digital signal using ADC. The mean of the 

converted current value (ad1) is compared with a set value. If ad1 is less than the set value, it repeats 

the ADC conversion and data calculation. However, when ad1 exceeds the set value, turn-off signals 

will be sent to the IGBTs and LED. In addition, the OLED display will show “OPEN” to indicate 

that an automatic turn-off signal has been produced, as shown in Figure 7.4 (a). The OLED display 

is also refreshed approximately once per second to show the detected current level and the status of 

the SSCB prototype. There are two interrupt programmes associated with the CLOSE and OPEN 

switches. When operating the CLOSE switch, the OLED display will show “On”, followed by 

sending turn-on signals to the LED and IGBTs. When operating the OPEN switch, turn-off signals 

will be sent to the IGBTs and the LED. Subsequently, the OLED display will display “Off”, as shown 

in Figure 7.4 (b). 
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The state of the SSCB prototype can be determined by observing the OLED display and the LED. 

The word “On” and a bright LED denotes that the SSCB prototype is turned on, whilst “Off” and a 

dark LED indicate a manual turn-off operation. If “OPEN” is shown on the OLED display, it means 

that the fault current exceeds the pre-set threshold and the SSCB prototype is turned off automatically. 

The program file of this control strategy can be found in Appendix 2(b). 

 

Figure 7.3. Control signal flow chart of the control strategy with overcurrent protection 

      

Figure 7.4. OLED display: (a) after automatically turn-off operation (b) after operating the 

OPEN switch  
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7.3 Testing of the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker using the control 

strategy based on a fixed amount of time 

In this section, the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker based on the low and high 

inductance prototype SFCL coil are studied using the control strategy based on a fixed amount of 

time. The SSCB prototype was turned on to initiate the test and turned off after 0.5 ms to 2 ms. 

 

7.3.1 SSCB prototype combined with the low inductance prototype SFCL coil 

The SSCB prototype combined with the low inductance prototype SFCL coil was connected to the 

DC fault test circuit. In Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6, the capacitor was pre-charged to 200 V. At 0 ms, 

the SSCB prototype was turned on to initiate the test. Then, the SSCB prototype was turned off to 

interrupt a 568 A fault current at 2 ms in Figure 7.5, and an 872 A fault current at 1 ms in Figure 7.6. 

The orange line denotes the current measured by the shunt resistor, and the green line represents the 

voltage drop across the SSCB prototype (VCE). The blue and purple lines are the ten times values of 

the voltage drops across the inner and outer windings of the prototype SFCL coil, respectively. 

As can be seen in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6, the inner and outer windings voltages are almost identical 

before turning off the SSCB prototype. During the current interruption, the rate of decrease of the 

outer winding voltage is greater than that of the inner winding voltage. This means that the outer 

winding has a better recovery performance compared to the inner winding, which is caused by the 

larger surface contact area between the outer winding and the liquid nitrogen. The larger contact area 

can prompt the heat transports from the HTS tape to the liquid nitrogen. The maximum reverse 

voltages applied to the outer and inner windings reach -12.8 V and -6.4 V, respectively. In addition, 

the first voltage spike across the SSCB prototype during the interruption tests reaches 680 V, as 

shown in Figure 7.5, and 920 V as shown in Figure 7.6, respectively. 
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        (a) Whole period                                        (b) Zoom in during interruption 

Figure 7.5 Current interruption performance of the SSCB prototype with the low inductance 

prototype SFCL coil at 568 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage is 200 V and the SSCB 

prototype is turned off at 2 ms) 

  

      (a) Whole period                                        (b) Zoom in during interruption 

Figure 7.6 Current interruption performance of the SSCB prototype with the low inductance 

prototype SFCL coil at 872 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage is 200 V and the SSCB 

prototype is turned off at 1 ms) 

In Figure 7.7, the capacitor was pre-charged to 300 V, and the SSCB prototype was set to turn off at 

1 ms. At 1 ms, the fault current is limited by the low inductance prototype SFCL coil to 976 A, and 

the SSCB prototype succeeds to interrupt this fault current within 50 µs. During the current 

interruption, the first voltage spike of VCE reaches 1020 V. 
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         (a) Whole period                                        (b) Zoom in during interruption 

Figure 7.7 Current interruption performance of the SSCB prototype with the low inductance 

prototype SFCL coil at 976 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage is 300 V and the SSCB 

prototype is turned off at 1 ms) 

Another interrupt test was conducted at 0.5 ms, at which time the current was interrupted before 

reaching the peak fault current level. Without the prototype SFCL coil, the prospective fault current 

would reach 3089 A. After inserting the SFCL prototype, the fault current amplitude is reduced to 

1208 A. As can be seen in Figure 7.8, the SSCB prototype successfully achieves a current interruption 

at 1200 A within 60 µs. This indicates that after using the low inductance prototype SFCL coil, the 

SSCB prototype can interrupt a prospective fault current greater than 3000 A, which is approximately 

three times the interruption capability of the individual SSCB.  

  

       (a) Whole period                                        (b) Zoom in during interruption 

Figure 7.8 Current interruption performance of the SSCB prototype with the low inductance 

prototype SFCL coil at 1200 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage is 300 V and the SSCB 

prototype is turned off at 0.5 ms) 
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7.3.2 SSCB prototype combined with the high inductance prototype SFCL coil 

The SSCB prototype combined with the high inductance prototype SFCL coil was connected to the 

DC fault test circuit. The capacitor was pre-charged to 200 V. After commencing the test at 0 ms, the 

SSCB prototype was programmed to interrupt the fault current at 2 ms (592 A) in Figure 7.9 and at 

1 ms (880 A) in Figure 7.10. The orange line denotes the current measured by the shunt resistor, and 

the green line represents the voltage drop across the SSCB prototype (VCE). The blue line is the ten 

times value of the voltage drop across the inner winding of the prototype SFCL coil (Vinner*10), 

and the purple line is the ten times value of the voltage drop across the outer winding (Vouter*10). 

During the current interruption tests, the voltage oscillations of both Vinner and Vouter are caused 

by the variation of quench resistance between the two windings. In Figure 7.9, the maximum voltages 

across the inner and outer windings reach -212 V and -222 V, respectively. These voltages increase 

during the second test to -226 V and -252 V, as shown in Figure 7.10. Therefore, the prototype SFCL 

coil experiences a negative voltage of more than 64 V/m, which may exceed the dielectric strength 

of the coil if the quench period lasts for a long time [71, 104, 112]. These high voltages are affected 

by the inductance of the prototype SFCL coil windings and the rate of change of the fault current. To 

interrupt a fault current at an extremely fast speed, the rate of change of the current will be high. 

Therefore, reducing the inductance of the SFCL prototype would be an effective method to ease the 

high voltage applied to the coil. Although the SSCB prototype with the high inductance prototype 

SFCL coil can interrupt the fault at 880 A within 50 µs, the high voltage induced by the high 

inductance makes the SFCL prototype not reliable enough for the superconducting solid-state DC 

circuit breaker.  

  

        (a) Whole period                                        (b) Zoom in during interruption 

Figure 7.9 Current interruption performance of the SSCB prototype with the high 

inductance prototype SFCL coil at 592A (pre-charged capacitor voltage is 200 V and the 

SSCB prototype is turned off at 2 ms) 
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         (a) Whole period                                        (b) Zoom in during interruption 

Figure 7.10 Current interruption performance of the SSCB prototype with the high 

inductance prototype SFCL coil at 880 A (pre-charged capacitor voltage is 200 V and the 

SSCB prototype is turned off at 1 ms) 

7.4 Testing of the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker using the control 

strategy with overcurrent protection 

Due to the high voltage induced by the high inductance prototype SFCL coil during the current 

interruption tests, the SSCB prototype with the low inductance prototype SFCL coil was selected for 

this test. The threshold of the detected current was set to 1000 A. Once the mean value of the current 

detected by the external LEM current transducer is higher than this threshold level, a turn-off signal 

will be sent to the SSCB prototype. 

In this test, the capacitor was pre-charged to 300 V. As can be seen in Figure 7.11, the 

superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker is turned on at 0 ms, and the fault current starts to rise. 

The maximum fault current would reach 1208A (prospective current of 3089 A without the SFCL 

prototype), which is higher than the threshold current level. When the current reaches 1000 A, the 

circuit breaker actives to interrupt the fault current. The fault current is reduced from 1000 A to zero 

in 50 µs. After the interruption, the voltage across the SSCB prototype is equal to the capacitor 

voltage. The superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker with the automatic detection function 

can limit the fault current effectively and interrupt the fault current timely. 
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         (a) Whole period                                        (b) Zoom in during interruption 

Figure 7.11 Current interruption performance of the SSCB prototype with the low 

inductance prototype SFCL coil using LEM current detection (pre-charged capacitor voltage 

is 300 V) 

During real operation, both the current value and current rise rate can be monitored and used as 

indicators to determine the response time of the SSCB prototype. As explained in this section, during 

the experimental tests only the current value was detected and used for automatic interruption 

operation. In the future work, the voltage across the prototype SFCL coil can also be used as an 

indicator to control the interruption of the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker.  

7.5 Conclusions 

The interruption performances of the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker using the low-

inductance and high-inductance prototype SFCL coils were studied using the control strategy based 

on a fixed amount of time in this Chapter. Although the prototype SFCL coils under both connections 

had similar current limiting performance, the prototype SFCL coil with a low inductance connection 

was a better choice for the SSCB prototype, as the induced voltages across the coil windings were 

lower.  

Experimental testing of the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker using the low inductance 

coil and the control strategy with overcurrent protection was also conducted at a maximum 

prospective current of 3089 A. The SFCL prototype limited the fault current to a lower level and then 

the SSCB prototype successfully detected and performed an interruption at 1000 A within 50 µs. In 

addition, the voltage across the SFCL prototype can be a potential indicator to be used to trigger the 

SSCB prototype in future works. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Further Research 

8.1 Conclusions 

The aim of this PhD research project was to develop a solid-state DC circuit breaker integrating 

superconducting fault current limiting technology for DC systems. All the objectives of the PhD 

project, as outlined in Chapter 1, have been achieved including: 

⚫ Design and build of an SSCB prototype based on both series and parallel connected IGBTs 

(explained in Chapter 3) 

⚫ Built SSCB models in PLECS software and simulated operational performance (explained 

in Chapter 4) 

⚫ Designed experimental tests and established associated test platforms to test the performance 

of the SSCB prototype (explained in Chapter 5) 

⚫ Developed an SFCL prototype for DC systems, and investigated its characteristics as well as 

its current-limiting behaviour (explained in Chapter 6) 

⚫ Developed and performed experimental tests on a superconducting solid-state DC circuit 

breaker based on the SSCB prototype and the SFCL prototype (explained in Chapter 7) 

The SSCB prototype with a low-inductance resistive prototype SFCL coil has been proven to be an 

effective and reliable solution to protect DC systems from potential high fault currents. It is a 

promising protection device for electric aircraft and MVDC distribution systems. This thesis provides 

a comprehensive study of a superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker, including prototype 

design, theoretical analysis, simulation, and experimental validation testing. The study gives valuable 

guidance for the design and testing of a superconducting solid-state circuit breaker for DC systems. 

The main findings and conclusions from this thesis can be summarised as follows: 

A 1 kV SSCB prototype based on series and parallel connected IGBTs has been designed and built. 

This is the first time that an investigation into series and parallel connected IGBTs in a single SSCB 

has been conducted. The SSCB prototype demonstrated even current sharing for parallel connected 

IGBTs and voltage balance for series connected IGBTs, which shows the effectiveness of the design 

of the IGBT gate drive circuit and the voltage balancing circuits. 

Three simulation models were built in PLECS software, as explained in Chapter 4, to simulate the 

steady-state and dynamic operation of the designed SSCB. Model 1 and Model 2 for the steady-state 

simulation were used to analyse the on-state loss, steady-state temperatures and temperature change 

waveforms. The experimental results were consistent with the simulation results from the two 
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PLECS models. Both the simulation and experimental results validated the effectiveness of the 

design presented in Chapter 3. 

Model 3 was used for dynamic operation simulation to simulate the current interruption process of 

the SSCB. The impacts of the three parameters tf, Lrcd, and Lmov on the SSCB were investigated 

using this model. Reducing the RCD loop inductance Lrcd can effectively reduce the current 

commutation time from the RCD circuit to the MOV branch, first voltage spike, and turn-off loss of 

the IGBTs. Reducing the MOV loop inductance Lmov can effectively reduce the current 

commutation time from the RCD circuit to the MOV branch and the second voltage spike. To achieve 

better performance, the RCD snubber circuits and varistors should be therefore located as close as 

possible to the IGBT modules. 

In Chapter 5, the SSCB prototype was experimentally tested under both on-state tests and dynamic 

tests. The SSCB prototype can conduct nominal currents of 150 A continuously without overheating. 

The on-state loss of the SSCB prototype increased linearly with the total current, which reached 

1.2 kW when the current was 415 A. For DC systems with high nominal currents, SSCBs may cause 

high losses. Therefore, hybrid circuit breakers could be a better choice. During the dynamic tests, the 

SSCB prototype successfully interrupted 1000 A fault current with good current sharing and voltage 

balance. 

The behaviours of the prototype SFCL coil with low and high inductance connections under different 

fault current levels without current interruption were investigated in Chapter 6. Both connections can 

effectively suppress a fault current from 2000 A to under 1000 A. However, it was found during 

experimental testing that the prototype SFCL coil with the high inductance connection can reduce 

the rate of rise of the fault current, but would cause a voltage spike across the coil once a fault occurs. 

The performance of the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker using the low and high 

inductance prototype SFCL coils were studied in Chapter 7. The SFCL prototype with a low 

inductance connection was found to be a better choice for the circuit breaker, as the induced voltages 

across the coil windings were much lower. By using the control strategy with overcurrent protection, 

the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker with the low inductance prototype SFCL coil 

rapidly and accurately interrupted the fault current at 1000 A. Without a superconducting coil, the 

prospective fault current could reach over 3000 A. Therefore, the superconducting SSCB is a 

potential solution to limit and interrupt fault current in DC systems. 
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8.2 Further research 

It is recommended that further research can be carried out in the following areas: 

For the SSCB prototype, it would be interesting to explore the effects of the gate and emitter 

resistances on the IGBT gate drive PCB board on the turn-off process of the IGBT, since these 

resistances will affect the gate drive current of the IGBT. The impact of the values of these resistances 

on the current interruption performance of the SSCB prototype is therefore worthwhile to be 

investigated further. In addition, by changing the ratio between the gate resistance RG and emitter 

resistance RE, the current sharing performance could also be investigated. Another SSCB simulation 

model with various gate and emitter resistances could be built and experimental tests could be 

undertaken in the future. 

The 1 kV SSCB prototype has successfully demonstrated even current sharing and voltage balancing 

under both static and dynamic experimental tests. The SSCB prototype can be used as the main 

breaker in a hybrid DC circuit breaker. By connecting more SSCBs in series and in parallel, there is 

the potential to build a larger DC circuit breaker for higher voltage and current levels.  

In Chapter 6, a helical bifilar resistive type SFCL prototype was built and tested. Based on the 

experimental results, an SFCL electro-thermal simulation model could be established in COMSOL 

or MATLAB in the future. This simulation model could be used as a guide for designing an SFCL 

coil for DC systems. The quench behaviour, the current limiting performance and recovery in DC 

systems could also be simulated and understood further. 

In Chapter 7, the low inductance prototype SFCL coil was selected for the superconducting solid-

state DC circuit breaker. During the control strategy with overcurrent protection, the control board 

was programmed to automatically send out a turn-off signal when a fault current exceeded a pre-set 

value. In future research, the voltage across the SFCL coil and the rate of rise of current could also 

be used as indicators to control the interruption of the superconducting solid-state DC circuit breaker 

to increase the reliability of fault detection and interruption. 
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Appendix 2: Keil MDK Program Main File 

a) Main file of the control strategy based on a fixed amount of time: 

 

/* Includes ------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#include "main.h" 

#include "adc.h" 

#include "dma.h" 

#include "i2c.h" 

#include "gpio.h" 

 

/* Private includes ----------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* USER CODE BEGIN Includes */ 

#include "stm32f1xx_it.h" 

#include "ssd1306.h" 

#include "fonts.h" 

#include "test.h" 

/* USER CODE END Includes */ 

 

/* Private typedef -----------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* USER CODE BEGIN PTD */ 

float  ADC_ConvertedValueLocal; //converted value --- 3.3V 

int  ADC_ConvertedValueLocal_1000; 

float  ADC_CurrentValue; 

uint32_t  ADC_ConvertedValue;  //origin value --- 4096 

/* USER CODE END PTD */ 

 

/* Private variables ---------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* USER CODE BEGIN PV */ 

uint32_t ADC_Value[100]; 

uint8_t  i; 

uint8_t  flag; 

uint32_t ad1; 

/* USER CODE END PV */ 

 

/* Private function prototypes -----------------------------------------------*/ 

void SystemClock_Config(void); 

 

/** 

  * @brief  The application entry point. 

  * @retval int 

  */ 

int main(void) 

{ 

/* MCU Configuration--------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

/* Reset of all peripherals, Initializes the Flash interface and the Systick. */ 

HAL_Init(); 

 

/* Configure the system clock */ 

SystemClock_Config(); 

 

/* USER CODE BEGIN SysInit */ 

HAL_Delay(1000); // 1000ms 
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/* USER CODE END SysInit */ 

 

/* Initialize all configured peripherals */ 

MX_GPIO_Init(); 

MX_DMA_Init(); 

MX_I2C1_Init(); 

MX_ADC1_Init(); 

 

/* USER CODE BEGIN 2 */ 

SSD1306_Init();  // initialise 

 

SSD1306_Fill (0);  // fill color 0 is black 

SSD1306_UpdateScreen (); // print the changes on the display 

 

SSD1306_GotoXY (20,10); // goto 10,10 

SSD1306_Puts ("DC SSCB", &Font_11x18, 1); // put hello on the screen 

 

SSD1306_UpdateScreen (); // print the changes on the display 

 

HAL_Delay (1000);  // wait for 1 s 

 

SSD1306_Clear(); 

 

HAL_ADCEx_Calibration_Start(&hadc1); //ad calibration 

 

HAL_ADC_Start_DMA(&hadc1,(uint32_t*)&ADC_Value,100); 

 

HAL_Delay (1000); // wait for 1 s 

flag = 0; 

/* USER CODE END 2 */ 

 

/* Infinite loop */ 

/* USER CODE BEGIN WHILE */ 

while (1) 

{ 

 int t; 

 for(t=0; t<10; t++)  //tmax 2147483647 

 { 

  for(i=0, ad1=0; i<100; ) 

  { 

   ad1 = ad1 + ADC_Value[i]; 

   i++; 

  } 

  ad1 = ad1/100; 

  ADC_ConvertedValue = ad1; 

/* USER CODE END WHILE */ 

 

    /* USER CODE BEGIN 3 */ 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16_BUFFER(0,"DC SSCB 1ms"); 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16_BUFFER(2,"ADC"); 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16_BUFFER(4,"Voltage:"); 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16_BUFFER(6,"Current:"); 

    

//ADC_ConvertedValueLocal = ad1*3.3/4096; 

ADC_ConvertedValueLocal = (double)(ADC_ConvertedValue&0xFFF)*3.3/4096;   
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ADC_ConvertedValueLocal_1000 = (int)(ADC_ConvertedValueLocal*1000); 

if (ADC_ConvertedValueLocal > 1.645) 

{ 

 ADC_CurrentValue = (ADC_ConvertedValueLocal-1.645)*(185+33)/33*500/4; 

} 

else 

{ 

 ADC_CurrentValue = (1.645-ADC_ConvertedValueLocal)*(185+33)/33*500/4; 

} 

 

if(t==0) 

{ 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(2, 10*8, (ADC_ConvertedValue&0xFFF)/1000 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(2, 11*8, (ADC_ConvertedValue&0xFFF)%1000/100 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(2, 12*8, (ADC_ConvertedValue&0xFFF)%100/10 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(2, 13*8, (ADC_ConvertedValue&0xFFF)%10 + 0x30); 

 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 10*8, ADC_ConvertedValueLocal_1000/1000 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 11*8, 0x2E); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 12*8, ADC_ConvertedValueLocal_1000%1000/100 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 13*8, ADC_ConvertedValueLocal_1000%100/10 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 14*8, ADC_ConvertedValueLocal_1000%10 + 0x30); 

  

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 10*8, (int)ADC_CurrentValue/1000 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 11*8, (int)ADC_CurrentValue%1000/100 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 12*8, (int)ADC_CurrentValue%100/10 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 13*8, (int)ADC_CurrentValue%10 + 0x30); 

 if (ADC_ConvertedValueLocal>1.645) 

 { 

  OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 9*8, 0x2D); 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 9*8, 0x20); 

 } 

} 

} 

} 

  /* USER CODE END 3 */ 

} 

 

/** 

  * @brief System Clock Configuration 

  * @retval None 

  */ 

void SystemClock_Config(void) 

{ 

RCC_OscInitTypeDef RCC_OscInitStruct = {0}; 

RCC_ClkInitTypeDef RCC_ClkInitStruct = {0}; 

RCC_PeriphCLKInitTypeDef PeriphClkInit = {0}; 

 

/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks  

  */ 

RCC_OscInitStruct.OscillatorType = RCC_OSCILLATORTYPE_HSE; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.HSEState = RCC_HSE_ON; 
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RCC_OscInitStruct.HSEPredivValue = RCC_HSE_PREDIV_DIV1; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.HSIState = RCC_HSI_ON; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLState = RCC_PLL_ON; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLSource = RCC_PLLSOURCE_HSE; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLMUL = RCC_PLL_MUL9; 

if (HAL_RCC_OscConfig(&RCC_OscInitStruct) != HAL_OK) 

{ 

  Error_Handler(); 

} 

/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks  

  */ 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.ClockType = RCC_CLOCKTYPE_HCLK|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_SYSCLK 

                            |RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK1|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK2; 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.SYSCLKSource = RCC_SYSCLKSOURCE_PLLCLK; 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.AHBCLKDivider = RCC_SYSCLK_DIV1; 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB1CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV2; 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB2CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV1; 

 

if (HAL_RCC_ClockConfig(&RCC_ClkInitStruct, FLASH_LATENCY_2) != HAL_OK) 

{ 

  Error_Handler(); 

} 

PeriphClkInit.PeriphClockSelection = RCC_PERIPHCLK_ADC; 

PeriphClkInit.AdcClockSelection = RCC_ADCPCLK2_DIV6; 

if (HAL_RCCEx_PeriphCLKConfig(&PeriphClkInit) != HAL_OK) 

{ 

  Error_Handler(); 

} 

/**Enables the Clock Security System  

  */ 

HAL_RCC_EnableCSS(); 

} 

 

/* USER CODE BEGIN 4 */ 

void HAL_GPIO_EXTI_Callback(uint16_t GPIO_Pin) 

{ 

 if (GPIO_Pin==OPEN_Pin) 

 { 

  if(HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOB,OPEN_Pin)!=RESET) // if OPEN_Pin(PB3) has a 

3.3V signal  

  { 

   flag = 0; 

   LED_Off();  

  } 

 } 

 else if (GPIO_Pin==CLOSE_Pin) 

 { 

  If (HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOB,CLOSE_Pin)!=RESET && flag != 1 ) // if 

CLOSE_Pin(PB4) has a 3.3V signal 

  { 

   PWM1_Off(); // PWM1output will be low level ---0 

    

   HAL_Delay_us(1000); // 1ms 

    

   PWM1_On(); // PWM1output will be high level ---1 
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flag = 1;  

   LED_On();   

  } 

   

 } 

} 

 

void HAL_Delay_us(__IO uint32_t delay_us) 

{ 

 uint32_t first_value = 0;             

 uint32_t current_value = 0;        

 uint32_t reload = SysTick ->LOAD;  

 uint32_t nus_number = delay_us * ((reload + 1) / 1000); 

 uint32_t change_number = 0; 

first_value = SysTick ->VAL; 

 while(1) 

 { 

  current_value = SysTick ->VAL; 

  if (current_value != first_value) 

  { 

   if (current_value < first_value) 

   { 

    change_number += first_value - current_value; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    change_number += reload - current_value + first_value; 

   } 

   first_value = current_value;   

   if(change_number >= nus_number) 

   { 

    break; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

} 

/* USER CODE END 4 */ 
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b) Main file of the control strategy with overcurrent protection: 

 

/* Includes ------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#include "main.h" 

#include "adc.h" 

#include "dma.h" 

#include "i2c.h" 

#include "gpio.h" 

 

/* Private includes ----------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* USER CODE BEGIN Includes */ 

#include "stm32f1xx_it.h" 

#include "ssd1306.h" 

#include "fonts.h" 

#include "test.h" 

/* USER CODE END Includes */ 

 

/* Private typedef -----------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* USER CODE BEGIN PTD */ 

float   ADC_ConvertedValueLocal; //converted value --- 3.3V 

int   ADC_ConvertedValueLocal_1000; 

float   ADC_CurrentValue; 

uint32_t   ADC_ConvertedValue;  //origin value --- 4096 

float   Positive_Current_to_Voltage; 

float   Negative_Current_to_Voltage; 

/* USER CODE END PTD */ 

 

/* Private variables ---------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* USER CODE BEGIN PV */ 

uint32_t ADC_Value[50]; 

uint8_t  i; 

int  t; 

uint8_t  flag; 

uint32_t ad1; 

/* USER CODE END PV */ 

 

/* Private function prototypes -----------------------------------------------*/ 

void SystemClock_Config(void); 

 

/** 

  * @brief  The application entry point. 

  * @retval int 

  */ 

int main(void) 

{ 

/* MCU Configuration--------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Reset of all peripherals, Initializes the Flash interface and the Systick. */ 

HAL_Init(); 

 

/* Configure the system clock */ 

SystemClock_Config(); 

 

/* USER CODE BEGIN SysInit */ 

 HAL_Delay(1000); // 1000ms 
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/* USER CODE END SysInit */ 

 

/* Initialize all configured peripherals */ 

MX_GPIO_Init(); 

MX_DMA_Init(); 

MX_I2C1_Init(); 

MX_ADC1_Init(); 

 

/* USER CODE BEGIN 2 */ 

SSD1306_Init(); // initialise 

 

SSD1306_Fill (0); // fill color 0 is black; 1 is white 

SSD1306_UpdateScreen (); // print the changes on the display 

 

SSD1306_GotoXY (20,10);  // goto 20,10 

SSD1306_Puts ("DC SSCB", &Font_11x18, 1); // put DC SSCB on the screen 

 

SSD1306_UpdateScreen (); // print the changes on the display 

 

HAL_Delay (1000); // wait for 1s 

 

SSD1306_Clear(); 

 

HAL_ADCEx_Calibration_Start(&hadc1);  //ad calibration 

 

HAL_ADC_Start_DMA(&hadc1,(uint32_t*)&ADC_Value,30); 

 

HAL_Delay (1000); // wait for 1s 

flag = 0; 

 

OLED_DISPLAY_8x16_BUFFER(0,"DC SSCB HAT 500");  

OLED_DISPLAY_8x16_BUFFER(2,"currentlimit 1kA"); 

OLED_DISPLAY_8x16_BUFFER(4,"SSCB:     ");  

OLED_DISPLAY_8x16_BUFFER(6,"Current:");  

OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 10*8, 0x4F); //"O" 

OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 11*8, 0x66); //"f" 

OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 12*8, 0x66); //"f" 

/* USER CODE END 2 */ 

 

/* Infinite loop */ 

/* USER CODE BEGIN WHILE */ 

while (1) 

{ 

 for(t=0; t<300001; t++)  //tmax 2147483647 

 { 

  for(i=0, ad1=0; i<30; ) 

  { 

   ad1 = ad1 + ADC_Value[i]; 

   i++; 

  } 

  ad1 = ad1/30; 

  ADC_ConvertedValue = ad1; 

/* USER CODE END WHILE */ 

 

/* USER CODE BEGIN 3 */ 
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if(ADC_ConvertedValue>=Negative_ADC_Value||ADC_ConvertedValue<=Positive_ADC_Value) 

 { 

  PWM2_On(); // PWM2output will be high level ---1,SSCB open 

  PA12_Off(); // PA12 will be low level ---0 

  LED_Off(); // PC13 LED will be off  

  flag = 0;  

  OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 10*8, 0x4F); //"O" 

  OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 11*8, 0x50); //"P" 

  OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 12*8, 0x45); //"E" 

  OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 13*8, 0x4E); //"N" 

 } 

 if(t==300000) 

 { 

  ADC_ConvertedValueLocal = (float)(ADC_ConvertedValue)*3.3/4096; 

  if (ADC_ConvertedValueLocal > VoltageValue_CurrentZero) 

  { 

   ADC_CurrentValue = (ADC_ConvertedValueLocal-

VoltageValue_CurrentZero)*(187+33)/33*500/4; 

  } 

  else 

  { 

   ADC_CurrentValue = (VoltageValue_CurrentZero-

ADC_ConvertedValueLocal)*(187+33)/33*500/4; 

  } 

 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 10*8, (int)ADC_CurrentValue/1000 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 11*8, (int)ADC_CurrentValue%1000/100 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 12*8, (int)ADC_CurrentValue%100/10 + 0x30); 

 OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 13*8, (int)ADC_CurrentValue%10 + 0x30); 

 if (ADC_ConvertedValueLocal>VoltageValue_CurrentZero) 

 { 

  OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 9*8, 0x2D);  // '-' 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(6, 9*8, 0x20);  // ' ' 

 } 

} 

} 

} 

/* USER CODE END 3 */ 

} 

 

/** 

  * @brief System Clock Configuration 

  * @retval None 

  */ 

void SystemClock_Config(void) 

{ 

RCC_OscInitTypeDef RCC_OscInitStruct = {0}; 

RCC_ClkInitTypeDef RCC_ClkInitStruct = {0}; 

RCC_PeriphCLKInitTypeDef PeriphClkInit = {0}; 

 

/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks  

  */ 
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RCC_OscInitStruct.OscillatorType = RCC_OSCILLATORTYPE_HSE; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.HSEState = RCC_HSE_ON; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.HSEPredivValue = RCC_HSE_PREDIV_DIV1; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.HSIState = RCC_HSI_ON; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLState = RCC_PLL_ON; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLSource = RCC_PLLSOURCE_HSE; 

RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLMUL = RCC_PLL_MUL9; 

if (HAL_RCC_OscConfig(&RCC_OscInitStruct) != HAL_OK) 

{ 

  Error_Handler(); 

} 

/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks  

  */ 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.ClockType = RCC_CLOCKTYPE_HCLK|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_SYSCLK 

                              |RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK1|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK2; 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.SYSCLKSource = RCC_SYSCLKSOURCE_PLLCLK; 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.AHBCLKDivider = RCC_SYSCLK_DIV1; 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB1CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV2; 

RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB2CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV1; 

 

if (HAL_RCC_ClockConfig(&RCC_ClkInitStruct, FLASH_LATENCY_2) != HAL_OK) 

{ 

  Error_Handler(); 

} 

PeriphClkInit.PeriphClockSelection = RCC_PERIPHCLK_ADC; 

PeriphClkInit.AdcClockSelection = RCC_ADCPCLK2_DIV6; 

if (HAL_RCCEx_PeriphCLKConfig(&PeriphClkInit) != HAL_OK) 

{ 

  Error_Handler(); 

} 

/**Enables the Clock Security System  

  */ 

HAL_RCC_EnableCSS(); 

} 

 

/* USER CODE BEGIN 4 */ 

void HAL_GPIO_EXTI_Callback(uint16_t GPIO_Pin) 

{ 

 if(GPIO_Pin==OPEN_Pin) 

 { 

  if(HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOB,OPEN_Pin)!=RESET) // if OPEN_Pin(PB3) has a 

3.3V signal  

  { 

   PWM2_On(); // PWM2output will be high level ---1,SSCB open  

   flag = 0;  

   LED_Off();  // PC13 LED will be off   

   PA12_Off(); // PA12 will be low level ---0 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 10*8, 0x4F); //"O" 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 11*8, 0x66); //"f" 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 12*8, 0x66); //"f" 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 13*8, 0x20); //" "    

  } 

 } 

 else if(GPIO_Pin==CLOSE_Pin) 

 { 
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  if(HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOB,CLOSE_Pin)!=RESET && flag != 1) // if 

CLOSE_Pin(PB4) has a 3.3V signal 

  { 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 10*8, 0x4F); //"O" 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 11*8, 0x6E); //"n" 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 12*8, 0x20); //" " 

   OLED_DISPLAY_8x16(4, 13*8, 0x20); //" " 

   LED_On();  // PC13 LED will be on 

   PA12_On(); // PA12 will be high level ---1 

   flag = 1; 

   t=0; 

   PWM2_Off(); // PWM2output will be low level ---0,SSCB close 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

void HAL_Delay_us(__IO uint32_t delay_us) 

{ 

 uint32_t first_value = 0;             

 uint32_t current_value = 0;        

 uint32_t reload = SysTick ->LOAD;  

 uint32_t nus_number = delay_us * ((reload + 1) / 1000); 

 uint32_t change_number = 0; 

first_value = SysTick ->VAL; 

 while(1) 

 { 

  current_value = SysTick ->VAL; 

  if (current_value != first_value) 

  { 

   if (current_value < first_value) 

   { 

    change_number += first_value - current_value; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    change_number += reload - current_value + first_value; 

   } 

   first_value = current_value;   

   if(change_number >= nus_number) 

   { 

    break; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

} 

/* USER CODE END 4 */ 

 


